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Abstract
Transformed Within, Transformed Without: The Enactment of Religious Conversion in
Medieval and Early Modern European Saint Plays
Emily Ciavarella Kuntz

My dissertation investigates the ways in which both medieval and early modern saint
plays depict and incite religious conversion through self-aware theatrical techniques. In each of
my chapters, I examine one or two popular saint plays from a given period and area (medieval
England, medieval France, early modern Spain, and early modern England) and show how each
play invites the audience to undergo a spiritual shift parallel to that of the saint protagonist.
These playmakers harnessed the affective power and technology of theatrical performance to
invite the audience to engage with performed religious conversion in a controlled, celebratory
environment and to encourage them to convert toward a more deeply felt Christianity. The plays
reconfigured the audience’s sensory and intellectual understanding of Christian theology in order
for the audience to recognize spiritual truth within an inherently communal, participatory, and
performative space. The plays I examine depend on the audience’s familiarity with theatrical
culture and practice in order to distinguish between sincere and insincere religious performance.
By making the process of conversion a theatrical performance onstage, these plays could
advocate for the theatrical medium as a genuine and effective catalyst for spiritual renewal. In
addition to joining the conversation on the nature and goals of early European theatre, my
dissertation also argues for the continued intersection between performance studies and

conversion studies, demonstrating the ways in which theatrical performance elucidates the ways
in which communities can instigate and collectively feel conversion.
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Introduction: Converting by Play
In the Middle English A Tretise of Miraclis Pleyinge (1380-1425), the authors denounce
the seemingly common practice of “miraclis pleyinge,” where miracles or other religious scenes
are represented “in gamen and pley.” The exact practices are not clear and could refer to a
variety of theatrical practices with religious subject matters.1 In any case, these practices were
prevalent enough to inspire the authors, who appear to be proto-Protestant Lollards, to speak out
against them as idolatrous vanities. In order to make their case, the authors construct a semidialogue in which they outline the cases for “miraclis pleyinge” in order to refute them.
Ironically, in writing this treatise, the authors provided theatre historians with an invaluable
resource into the intentions of a Middle English playmaker and playgoer. Chief among those
arguments is the belief that not only theatrical performances could be effective catalysts for
conversion, but also that they were potentially more effective than “ernest” action:
Ther ben men that only by ernestful doinge wilen be convertid to God, so ther been
othere men that wilen not be convertid to God but by gamen and pley. And now on dayes
men ben not convertid by the ernestful doing of God ne of men, thannne now it is time
and skilful to assayen to conveertyn the puple by pley and gamen as by miraclis pleyinge
and other maner mirthes. [Just as are men that are only converted to God by earnest
action, so there are other men that will only be converted to God by game and play. And
now in these days where men are not converted by the earnest action of God nor men, it
is timely and skillful to try to convert the people by play and game, as by miraclis
pleyinge and other mirthful means]. (98)

Lawrence Clopper argues for a much more limited understanding of “miraclis pleyinge,” and does not include
cycle plays or devotional drama; instead, he reads the subject of the Tretise as the “’pagan survivals’...activities that
parody the liturgy or make jest of sacred events” (878). However, most scholars, including the Tretise’s most recent
editor, Clifford Davidson, understand “miraclis pleyinge” to include “a spectrum of dramatic activity ranging from
the staging of religious scenes to representations on feast days and seasons such as Christmas” (2).
1
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The argument is twofold, with a pragmatic angle as well as a more surprising conceptual one: it
is “time” to use performed miracles as genuine miracles are not guaranteed in medieval England,
but it is also “skilful” and prudent. Performances and games could function as a person’s best
means of coming to God even if they are also mirthful and done in “pley.”2
This phenomenon of converting through play is established enough that the treatise
authors do not deny that these changes appear to happen; in fact, the authors take the power of
play extremely seriously, suggesting in fact that these performances are effective and widespread
vehicles for sin:
[M]iraclis pleyinge, albeit that it be sinne, is othere while occasion of converting of men,
but as it is sinne it is fer more occasion of perverting of men, not onely of oon singular
oersine but of al an hool comynte [Miraclis pleyinge, although it is sinful, occasionally
seems to convert men, but as it is sinful it is far more likely to pervert men, not only
individually but as a whole community]. (100)
Both sides of this written debate acknowledge that there is a collective power in performing
miracles. Furthermore, they note that these effects can be felt across an entire collective and not
merely individual people. Whether for or against, the consensus is that plays can convert; the
point of difference is whether or not the plays convert the audience toward God or towards
Satan. This issue of conversion is at the center of the Tretise; as Erick Kelemen points out, the
majority of arguments made in pleyinge’s defense “directly concern conversion” (3). The
question then becomes: what does it mean for a homogenously Christian community, who will
not tolerate variation in Christianity let alone any other religion, be concerned with religious
conversion? What sort of “conversion” do the medieval playmakers and audiences have in mind?
Furthermore, how could it be that a performance “in pley” could be more persuasive than the
solemn sacramental rituals which also employ spectacle?
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I will further discuss the implications of the Tretise in Chapter One.
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My dissertation examines the depiction of religious conversion in late medieval and early
modern saint plays in order to demonstrate how these plays invite genuine audience conversions
among their Christian audiences through their self-conscious theatricality. This study contributes
to conversations not only in theatre and cultural history but also to the broader discussion around
religious conversion as a cross-temporal, cross-cultural phenomenon. It is an easy narrative to
describe the transition from medieval to early modern European drama as one of secularization,
in which religious, festive, and educational performance practices are gradually replaced by
everyday professional entertainment. However, my study complicates this narrative by revealing
how seemingly secular theatrical elements served religious purposes in both the medieval and the
early modern period—namely, to re-cohere a community to a unified spiritual belief. Throughout
my chapters I indicate the ways in which these efficacious and self-referential performances
transcend traditional periodization for theatrical performance.
I argue that these medieval and early modern plays speak to the indispensability of
performance in religious conversion as well as confronts the inherent possibility that such a
performance may or may not be sincere. In medieval and early modern Europe, the performance
of the wrong religious practice (or the failure to perform the correct religious practice) was often
punishable by ostracism, exile, or death; as such, there were many incentives to appear
converted despite a lack of internal change. It is my argument that late medieval and early
modern European playmakers harnessed the affective power and sensory ingenuity of theatrical
performance to invite the audience to engage with a depiction of religious conversion in a
controlled, convivial environment in order to convert toward a more deeply felt Christianity.
This was done by reconfiguring the audience’s sensory and intellectual understanding of
Christianity in order to recognize (re-cognize) theological truth within an inherently communal,
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participatory, and performative space. Crucially, the plays I examine depend on the audience’s
familiarity with theatrical culture and practice, even secular theatrical culture, in order to
distinguish between sincere and insincere religious performance. By making the process of
conversion self-consciously theatrical onstage, these plays could advocate for the theatrical
medium as a genuine and effective catalyst for spiritual renewal.
In each of my chapters, I examine one or two saint plays from a particular geographic
area and time period to discuss the depiction and potential enactment of conversion onstage
through the play’s understanding and use of theatrical technologies. My dissertation focuses on
saint plays because this genre acts as an illuminating bridge between devotional practice and
entertainment across periods and countries. From the early Middle Ages on, saints’ lives were
told in a variety of media—including painting, sermons, and literature—with the goal of teaching
important lessons while simultaneously providing devotees with novel, entertaining tales,
“exciting the minds of Christian readers to imaginative association” (Newhauser 48). Although
the role of saints in early modern lives depended on denomination and geography, these stories
remained both familiar and affecting throughout Europe. Furthermore, saint plays provide great
insight into the issues most at stake in religious conversion. Hagiographies are fundamentally
conversion stories, as a saint's narrative in one way or another depicts the transition from an
ordinary human being with original sin to a holy figure. Through examining saint plays within
the context of specific theatrical and religious cultures in late medieval and early modern Europe,
I suggest ways in which these cultures understood and engaged with conversion. By presenting
conversion on the stage as a process of reciprocity between internal revelation and external
action, as well as a fundamentally social practice, saint plays are able to provide their audiences
with the sensorial, affective, and intellectual cues to follow the saint’s journey spiritually as well
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as spectatorially. The role of the saint play in not only explicating but inspiring conversion finds
its place among the medieval festive plays as well as the secular early modern professional stage,
and I suggest that these continuities are not merely moments of nostalgia or remnants of an
earlier, more primitive age, but evidence for the saint play as a known, vital tool for community
spiritual cohesion.

Theatre and Conversion
“Conversion studies” as a modern field of inquiry begins with William James’ 1902 The
Varieties of Religious Experience and Arthur Darby Nock’s 1933 Conversion : The Old and the
New In Religion from Alexander the Great to Augustine of Hippo, which depict conversion as a
psychological process from anguish—referred to in James as a “sick soul”—to an internal
resolution fueled by a new religious outlook. In both James’ and Nock’s paradigms, conversion
is understood as a dramatic experience that marks a foundational change in the convert’s inner
life. In the century following these works, conversion studies as a field has moved from theories
about a convert’s internal experience to a broader inquiry including the convert’s acclimation to
new religious society. Anthropological and sociological studies of conversion have placed more
emphasis on conversion as an ongoing process, where agential converts “construct new ways of
life in interaction with new religious communities” (Rambo et al 6). 3 By no longer strictly
following the model of a singular, internal revelation, conversion studies not only allowed for
thicker descriptions of conversion experiences, but also created a path for studies outside of the
Christian tradition, as well as further interdisciplinary collaboration.4

Anthropologist Henri Gooren has been at the forefront of this emphasis in recent years, describing the ongoing
process as a “conversion career” that can even account for de-conversion. See his 2010 monograph Religious
Conversion and Disaffiliation: Tracing Patterns of Change in Faith Practices.
3

Notable studies include Massimo Leone’s examination of conversion semiotics in his monograph, Religious
Conversion and Identity, as well as Diane Apostolos-Cappadona's contribution to the Oxford Handbook of Religious
4
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In their 2014 compilation The Oxford Handbook of Religious Conversion, Lewis R.
Rambo and Charles E. Farhadian identify seven common trends of twenty-first century
conversion studies: seeing "points of continuity and discontinuity” between the past and present
religious affiliations; “active agency of converts” where “converts are actively engaged in a
complex assessment and even negotiation with a new religious option”; “complexity and
diversity of motivations” (7); “importance of narratives”; “the significance of the human body”
and ritual, (8); “conversion careers” as an ebbing and waning of belief, including deconversion;
and an “engagement of conversion analyses of historical material” (8). Each of these themes
invite discussion for the inherently interdisciplinary field of performance studies. To study
something as a performance, according Richard Schechner and Sarah Brady, is to consider
“whatever is being studied...as practices, events, and behaviors, not as ‘objects’ or ‘things,’” and
as such speaks extremely well to the study of conversion in which individuals or groups change
outlook and behavior (2). Theatre studies also provide a new dimension to the study of
conversion narratives in which converts recount their spiritual journey from one religious
outlook to another. The enactment of conversion within a theatrical context invites similar
analysis to the literary close reading of written conversion as well as prompting a discussion of
how conversion is enacted and communicated to others through the body. Religious belief and
religious practice are not easily separated; as such, a change in religious belief would logically
precede a change in a performed religious practice. Furthermore, the solidification of religious
conversion to a community often involves a rite of passage such as baptism, in which a religious
community will accept a new member on the condition of a performance, and often a highly
representational one at that.

Conversion, “Seeing Religious Conversion Through the Arts,” where she examines how visual art both depict and
inspires conversion.

6

The plays I discuss in this dissertation highlight the reciprocity of internal and external
factors that lead to a conversion, both as depicted in performance and as potentially experienced
in the audience. “Conversion” as a term is often used for very specific scenarios, but conversion
studies has recently moved toward a more capacious understanding of the term that includes not
only an internal/emotional/spiritual process but also an external/cultural/integrative
narrativization of that process. Sociologist Ines Jindra defines conversion as “changes in a
person’s religious beliefs that can happen suddenly or gradually. These changes are accompanied
by an alternate view of reality and of self, and in general also entail a ‘reconstruction of one’s
biography’” (10). I introduce a small alteration in order to emphasize the performative acts of
conversion: my definition is an internal change in religious beliefs and identity and an external
performance of that change over time. This change in beliefs, identity, or performance could be
radical or subtle, sudden or gradual. Additionally, this process need not always follow a linear
progression of internal to external. It is my argument that this relationship can be highly
reciprocal, with external performance just as able to affect internal understanding as vice-versa.
This broad view of conversion is consistent with medieval definitions, including the
conversion referenced in the Tretise: to “convert” in Middle English might mean to change
religions, but it also could mean to change one’s mind, to repent, to transform, or to join a
religious order. A particularly telling example of this latter form of “conversion,” and the
tensions therein, is from an early translation of the widely read fifteenth-century devotional book
Imitatio Christi, in which the author Thomas à Kempis laments a lack of internal spiritual
development even after a conversion to the religious life: “Ofte tyme..we finde our self better &
purer in þe begynnyng of our conuersion þan after many yeres of our profession” (Ingram 12).
The conversion to religious life, the largest possible shift in one’s spiritual identity in medieval
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England, did not preclude the need for constant reexamination, as even the most pious of
environments cannot wholly protect a convert from turning back. At some point in one’s
Christian life, one must re-turn. Furthermore, it is highly evident that medieval conceptions of
conversion are deeply informed by influential conversion narratives. In his foundational 1992
monograph Understanding Religious Conversion, Karl F. Morrison explores the ways in which
medieval conversion narratives from the eleventh and twelfth centuries provided the conceptual
groundwork for later centuries. 5 The medieval understandings of conversion can allow for a
broadening of conversion as a concept, but also reflect the ways in which historical and cultural
norms and understanding affect the process for individuals and groups.
Early modern conversion studies has also grown in the last couple of decades. Most
relevant to this dissertation is Lieke Stelling’s 2019 Religious Conversion in Early Modern
English Drama in which Stelling argues that early modern English drama potently reflected
political and philosophical anxieties surrounding religious conversion and the broader concept of
internal changeability—marking a distinct change from medieval drama. While Stelling correctly
identifies the ways in which early modern England adds political and social complexity to issues
of conversion, particularly on the stage, I find points of continuity and complication among
medieval and early modern conversion on stage. Stelling’s book begins where my dissertation
ends; where she takes the medieval relationship between conversion and drama as a given, I look
to investigate the ways in which conversion-through-theatricality could operate in both medieval
and early modern contexts. Furthermore, while Stelling’s readings on many early modern

Additional helpful studies on historical conversion narratives include Steven Kruger’s “The Times of Conversion”
and Paula Fredriksen’s oft-cited study on Paul’s conversion as depicted in the Acts of the Apostles and Augustine,
“Paul and Augustine: Conversion Narratives, Orthodox Traditions, and the Retrospective Self.”
5
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English play genres may be compelling, I show how the saint play as a distinct genre continues
to do this work even through to the early modern period.

Theatricality
Meg Twycross, in her contribution to the Cambridge Companion to Medieval English
Theatre, begins her essay, “The theatricality of medieval English plays,” with a simple sentence:
“Medieval plays were not written for the theatre” (26). Here Twycross refers to the historical
differences in performance venue; while early modern and modern plays generally took place in
a designated, enclosed area for that purpose (“the theatre”), medieval plays took place in open,
outdoor, or found spaces. However, her language also highlights a wider conceptual gulf: is “the
theatre” as an art merely defined by playing space? What other factors might distinguish
medieval from early modern playgoing? Medieval drama scholars point to the importance of
performance in many aspects of medieval life, both devotional and civic, leading Jody Enders to
declare in Theatre Survey that, “medieval literary studies is performance studies” (318).6
Religious medieval theatrical works are studied less as “theatre” than as means of devotion,
sincere rather than “in jest,” promoting a theology that prioritizes a personal, emotionally rich
relationship with God through audiovisual and tactile media as well as prayer. 7 Using evidence
from play texts and performance records as well as other literary or artistic forms of medieval
devotion, medieval performance scholarship has looked to piece together a holistic image of

Seeta Chaganti provides a helpful overview of the intersection between performance studies and medieval studies
in her 2013 article, “The Platea Pre- and Postmodern: A Landscape of Medieval Performance Studies.”
6

Important studies in this vein include Gail McMurray Gibson’s The Theater of Devotion: East Anglian Drama and
Society in the Late Middle Ages and Jill Stevenson’s Performance, Cognitive Theory, and Devotional Culture:
Sensual Piety in Late Medieval York” in which Stevenson utilizes cognitive theory to create a medieval performance
phenomenology.
7
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entertaining, vernacular practices that nonetheless achieve great spiritual dividends. 8 Because of
these specific religious and cultural contexts, scholars are understandably hesitant to assume that
“theatre,” a term that carries with it a variety of modern artistic and social meanings, is an
appropriate term for these pre-modern plays.
However, there has also been a scholarly movement towards comparative drama studies
across periods in order to uncover points of access to medieval theatrical culture that push back
against typical periodizations and definitions of theatre and drama. Sharon Aronson-Lehavi,
examining the Tretise of Miraclis Pleyinge and the York cycle, makes an argument in her
monograph for a medieval acting aesthetic that shares many values to modern theatre theorists
such as Artaud and Brecht. Furthermore, as more medieval plays are produced in contemporary
contexts, there are more insights to be made on how medieval theatre functions both artistically
and communally in order to better understand the power and intention behind its theatrical
elements. Twycross has extended her study of medieval drama through producing contemporary
productions. In light of this experience, Twycross concludes: “above all we have learnt to trust
the plays themselves: that if we take them seriously as theatre, they will work. Medieval theatre
has emerged not as childlike or primitive, but as different, and often highly sophisticated” (26).
In this dissertation I take the saint plays in my dissertation “seriously as theatre,” in that I argue
for their use of self-conscious theatricality for highly ambitious ends, both in the medieval and
early modern era.
The separation of these two eras obscures the ways in which theatrical practices in both
periods enabled a spiritual response through self-conscious, sophisticated performance
techniques. Additionally, it obscures the specific religious work that an early modern public

Notable approaches in this camp include Jessica Brantley’s Reading in the Wilderness and Eleanor Johnson’s
Staging Contemplation.
8
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playhouse could accomplish, not despite its status as a hub of everyday entertainment, but
because of it. This ability for seemingly “secular” theatrical techniques, genres and practices to
contribute to a religious renewal argues for a continuity between medieval and early modern
theatrical culture. In order to bring both medieval and early modern plays into the same
conversation, I use the modern term “theatricality” to highlight that continuity while avoiding
associations to the specific institution of “theatre.” I define “theatricality” as agreed pretense,
embodied and crafted by human performers and material objects, for the pleasure of a
community. “Agreed pretence” is a term coined by Phillip Butterworth to distinguish naturalistic
modern acting—with a “concern for truth”—with the acting in medieval context: “[The goal
was] to create signs, signals and action that, by their very nature, could be communicated and
detected as such, and not be confused with real action or real situations" (94). I expand this
concept to include all plays, even naturalistic ones; spectators understand that A Doll’s House
isn’t real, otherwise they would likely not stay to listen to a deeply private moment between
strangers. The medieval and early modern saint plays I discuss in this dissertation draw attention
to this agreement, often in the form of metatheatre or allusions to theatrical genres or practices,
for religious purposes as well as for audience enjoyment. In both medieval and early modern
contexts, this emphasis on self-conscious representation opens possibilities for understanding the
audience not as a passive recipient but as an agential collaborator whose prior experiences and
knowledge are crucial for their potential conversion.
I also say embodied and crafted by human performers and objects because these are the
elements from which the plays acquire several layers of meaning. The actors and stage materials
(props, costumes, scenery) can simultaneously be significant for what they are designed to
represent (a role, a crown, divinity) as well as by what they inherently are. This interplay
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becomes crucial to understanding the ways in which these plays can reach their audiences from
many vantage points, from symbolic imagery in props and costumes to audience-actor
interactions. Finally, I define theatricality as for a community’s pleasure in order to emphasize
the stakes as outlined by the Tretise: that religious plays, which are meant to affect a large
community, are doing so through “game” and “mirthe.“ Throughout my chapters I will show
how an appeal to the audience’s pleasure and attention as well as the audience’s collective
actions further enable the audience’s internal transformation. This focus on audience
entertainment illuminates the bridge between medieval and early modern intents and purposes.
As each chapter takes place in a different time and place, it is important to acknowledge
that these plays live within different theatrical cultures, with different traditions and relationships
to political and social institutions. These localities are important in understanding the plays’
relationships to their audiences as individuals and communities. However, all of the plays I
discuss are found within thriving theatrical cultures where people not only would be reasonably
familiar with these theatrical practices but also would be accustomed to these practices as an
inherent aspect of their community’s social fabric. Also within the social fabric across
chapters—to varying extents—is a familiarity with saints’ lives and saint theology. These
conditions allow for a study of religious conversion onstage through saint plays as not only
legible to their audiences but capable of religious change.

Saints and Saint Plays
Saints, in the Catholic tradition, are holy men and women who have died and reached
heaven and have subsequently been honored by the Church. These individuals are honored for
their piety on earth as seen through their acts of personal devotion, accomplishments for the
Church, and/or their willingness to suffer and die for their beliefs. The greatly popular thirteenth
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century collection of saints' lives The Golden Legend gives six reasons why devoted Christians
should venerate saints. Of these six reasons, three major themes occur. The first theme is the
benefit of emulation: to know the stories of the saints and to follow their example (perhaps
through prayer or acts of charity) is to become a holy person yourself. The second theme is the
way in which saints' veneration can catalyze a deeper devotion to God. Honoring a saint in
Catholic tradition, with or without emulative action, is done for God, and as such strengthens
one's religious resolve.
The third theme was the primary sticking point for early modern Reformers: to venerate
saints is to enter a reciprocal relationship with a heavenly figure who can provide intercession.
The Golden Legend names this reciprocal relationship the "fair exchange,” where a kindness on
earth (a devotional act) could engender a kindness from heaven, such as protection from sickness
(660). Saints acted as patrons to people in different geographical areas, occupations, and other
special interests such as childbearing women, and devotees called upon them by name in order to
instigate a relationship. Although saints might have lived centuries before, there was an
expectation of an ongoing connection to those who would venerate them in the present;
furthermore, saints’ stories were a promise of a future in heaven filled with “God's friends, his
children, his heirs, and our leaders and guides” (660). As seen in artistic paintings, devotional
poetry, novenas, feast days, and plays, the relationship between the late medieval communities
and the communion of saints in heaven could be as pervasive and intimate as friendships among
the living.
Saints are highly effective models for conversion because, unlike other holy figures in
Christianity, namely Jesus and his sinless mother Mary, saints can, and indeed must, change.
Some saints such as Paul and Mary Magdalene were known for their dramatic conversions from
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sin to piety, but even a saint who never strayed so far, or who never converted from another
religion to Christianity, must make a conversion from an ordinary human being to one fully
connected to God. Furthermore, the variability of saints’ stories and origins, as well as their
assumed presence among living communities, invite personal connections and identifications to
different stories of conversion. A Christian’s relationship to a saint could be forged by her
hometown, her medical or fiscal concerns, or even her personality. As such, there are a myriad of
connection points with which a saint play could use for rhetorical and affective means.
Furthermore, saints were not merely variable in life origins but in narrative intrigue, as their
stories often included spectacular miracles and entertaining anecdotes. Many saints are known
for their endurance of extreme violence, often told (and depicted) in gory detail. 9 Saints’ lives, in
a variety of genres, have always carried a dual purpose in edifying a Christian audience as well
as entertaining them. The combination of spectacular set pieces, community identification, and
emphasis on personal transformation provides fertile ground for theatrical expression. and
hagiography has been used for a long time to not only edify but entertain. The variability of their
stories and miracles allow for them to be very useful to connect to specific audiences. This even
continues through to the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.10
Medieval religious drama often looks to depict the totality of human history as seen from
a Christian perspective, encompassing all time and all of humanity—what Helen Cooper
describes as “total theatre” that “embra[ces] Eden and the Crucifixion and damnation and bliss;
God, and a man caught with his pants down; shepherds and kings, all of humankind” (48).
See Jody Enders’ The Medieval Theater of Cruelty: Rhetoric, Memory, Violence and Clifford Davidson’s
”Violence and the Saint Play.”
9

Saint Joan of Arc alone has inspired many playwrights throughout the modern period, most notably George
Bernard Shaw and Bertolt Brecht (and more recently, Jane Anderson, whose play Mother of the Maid played offBroadway in 2018 starring Glenn Close). Erik Ehn’s ongoing cycle of short plays The Saint Plays is the most
explicit example of a contemporary theatre-maker depicting hagiography onstage.
10
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Mystery cycle plays of England and passion plays throughout Europe look to tell the collective
story of mankind’s fall and redemption through Jesus Christ, leading to an eternal afterlife for
faithful believers. While the communion of saints in heaven plays a role in this total story, saint
plays, focusing on individual saints, tell a different story, asking: how can a single human life be
changed by God, and how can that life change others? How can we connect to those most
extraordinary individuals? How are we like them, and how can we be more like them? Saints
take the questions asked very broadly in moralities and passions and rendered specifically
human, for the audience’s specific characteristics and for the maximum theatrical effect.

Methodology and Chapter Breakdown
In each chapter of this dissertation, I close read one or two saint plays in order to answer
the following questions: how does this saint play fit within the local framework of religious
values and theology? How do these plays not only depict religious figures but also help to foster
a relationship between saints and the audience? How do these plays use theatrical means to
reconfigure an audience’s sensory experience and thereby invite an internal shift in their
religious belief and understanding? In what ways are the performers and audience members
agential and participating in a communal religious experience that runs parallel to the conversion
depicted onstage? I ask these questions in order to illustrate the ways that medieval and early
modern Europe use saint theology in order to explicate and recreate the process of conversion
through self-aware theatrical representation.
My first chapter discusses two late medieval English saint plays, The Digby Mary
Magdalene and The Conversion of Saint Paul. Although these are the only two extant saint plays
in Middle English, there is significant record evidence that theatrical depictions of saints’ lives
were performed across the country, often on a saint’s feast day. Scholars argue that these two
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plays survived based on their appeal to Protestant audiences, as they feature Biblical, rather than
tradition-based saints. However, Paul and Mary Magdalene were also greatly popular in the
medieval period, and most importantly, these two saints were two of the primary models for
conversion and repentance. In this chapter I argue that these plays enact a conversion process
that invites the audience to follow along with the central figures, both internally using sense
memory and externally through audience participation. At the center of both of these plays is a
human guide who leads potential converts through their new kinds of understanding and sight;
crucially, these guides use theatrical pretense in the quest to reveal religious truth. The goal is not
to discern between pretense and reality but rather to discern the ways in which pretense can lead
to spiritual truth.
My second chapter is on the French saint play, Le Mistere de Saint Quentin, performed in
the late fourteenth century in Saint-Quentin to honor its patron saint. Because the town housed
the literal relics of Saint Quentin within the basilica, and indeed these relics were used in
performative processions, it is curious that Le Mistere de Saint Quentin, an expensive, four-day
event, would reference and depict dummy versions of these relics. It is my argument that these
false relics reclaim the power promised by saint and relic theology by inviting the medieval
audience to connect more intimately to the ordinary materials of relics, which by this point in
history had been shrouded in elaborate but obscuring reliquaries. The necessities of housing such
valuable objects, particularly considering the ubiquity of relic forgery and theft, kept ordinary
townspeople at a distance from the very objects that were meant to transform and fortify their
community’s religious belief. Le Mistere de Saint Quentin uses crafted props and performances
to re-create such a relationship, not merely for the privileged or the clergy, but for an entire
region.
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My third chapter jumps in time to early modern Spain where theatrical culture includes
designated playhouses, professional companies and authors, and plays, known as comedias, as a
quotidian and popular form of urban entertainment across social classes. This jump shows the
progression of theatre as an institution alongside the continuation of medieval-like religious
performance, allowing for an examination of theatre as an institution that grows alongside
religious practice without political pressure to stifle association between the two. In deeply
Catholic, Counter-Reformation Spain, this more “secular” form of theatre was complemented by
a continuation of medieval ritual practices, seen most clearly in the outdoor, spectacular
performances of autos sacramentales, short one-act, highly allegorical, religious plays performed
for Corpus Christi. My chapter looks at two plays in a curious genre that intersects the secular
and religious theatrical forms: the comedia de santos, the saint play. Despite their explicitly
religious content, they were performed in the same spaces and exhibited the same dramatic
structures and conventions as other comedias. This chapter looks at two comedias de santos by
prolific and renowned author Lope de Vega, El niño inocente de la Guardia and Lo fingido
verdadero. I argue that both plays rely on theological and theatrical knowledge to fully
appreciate their meaning, Lope mimics the process of conversion through his conversions of
generic convention, reconfiguring the audience’s sight and experience along with the characters
while using the explicit vocabulary of the early modern professional playhouse.
I move to early modern England in my fourth chapter, examining how saint plays as a
genre manifest themselves in a theoretically unfriendly Protestant landscape. The saint plays I
examine, A Shoemaker a Gentleman by William Rowley and The Virgin Martyr by Phillip
Massinger and Thomas Dekker, utilize older saints’ lives not to argue for a Catholic or Protestant
position, but to present a common fantasy of a unified English Christianity. This unification is
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achieved within the worlds of the plays not through polemic or spectacle alone but through
charismatic catalysts who seek a personal connection with those who would convert. These plays
reclaim the Catholic notion of the “communion of saints” as a response to the contemporary
familial crises experienced in early modern England, where friends, family members and spouses
could be at religious odds. By utilizing the traditions and theatrical tropes of saint plays, the
audience members, who might nominally disapprove of such Catholic evocations, are invited to
collectively fortify the English soul.
This dissertation seeks to contribute to a more complex and affective inventory in
studying conversion by demonstrating the unique contributions that theatrical depictions of
conversion can bring to the conversation. My dissertation demonstrates how theatrical
conversions can catalyze real conversion, revealing a relationship between internal change and
external performance, as well as showing how conversion is understood as a group.
Furthermore, I show how the “institution” of theatre in early modern Europe inherits elements of
medieval theatricality that are not superficial or merely aesthetic but come from their religious
purposes. Finally, I show how the saint play, as an enduring genre, is particularly effective in
fulfilling this purpose due to their variability and interpersonal connections to both individuals
and communities. Although historians and theorists are challenged to piece together an
ephemeral artform through limited extant texts and records, I hope to show the affordances of
these historical periods and theatrical practices to understand the ways in which conversion can
be affected, and effected, through the live intermingling of words, images, and play.
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Chapter 1: Performing the Internal, Internalizing the Performance:
The Digby Mary Magdalene, The Digby Conversion of Saint Paul,
and Theatrical Conversion in The Medieval English Saint Play
1.1 The Medieval English Saint Play
In her book's description, Lieke Stelling situates her overarching argument as a
comparison between medieval and early modern English drama: “If medieval drama had
encouraged conversion without reservation, early Elizabethan plays started to question it.” This
beginning clause, upon which her entire monograph relies, is further substantiated in her first
chapter where she reads late medieval English plays not only as “encouraging” conversion as an
unquestioned concept but also “triggering [the audience’s] spiritual reformations” (40). Stelling
moves quickly through her claims about medieval drama in order to move forward with her first
chapter’s main argument that some late medieval plays anticipated the early modern suspicion of
conversion on stage. In this chapter I further investigate late medieval plays as a means both of
depicting and fostering religious conversion by looking at the how: if medieval drama had
“encouraged conversion,” how did they do so? What opportunities were granted in presenting
conversion narratives onstage—and how can we glean these opportunities from limited extant
texts and records?
The English saint play as a genre has suffered in analysis for lack of extant works. While
small fragmentary documents have been recovered that testify to the fact that various saint plays
were performed throughout England, 11 only two complete saint plays in Middle English remain:
The Conversion of Saint Paul and Mary Magdalene, from the late fifteenth-to-early-sixteenth
century, currently both found in MS Digby 133 currently residing at the Bodleian Library at

These fragmentary records are carefully considered in Clifford Davidson’s 1986 essay “The Middle English Saint
Play and Its Iconography” found in The Saint Play in Medieval Europe ed. Davidson.
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Oxford. There is no explicit record of either play being produced, but linguistic analysis shows
them to be from the drama-rich East Anglia (Coldeway 164). While the availability of any
medieval performance record is modest at best, what we do have with regards to England’s
medieval religious theatre primarily centers around two different genres: English cycle drama,
which enact Bible stories from the creation of the world to Christ’s last judgment, and morality
plays, where the story of the human soul is told through the interaction of allegorical characters.
To encapsulate the saint play tradition in England, one can only “extrapolat[e] from the few
survivors from this once widely distributed genre” (Grantley 265). However, in beginning my
cross-temporal and cross-national project, these two plays provide excellent examples of the
unique properties of saint plays generally, properties that provide a new look into the religious
and social work that medieval drama performed. I argue that the English saint play, as we can
understand it most fully from Mary Magdalene and The Conversion of Saint Paul, provides a
distinct affective invitation for its collective audience to re-consider their personal roles and
futures in the world as Christians who by the nature of their religion must not only look for
perpetual, personal transformation but look socially toward the conversion of others.
Furthermore, the saint play as a genre facilitates a present, live experience which allows the
audience to actively participate in their own spiritual reconversion within the presence of the
community.12 These plays illuminate and invite audience participation in ways that not only
support theological truths but also emphasize the crucial—and positive—relationship between
conversion and performance that leaves an educated and engaged audience better able to

Eleanor Johnson persuasively argues for the inherent relationship between internal contemplation and social
responsibility: in fact, for medieval English drama and its audience, “any act of contemplation that neglects the
demands of the social world is not a true act of contemplation at all” (20).
12
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recognize, experience, and encourage genuine, profound transformation that presents both
internally and externally.
These performed discussions of conversion had political as well as theological stakes.
While pre-Reformation England did not experience the chasm of community and denomination
that the early modern period did, both The Conversion of Saint Paul and Mary Magdalene can be
read with an eye toward Lollardy, a proto-Protestant Christian belief system begun in the
fourteenth century by the preacher John Wycliff that was regarded as a heresy. 13 Trials for such
heresy continued well into the fifteenth and even the sixteenth centuries in England, forming “a
regular, if not especially frequent, part of church life” in various regions (Hornbeck 190). To turn
away from orthodoxy was to turn toward eternal damnation, and a conviction of heresy could
lead toward execution. The only means of escaping such a fate was through performance:
suspected heretics would have to publicly renounce such beliefs, as many Lollards did. However,
the sincerity of these performed abjurations could certainly be called into question because
Lollards often were not ashamed to abjure insincerely and placed no sanctity on the swearing of
oaths (Gertz 36). The script remained the same for fifteenth century English parishioners, but its
significance to the performer could vary significantly, creating a spectacle of compromise and
survival rather than a demonstration of internal change. As the Reformation loomed ahead,
elements of Catholic performance— from liturgy, to imagery, to process and roles of authority—
became a volatile site among an otherwise homogenous Christian community. The sincerity and
function of conversion was at the crux of this performance crisis.

It is difficult to parse a definitive belief system, community, and legacy of Lollardy from records and accounts,
much of which has been shaped over time by historians starting in the Reformation. For more, see J. Patrick
Hornbeck’s introduction to A Companion to Lollardy.
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Lollardy additionally raised great concerns about crafted drama and entertainment,
particularly when it was religious in nature. This tension was not entirely absent in orthodox
medieval Christianity; the conversion of fourth-century Saint Augustine of Hippo, as recounted
in the widely read Confessions, for example, involves a direct rejection of the theatrical activities
he once enjoyed. Augustine's anti-theatrical position is so fervent that it is discussed explicitly in
the fifteenth-century Middle English prose dialogue Dives and Pauper which debates the merit
of mirthful activities such as dances and miracle plays (Kolve 132). As such, a document such as
A Tretise of Miraclis Pleyinge, which I discussed in my introduction, provides a useful focal
point to understand the theological conflict of which theatrical activity was at the center. Mary
Magdalene and The Conversion of Saint Paul are useful counterpoints to one another in this
investigation of this conflict, as each directly addresses a different yet equally potent pressure
point for the concept of conversion both medieval and modern. Mary Magdalene, with its
entertaining villains both devilish and human as well as the depictions of play and trickery for
good, acknowledges the danger of interpreting false signs as true and the blurred line between
holy and profane pleasure and spectacle. For its part, The Conversion of Saint Paul depicts a man
whose identity must radically change yet who remains unmistakably connected to his former
self, begging the question: are professed converts fundamentally changed? What has internally
shifted?
The answer to both Mary Magdalene and Saint Paul’s concerns ultimately highlights the
agency and responsibility of the individual as well as the community in question. The medieval
spectators of these English saint plays experience religious conversion not as an isolated
anomaly but an ongoing negotiation between understanding, cultural memory, and social
initiations shared between individuals and among communities. Although they use markedly
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different techniques to resolve these anxieties, Mary Magdalene and The Conversion of Saint
Paul both address a pressing question to their medieval Christian audiences: what do we owe one
another as followers of Christ who are called to transform ourselves as well as one another, and
how can we understand what we witness? Ultimately, these questions are answered through the
cultural exchange, spectacle, and traditions of theatrical performance.

1.2 Saint Paul and the Journey to Joy
The Conversion of Saint Paul in its original conception is quite simple, sticking to the
basic conversion story with few embellishments. 14 After an introduction by the play’s narrator,
the audience meets Saul, a haughty soldier who has gained fame by persecuting Christians. After
a brief comic interlude involving a stable groom and Saul’s servant, the play follows Saul on his
journey to Damascus to kill even more Christians. While en route, Saul and his men experience a
divine sign of fire, a tempest, and the voice of God telling Saul to repent. Saul is knocked off his
horse and blinded, relying on his men to lead him to a nearby city. In this nearby city, God has
enlisted Ananias, a faithful Christian, to find Saul and bring him to the Church. Saul, now
sorrowful and fully penitent, eagerly follows Ananias’ lead, and during their interaction the Holy
Spirit comes down and restores Saul’s sight. Ananias baptizes a joyful Saul, ensuring that he be
“steadfast” in his new religion (327).
For a relatively straightforward retelling of such a well-known story, The Conversion of
Saint Paul provides ample mediation and exposition through the role of Poeta, the narrator and

For the purposes of this chapter, I am referring to the original content of The Conversion of Saint Paul. As the
extant text exists now, there are added stage directions for dance interludes as well as an additional set piece that
includes a sermon by the converted Saul, and additional scenes with the Jewish High Priests, including an invocation
of two theatrical devils; however, these more theatrical sections were “added by a later hand” and as such will not be
considered in my examination of the play as initially composed (Coldeway 165). For an in-depth examination of
these later sections and their attitudes towards conversion and tradition, see Heather Hill-Vasquez and Lieke
Stelling.
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master of ceremonies, who guides the audience from one scene to another. 15 After a brief prayer,
Poeta begins the play by introducing the subject with an odd disclaimer: “To procede owur
processe, we may under your correccyon/The conversyon if Seynt Paule, as the Byble gyf
experyens/Whoo lyst to [would] rede the booke Actum Appostolorum/Ther shall he have the
very notycyon [notation]./ But, as we can, we shall us redres,/ Brefly, with yowur favour,
begynyng owur proces” (9-14). Even before the dramatic action can happen, Poeta reminds the
audience that the official account of this conversion occurs in the Bible (and even points to its
location in Acts). The only promise we receive about the theatrical “proces” is that the story will
be told “as we can,” implying that the performance medium is limited in efficacy. This
hesitation begs the question: why create a theatrical adaptation of a story thoroughly
commemorated in scripture? What can this play offer?
Poeta may not be looking to compete with scripture in terms of completeness of
understanding, but his very name, “Poeta,” reveals a different goal, one that employs artistic
rhetoric in order to move one’s audience. Augustine’s On Christian Doctrine illustrates the use
of non-Christian classical rhetoric in Christian sermons, and his lessons are of particular use
here. Augustine follows Cicero’s three major goals of rhetoric—to teach, to delight, and to
persuade—while emphasizing its use to convey Christian truth: “For if a man be not moved by
the force of truth, though it is demonstrated to his own confession, and clothed in beauty of style,
nothing remains but to subdue him by the power of eloquence” (Doctrine 13.29). As such, what
this play (and poetics in general) can offer is a rhetorical zeal that will convey truth to those
without the attention span, learning, and/or inclination otherwise. Poeta concludes the play by

The role of a narrator or expositor occurs in many medieval European theatre, including famously the Chester
Mystery Cycle. For more on the ubiquity and use of this trope, see The Narrator, the Expositor, and the Prompter
in European Medieval Theatre edited by Phillip Butterworth.
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telling the audience: “Thus we comyte [commit] yow all to the Trynyte/ Conkluding thys stacyon
as we can or may,/ Under the correccyon of them that letteryd be/ Howbeyit unable, as I dare
speke or say,/ The compyler hereof shuld translat veray [truly]/ So holy a story” (353-7). Even if
the play does not convey the full holiness of the story, the audience is still meant to be
(re)committed to the Holy Trinity through this experience. The question now becomes: how does
this play facilitate this intended reaction? How can this audience comprehend this profound
change that turned a murderer of Christians into the great apostle, and what delight is meant to be
brought forth through the story’s enactment?
Ultimately the Conversion of Saint Paul invites its audience to experience a spiritual shift
alongside their protagonist. Although Paul’s conversion narrative involves several supernatural
elements that would be far from relatable to the average Christian, his emotional narrative—from
certainty and pride to disorientation and shame, then from sorrow to joy— could be accessed
through analogous situations. One way to instigate a shift in one’s religious thinking is an
awareness of dissatisfaction and inner conflict, as we see in Augustine of Hippo’s famous
conversion (who himself was influenced by Paul). Prior to a definitive conversion to orthodox
Christianity, Augustine had experienced smaller inclinations toward God but had been made
miserable by his incomplete conviction. As he recounts in Confessions: “The new will which I
now began to have, by which I willed to worship You freely and to enjoy You, O God, the only
certain Joy, was not yet strong enough to overcome that earlier will rooted deep through the
years. My two wills, one old, one new, one carnal, one spiritual, were in conflict and in their
conflict wasted my soul” (147). This intermediate stage between established world views is one
in which two competing ideas or interpretations of the world collide. As a result, Augustine is
Christian enough to feel guilt, but not Christian enough to fully commit to God. To turn towards
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a new belief system requires a turning away from the old one, which can be exceptionally painful
and debilitating.
It is through this context that we can begin to understand the dramatic effect of The
Conversion of Saint Paul on its Christian audience. Paul the Apostle’s conversion is a powerful,
iconic moment in the history of Christianity, but Paul’s legacy as an unparalleled evangelist and
New Testament author extends far beyond this single moment in time. These two Pauls were
treated almost as two separate figures; following the liturgical calendar, The Golden Legend has
two distinct entries on Paul, one on his conversion, and one on his career as a traveling preacher
and missionary. The Conversion of Saint Paul adds a third complication: where the Bible and
The Golden Legend spend only a limited time with Saul, the Christian persecutor who would
become Paul, the play gives him ample stage time. In fact, although Poeta introduces the play as
the conversion of Saint Paul, once the play begins, the character is only ever referred to as Saul
even after he undergoes the conversion. As such, the character is both a constant and a source of
ambiguity: who is this figure before the spectators, and how should they understand and respond
to his presence? What understanding should they bring— the understanding of Paul’s legacy, or
the presentation of a villain Saul in front of them?
It is not only the play’s dramaturgy that leads to a lingering emphasis on Saul the sinner;
his sinful presentation onstage is also made particularly vivid through recognizable theatrical
tropes. The bombastic tyrant trope was well known to medieval audiences, particularly in the
guise of a ranting and raving King Herod. King Herod (or more generally, the tyrant) was highly
popular as a stock character in medieval drama, so much so that the actors who played them
often enjoyed lengthy speeches, elaborate costumes, and better financial compensation (MitchellBuck 240). While King Herod is a human character, his characterization on stage is far more
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similar to that of a devil or vice figure, “diabolic in their intentions and…. required to behave in
an appropriately indecorous and barbaric manner” (Wickham 175). Herod goes through Christ’s
story with no chance of redemption; his actions range from prideful and gluttonous to actively
homicidal, with no sign of remorse. In The Conversion of Saint Paul, Saul plays this part starting
from the very first scene, proclaiming his formidable and well-dressed presence: “Most dowtyd
[feared] man I am lyvyng upon the ground/Goodly besene, wyth many a rich garment!/My pere
on lyve I trow ys nott found [my peer on earth I swear is not found]” (15-17). By placing the
would-be saint protagonist immediately in this role, The Conversion of Saint Paul demands from
its audience a semiotic disorientation of familiar tropes just to follow the story.
In order to re-orient the audience, the play uses different theatrical strategies. In addition
to Poeta’s guidance, the playwright early on introduces a way to re-empower the audience to
experience and understand the sights in front of them: a comedic interlude. Comic scenes in
Middle English religious drama are as plentiful as they are ripe for interpretation. One of the
most influential understandings of these scenes comes from VA Kolve’s The Play Called Corpus
Christi and his notion of “religious laughter,” accounting for comic scenes in otherwise serious
religious storytelling. Kolve attributes the inclusion of comedy to the pursuit of three goals:
attention and retention, “comedy of victory” against vice, and recognition of theological truths
through symbolism (141). While several decades old, Kolve’s thoughtful observations remain
influential. In more recent scholarship, Christopher Crane combines Kolve’s understanding of
religious laughter with contemporary theories of humor, in particular superiority theory and
incongruity theory, concluding that the humor “both arises from and reinforces the essential
medieval tension between spirit and flesh…in order to foster in the audience a better
understanding of their human frailty and sinfulness” (32). What he does not fully encapsulate,
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however, is how these comic scenes can recognize the theatrical medium itself, attuning their
audience keenly to pleasurable, collective pretense. While the stakes may appear much lower,
with audience members learning about theatre rather than religious truths, this use of self-aware
theatricality and collective pleasure provides the audience with a way of seeing that more
thoroughly addresses the medium as well as the message. Comedy allows the audience to take
stock of what they are seeing, recognizing the power that careful observation can bestow upon
them.
It is with this power to re-orient the audience that the Digby playwright introduces the
comic scene at the stable to retrieve Saul's horse. This horse, which Saul will eventually fall from
on the road to Damascus, is a crucial aspect of the legend and subsequent imagery if not the
original Biblical account. 16 In the play’s telling, before his journey Saul’s servant consults the
local stable groom for a steed. To the servant’s surprise, the stable groom indignantly claims to
be the servant of a gentleman. Saul’s servant, with a mocking ironic tone, apologizes for the
mistake; it was only because he had seen a man earlier who looked just like the stable groom
performing stable duties in tandem with another stable groom—and falling face-first into animal
dung in the process:
In good fayth, I wenyd yow had bene an hosteler, verily!
I sye suche another jentylman wyth yow a barowfull bare
Of horsdowng and doggys tordes, and sych other gere
And how yt happened a mervelous chance betyde
Your fellow was not suer of foote, and yet he went very brode,
Butt in a cow tord both dyd ye slide!
And as I wene, you nose therein rode. (96-103)
Although Saul’s servant concedes that he only “weynd [thought]” that he saw the man, the
details and story are far more compelling than the weak disclaimer. Furthermore, the only
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comeback the stable groom can muster is a gesture to his silk-lined coat which, while a fine
garment, would be “far too expensive to have been anything other than a hand-me-down”
(Scoville 87). An ill-fitting coat cannot compete for dramatic attention with a vivid description of
a humiliating pratfall involving three different kinds of animal feces, and this speech surely
could capture the attention of a large crowd and elicit amusement at the expense of a pathetic
attempt of grandeur. As a result, a piqued audience has now heard a delightful sound to assuage
anxiety: knowing, empowered laughter. The play has reminded audiences of how quickly pride
can be a faulty performance, and how wiser, savvier people (like Saul’s servant and all those
who understand the joke) have the power to discern performance for themselves. While the
audience is not treated to a virtuosic pratfall, they are granted the empathetic amusement of a
witness who knows “bad” pretense (pretense that is both deceptive and shoddy in deliverance)
from “good” pretense (an ironic feigning of apology that leads to a hilarious take down).
Together in a collective moment of revelry, the illusion of grandeur is grounded in comedy.
This scene, a “mervelous” fall from grace, also anticipates the far more serious action to
come. The insertion of a lower-stakes, comic imitation of the major religious event within the
play is not uncommon in English religious theatre. Perhaps the most famous iteration, The
Second Shepherd’s Play, depicts a mock nativity as unwitting shepherds visit the “newborn
baby” of their neighbor who turns out to be a stolen sheep in disguise. However, while the
Second Shepherd’s Play employs a distinct theological evocation for its audience— Christ as the
Lamb of God17— the proto-fall scene in Saint Paul has a distinct focus on the scatological;
slipping and sliding in animal dung seems like a far less appropriate scene to insert a religious
metaphor. However, the need to humble oneself is a crucial lesson from Paul’s conversion, and

See Kolve 173 and Beckwith 64-5 for a further discussion of the theological significance of SSP’s comic sheep
scene.
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the embarrassment that this haughty servant undergoes is far more likely to evoke an audience
member’s real-world experience. The audience is connected early on through the use of
distinctly theatrical signs: a self-consciously false coat, ironic protestations, and the sound of a
community laughing together. While Poeta similarly asks the audience to observe with a grain of
salt, the servant appeals to a greater number by inviting not a coldly intellectual appraisal but one
of common sense and an eagerness to enjoy. For a brief but crucial moment, he takes over and
provides the audience with a merry guiding surrogate.
The audience also receives further guidance from Saul’s two soldier companions, as they
are firsthand witnesses to his miraculous encounter on the way to Damascus. The stage
directions depict the famous fall vividly: “Here comyth a fervent, wyth gret tempest, and Saule
faulyth down of hys horse; that done, Godhed spekyth in hevyn” (183). These directions do not
make the exact stage mechanics clear, and scholars have interpreted its meaning in a variety of
ways.18 The “fervent” is usually understood as a flash of light or lightning, in accordance with
the traditional narrative; Butterworth also notes that the word also evokes notions of heat
(Theatre of Fire 42). The “tempest” could evoke both sound and visual cues—after all, high
winds are known for both. No matter what exactly was done, the combination of sensory input—
sight, sound, feeling, perhaps smell of fire—is meant to be overwhelming. Saul’s actual
experience, with literal blindness and profound guilt to match the severity of his crimes, is
ultimately inaccessible, akin to the immaculate representation of Christ’s passion. Similarly, as
dazzling as theatrical effects may have been, ultimately the audience cannot fully reach the
depths of the darkness that transpires—and indeed could have been distracted by such fire and
noise. However, the moment of change is mediated through the soldiers’ reactions. These
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perspectives are unique to the play, as the account in Acts of the Apostles distinctly silences
them: “the men who journeyed with him stood speechless, hearing a voice but seeing no one”
(Acts 9:7). It is the playwright’s decision to have the soldiers speak multiple times, even before
the conversion. Just as the audience had been instructed to follow the story, the soldiers had
been instructed to follow Saul, to which they had assented wholeheartedly: “We, as your
servauntys, wyth glad chere/Shall gyf attendance” (131-2). The multiplicity of soldiers (at least
two with speaking roles) gives the soldiers’ words a useful and evocative ambiguity through the
use of first-person plural. Who is the “we?” Does it only refer to the characters onstage, or also
to the community of real spectators? Their lack of specific political or religious convictions
allow for an easy transfer.
Tellingly, while Saul’s experience of the divine spectacle is highly traumatic, the
soldiers, who along with the audience watch from a close but safe distance, witness the event
with wonder. The first soldier summarizes the event to his colleague (as well as the audience), “I
marvayle gretly what yt doth mene/To se owur master in thys hard stounde!/The wonder grett
lythtys that were so shene/ Smett hym doune of hys hors to the grownde/And me thowt that I
hard a sounde/ Of won spekyng with voyce delectable/Whych was to vs wonderfull myrable”
(248-254). The second soldier also contributes his perspective, albeit with a far less enthusiastic
tone:“Sertenly thys lygt was ferefull to see/ The sperkys of fyer were very fervent/Yt inflamyd so
grevosely about the countre/That, by my trowth, I went we shuld a bene brent!/ But now, serys,
lets us relente/Agayne to Caypha and Anna to tell this chaunce/ How it befell to us thys
grevauns” (255-261). It is this scene where the play’s advocacy for both keen observation and
sensitivity to joy becomes particularly apparent. We are given both soldiers’ perspectives on the
matter, reflecting on the great flash of light they and the audience saw. However, there is one
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crucial difference in the experiences of the soldiers: the first soldier is aware of the entirety of the
spectacle, including God’s presence and Saul’s downfall, where the second soldier is only aware
of the flames. This, clearly, has made all the difference in affect and conclusion: the first soldier
speaks of a “delectable” voice, and experiences a miracle, where the second soldier, afraid of the
fire, experiences a “grevauns.” It is vital then that it is the second soldier rather than the first who
instructs everyone to return to the high priests Caiphas and Anna in Jerusalem; the partial sign
without full significance has turned the second soldier away. The audience, on the other hand, is
led onward to experience the joyful aftermath of Saul’s dramatic conversion.
When Saul experiences his fall, his experience and the experience of the audience are
connected through both disorientation and an appreciation for God’s power. While Saul’s fall is
deeply emotionally and physically harmful, he will eventually experience joy and enlightenment
due to his conversion, and it will be done through human as well as divine fellowship. Although
God directly tells Saul to “Aryse, and goo wyth glad chere” on the road to Damascus, Saul’s
initial reaction to his conversion is one of deep sorrow and regret (190). Instead of continuing to
speak to Saul from above, after the encounter on the road to Damascus, God enlists a devout
Christian in the area, Ananias, to guide Paul in his new life. Although Ananias is initially afraid
to approach such an infamous persecutor of Christians, he ultimately greets Saul with tenderness,
nonjudgment, and hope: “Gyfe me your hand for your awayle…[God] sent me to thi
presens/Also, he bad the remember hys hey excellens/…For who that yt wantyth, lackyth a
frende” (276-288). God reveals his feelings of friendship and love through Ananias, whom Paul
immediately follows: “Go yow before, and after I shall sewe [follow]/Laudyng and praysyng our
Lordys benevolens!” (313-7). Ultimately, Saul’s lesson in humility—which began with
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sorrowful fasting and contemplation— is led to a lesson in fellowship; he must follow and learn
from the community he wishes to join.
Ananias’ role in the play demonstrates that Saul’s conversion is not merely a personal
resolve but a social initiation. Saul’s blindness is cured onstage by the Holy Spirit, but it is done
at Ananias’ joyful invocation: “Be of good chere and perfyte jubylacyon!/ Whych hath with hys
hye grace illumynyd ys/ Put foth thi hond, and goo wyth me/ Agayne to thy syght here I restore
the!” (293-6). The message that Saul needs to hear in order to fully embrace his new spiritual life
is mediated through the meeting of human hands and hearts. This need for community initiation
is further enforced by Saul’s onstage baptism which Ananias performs saying “I crysten yow,
wyth mynd full perfyght/ Reseyvyng [receiving] yow into owur [our] relygyon,/ Ever to be
stedfast, and never to flyt,/But ever constant, wythouwt varyacyon/ Now ys fulfyllyd all our
observacyon” (325-9) Although Ananias is technically alone with Saul in the play, the event
itself is made into a public initiation by virtue of being staged for a Christian audience, made
clearer through Ananias’ use of first-person plural. Saul is becoming one with the Christian
community, and the audience is called to welcome him as the present representatives,
transcending time and distance. It is through this act—both socially significant and internally
significant—that Saul’s conversion can come to full fruition. Ultimately this is the message that
the audience is instructed to take to heart. Through their participation and education in this
collective, joyful pretense, they are given the opportunity for eyes and hearts to be re-oriented as
a collective. The Conversion of Saint Paul gives its audience the opportunity to learn to see
collectively with savvy, which leads to a greater understanding of a complicated saint’s
devastating fall and triumphant ascent.
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By examining the conversion’s narrative structure, Poeta’s role is made clearer. Poeta,
like Ananias, might be hesitant to take up his role, but ultimately, their roles are deeply
connected: just as Ananias leads Saul to a joyful confirmation of his internal change, so too
Poeta guides the audience both literally and figuratively. As multiple scholars have observed,
throughout the play Poeta instructs the audience to “folow and succede” the action, implying
literal motion from one locus to the next (156). 19 While speculations of performance practices
and staging remain profoundly handicapped by a lack of records, we may entertain a literal
procession of audience members from staged location to staged location, not as a certainty, but
as a distinct possibility. Victor Scherb speculates such a processional staging for Saint Paul
based on place-and-scaffold arrangements of continental drama of the period as well as visual
imagery in a Book of Hours (93). Even if the audience had not literally walked alongside, the act
of a collective pious procession would have been evoked in the audience’s memory. The
invitation to walk alongside a holy figure in representation or embodied in the Eucharist is a
familiar act, such as during Rogationtide processions “with handbells, banners, and the parish
cross…Structured round the singing of the litany of saints, the procession set the earthly
community of the parish within the eschatological community of Heaven” (Duffy 137). The
Conversion of Saint Paul uses Poeta to highlight the similar aspirations of the theatrical event:
whether with their physical bodies or in their imaginations, a group has come together to join the
convert par excellence in his journey. Even if the sight of Saul/Paul inspires confusion and
internal conflict, this community will be important to the potential of an affective experience.
Through its theatrical medium, from the dramaturgical choices to the staging and use of
tropes, The Conversion of Saint Paul provides its audience with numerous points of entry.

See Stelling’s monograph and John Velz’s article, “From Jerusalem to Damascus: Bilocal Dramaturgy in
Medieval and Shakespearian Conversion Plays.”
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Through the elaborate supernatural spectacle, the audience can appreciate the majesty of Paul’s
example; at the same time, the message of humility and community guidance is depicted in
deeply human ways. Saint Paul’s rhetorical flexibility evokes the argument that the Tretise of
Miraclis Pleyinge presents their pro-theatrical opponents making: “prophitable to men and to the
worschipe of God it is to fulfillun and sechen all the menes by whiche men mowen leeve sinne
and drawen hem to virtures [profitable to men and the worship of God is to fulfil and seek all the
ways in which men may leave sin and be drawn to virtues]” (98). Saint Paul affirms the power
that theatrical presentation can have in and of itself, presenting unique and varied opportunities
for internal reflection and external participation in order to arrive in the same place: joyfully
connected, with sight restored.

1.3 Mary Magdalene and Conversion, Inward and Outward
Spanning thousands of lines, far more than The Conversion of Saint Paul, the Digby
Mary Magdalene is a thorough and ambitious episodic look at one of the most popular saints in
late medieval England. The play follows Mary Magdalene from her fall from grace, to her
repentance and relationship to Jesus, to her life as a missionary and, finally, to her final years as
a hermit in the desert. Expansive in every sense of the word, Mary Magdalene requires dozens of
characters and takes place in locations as diverse as castles, boats, the Holy Land, and even the
depths of hell. Despite the eventful plotline, however, the Digby Mary Magdalene begins at a
relatively ordinary starting point. Mary, a wealthy, beautiful, and kind woman, is perceived as a
threat by the evil powers that be: World, Flesh, and Satan, along with their servants, the seven
deadly sins. When Mary’s father unexpectedly dies, her sorrowful state presents these forces
with an opportunity. Lechery, disguised as a young woman, encourages Mary to stop mourning
and go out to the tavern: “Ya, lady, for all that, be of good comfort/ For swych obusyons may
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brede myche dysese [dis-ease]…/Prynt yow in sportys whych best doth yow plese” (456-9). At
the tavern, Pride, disguised as a young gallant, coaxes Mary to drink; after intoxicating her, Pride
and Mary engage in sexual intercourse, causing Mary to fall from grace.
Just as for The Conversion of Saint Paul, Augustine’s Confessions provides further
illustration to understand the conversion process in Mary Magdalene. Mary’s story and
transgressions are in fact very similar to those of Augustine, who recounts sinful indulgences in
worldly pleasures. Having lived his youth in various states of sin and heresy to the dismay of his
devout Christian mother, Augustine receives a revelation at the nadir of his sorrow. Augustine’s
conversion story in Confessions is created through memory, absorption of signs, and a melding
of recognition and inspiration: as he reads the Scripture once more, the answer becomes clear.
Augustine gives the reader an intimate look at his mental and emotional process of conversion
worth a substantial quotation:
Suddenly I heard a voice from some nearby house, a boy’s voice or a girl’s voice, I do
not know: but it was a sort of sing-song, repeated again and again, ‘Take and read, take
and read.’ I ceased weeping and immediately began to search my mind most
carefully…Damming back the flood of my tears I arose, interpreting the incident as quite
certainly a divine command….So I was moved to return to the place where Alypius was
sitting, for I had put down the Apostle’s book there when I arose. I snatched it up, opened
it and in silence read the passage upon which my eyes first fell.... I had no wish to read
further, and no need. For in that instant, with the very ending of the sentence, it was
though a light of utter confidence shone in all my heart, and all the darkness of
uncertainty vanished away. (159)
The simple request, “take and read,” is rendered potent both through its distinct aural imagery
(disorienting and ambiguous in location, speaker, and even purpose) and through its heavy
repetition. The absence of the voice’s context first engages Augustine intellectually— he
searches his mind for logical explanations for the voice and melody. When he concludes that this
song does not correspond to earthly memories, he is called to spiritual memories: he is drawn to
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Scripture, thinking of his earlier spiritual discussion with Alypius. It is this mindset, hailed by an
unsettling image and his memories, that leads him to the Bible, where he arrives at a passage that
speaks exactly to his predicament. Only one verse is needed, as Augustine’s prior anguish,
discussion, and experience have primed him for this moment to finally make a definitive
decision and shape his spiritual life forever.
The act of remembering in Confessions is combined with a careful understanding of
narrative, allowing the reader to experience his conversion through symbolism and crafted
storytelling and utilizing a: “dialectical combination of reading, hearing, remembering, and
telling” (Szpiech 53). While Augustine’s story is directly related to the experience of reading,
this understanding of conversion through narration sets a precedent for theatrical images to
garner a similar effect. A play’s audience is provided with sights and sounds both deeply familiar
and separate from everyday life: the scaffold that is heaven, the man who wears the costume of a
devil. Live, in real time, and in the presence of a larger community, the audience is provided
with an abundance of signs and referents from which to engage their imagination through both
immediate sensation as well as a call to prior experience and knowledge.
Just as Augustine expounds on his moral digressions in Confessions, The Digby Mary
Magdalene provides an unflinching look at Mary’s greatest sins (literally instigated by
personifications of Lechery and Pride). However, as quickly as Mary falls to thoughtless and
hedonistic sin, she is given the intellectual, emotional and spiritual tools to convert to God
through guided memory. After an offstage romantic tryst with Pride, Mary Magdalene giddily
waits for her lover to arrive in the arbor. 20 It is in this moment that God sends a good angel to
facilitate Mary’s conversion through a strongly worded plea:

The arbor also provides a highly evocative setting for a medieval audience familiar with romances; see Joanne
Findon’s 2011 Lady Hero Saint: The Digby Play’s Mary Magdalene.
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Woman, woman, why art thou so onstabyll?
Ful byttyrly thys blysse it wol be bowth.
Why are thou agens God so veryabyll? …
Remembyr, woman, for thi pore pryde
How the sowle shall lyyn in helle fyre
A, remembyr how sorrowful its is to abide…
Remember the on mercy, make this sowle clyre!
I am the gost of goodnesse that so wold the gydde. (588-601, my emphasis)
God, the angel, and the audience are aware of Mary’s sins. Still, the angel does not explicitly
prompt her to change her perspective or beliefs, nor is Mary made to reflect on her own specific
choices. Instead, the key to Mary’s conversion and salvation is for her to return to a “stable,”
godly state through her ability to recall what she once knew, both in theological and affective
terms. The repetition of “remember” works similarly to the repetition of the voice in
Confessions: the focus is clear and leaves an impression, creating an extraordinary image out of
an ordinary request. The images, words, and lessons are meant to be retrieved and presented in
her own mind as she first experienced them. Mary’s ultimate task of conversion is to apply her
prior knowledge to her current reality.
While Mary Magdalene receives this prompt from God, the audience watching Mary
Magdalene is similarly called through the angel’s apostrophe to invoke specific emotional and
spiritual memories to renew their religious conviction. Even after Mary Magdalene herself
converts, the audience is required to visualize some of the most crucial moments of the story for
themselves. Mary is a pivotal character in the story of Christ; medieval people would have
known her not only as the woman who discovers Jesus' tomb empty after the resurrection, but
also as Mary, sister to Lazarus whom Jesus raises from the dead. However, in Mary Magdalene,
Jesus’ narrative is obscured, relegated only to scenes featuring the eponymous saint. By focusing
on Mary’s transformation, rather than the events that inspire it, the audience is called to use their
own memory to understand the profundity of her reactions and decisions. The most important
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omission is Christ’s crucifixion. This scene of utmost importance both to Mary Magdalene and
all Christians is merely signaled through the continued despair of the devil, who now must
witness Jesus rescuing countless souls in hell after his death: “The Kyng of Joy entyryd in therat,
as bryth as fyrys blase!” (967). Without the actual enactment, the audience must ruminate on this
moment to recall the prior, heart-wrenching events that would have led to this triumphant
victory. Peter Ramey cites Christ's address to the audience on the cross in the York Crucifixion
play as a primary example of a conversion game: “Because it is a body that calls out directly to
the crowd those watching are drawn into the dramatic scope of the scene and their responses
become a part of the game…. The conversion game, grounded in Christ's physical suffering,
allows those watching to discover, experientially, their own position in relation to this figure”
(Ramey 70). Whether the most vivid recollection of the Passion for any given audience member
is a Good Friday liturgy, a graphic painting, a Passion play, or a devotional, the audience is
encouraged to fill in these crucial blanks with a powerful vision of the most important and
sorrowful vision of Christianity—whatever invites the individual most strongly to participate in
the game. In a similar way, Mary Magdalene, with high expectations for its audience, provides
the interpretive space to make this reminder from an angel into a recognition just as Mary
experiences it.
At the site of her initial conversion during the encounter with the angel, Mary’s response
is swift but also incomplete: she feels sorrow at her transgressions, but she ultimately must seek
out Jesus to fully convert and be saved: “A, woo shal to mercy be my gostly gyde?/I shal porsue
the prophett, wherso he be, /For he is the well of perfyth charyté” (609-11). Similarly, while the
audience’s internal states have been piqued and reminded of crucial aspects of Christianity,
further rhetorical intervention is needed to move forward, and that intervention is found in the
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ultimate teacher: Jesus Christ. One of the earliest lessons the audience must heed is the
distinction between good and bad pleasures. Before Mary and the audience are called to
remember the bitterness of sin, and the grave consequences of sinful pleasures, the playwright
presents a short scene with Simon the Leper 21 preparing to welcome Jesus and his disciples into
his home for dinner. Simon is greatly aware of Jesus’ holiness, and treasures the opportunity to
grant him and his disciples a delicious meal: “This day holly I pot in rememberowns /To solas
my gestys to my power…./It wold rejoyse my hert in gret gladnesse,/For the report of hys hye
nobyllnesse” (572-584). Simon’s example of admirable fellowship and merriment comes just
beyond Mary’s conversion as an alert to the audience that Mary needs to learn not of the evil of
social pleasure in general but rather of the evil of pleasure without understanding the greater
Christian truths. Good food, amusement, and socializing are all perfectly Christian behavior, as
exemplified by Christ in this scene, in so far as the truth about God is recognized. 22
It is in this space devoted to communal pleasure that Mary Magdalene conveys her
contrition to Jesus in the hope of a full conversion and salvation. It is not enough for Mary to be
inwardly contrite; she must perform physical acts that both reflect her emotions outwardly as
well as physicalize the bitter, lowly state arising from her sin. Mary’s ritual of penitence is
reenacted in full, faithful to her legend and the Bible passage that inspires it: “Her shal Mary
wasche the fett of the prophet wyth the terrys of hur yys [tears of her eyes], whypyng hem wyth
hur herre [wiping them with her hair], and than anoynt him wyth a precyus noyttment

As Coletti notes in her edition of The Digby Mary Magdalene: “The playwright seems to have confused Simon the
Pharisee of Luke 7:36–50, with Simon the Leper in Matthew 26:6–16 and Mark 14:3–11” (572n). Just as Mary
Magdalene’s legend was created by an amalgamation of several repentant women in the New Testament, it appears
that a Simon, close friend of Jesus, is needed, rather than the specific Biblical figure.
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[ointment]” (640). To the medieval audience, Mary’s gesture, combining simple tears, humbling
posture and luxurious scented oils, presents a multi-sensory, highly legible demonstration of
contrition, both in terms of its cultural recognizability (described in the Bible and depicted in art)
as well as the elegance of its embodied aesthetics. Mary, like Saul in The Conversion of Saint
Paul, ultimately finds her conversion completed through external enactment and social initiation.
The physicalizing of her grief is not only a signal to God of her personal contrition but a
sign to all. Jesus makes an explicit example of her to Simon and the audience: “Symond, behold
this woman in all wyse [ways]/How she wyth terys [tears] of hyr bettyr wepyng/She wassheth
my fete and dothe me servyse” (665-7). Being omniscient, Jesus does not require this
communication to know the validity of Mary’s conversion, as Mary acknowledges: “Thow
knowyst my hart and thowt in especyal” (639). However, the penitential act that follows, imbued
with numerous symbols, remains clearly necessary for the merely human witnesses; as such,
Jesus makes Mary’s performance an exercise in human recognition. Simon is told by Jesus to
“behold this woman in al wyse,” as her seemingly simple gestures are worthy of deep meditation
and attention to detail. Jesus then guides Simon (and the disciples) through the act, not only
synoptically, but with detailed stage direction: “lowly knelyng…wypeth hem agayn wyth good
entent” (668-70). With both Simon and the audience aware of the specific actions and the way in
which Mary performs them, Jesus declares that Mary’s internal resolve is reflected in her
demonstration of external piety and remorse that is not only effective, but skillfully done:
“Woman, in contryssyon thou art expert/And in thi sowle [soul] hast inward mythe" (686-7). It is
through these performed actions that entangle spontaneous emotion with deliberate symbolic
imagery that Mary Magdalene is finally freed from her sin. While Mary may have been
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intellectually righted and spiritually turned, her conversion necessitates a performance publicly
displayed for the benefit of those around her.
It is only then that Jesus presents a spectacular image of his own, casting out the seven
deadly sins from Mary’s soul: “Sevyn dyllys shall devoyde from the woman, and the Bad Angyll
enter into hell wyth thondyr” (692). Although Jesus is performing this miracle, onstage the focus
of action is clear: seven actors in the playing the demons are rapidly moving away from Mary’s
presence. This flurry of activity sustains the theatrical focus on Mary that had been gained by her
penitential act. Mary Magdalene’s performance of conversion is simultaneously easily imitable
(requiring tears and simple gestures) and powerful enough to inspire a moment of radical
transformation through spectacle. After both his and Mary’s physical demonstration Jesus
concludes this scene with a seemingly incongruous lesson: “Blyssyd be they at alle tyme/That
sen me nat [seen me not] and have me in credens [belief], /With contrysson thou hast mad a
recumpens” (699-701). This seemingly ill-fitting statement, a quotation from the Doubting
Thomas story in the Bible, is often interpreted anti-theatrically: just as the Tretise argues, belief
should not be dependent on the witnessing of miraculous sights.23 However, in light of this scene
in which Mary’s acts of “contrysson” are so praised for their intelligibility, and that Jesus has
amplified through a spectacle of his own, the opposite message might be made: blessed are those
who can provide others with the signs of faith that they might be appreciated and replicated long
after Jesus has left and before Jesus shall return.
The Tretise cites the audience’s visibly emotional reaction to miraclis pleyinge as an
argument in favor for them: “By siche miraclis pleyinge men and wymmen, seinge the passioun
of Crist and of his seintis, ben movyd to compassion and devocion, wepinge bitere teris, thanne
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they ben not scorninge of God but worschiping” (98). The Tretise’s retort to this argument is to
dismiss such an emotional outpouring as a superficial response to external stimuli rather than to
internal contrition:
Siche miraclis pleyinge giveth noon occasioun of wrrey wepinge and medeful, but the
weping that fallith to men and wymmen by the sighte of siche miraclis pleyinge, as they
ben not principaly for theire oune esinnes ne of theire gode feith withinneforthe, but more
of theire sight withouteworth is not alowable byfore God but more reprowable. [Such
miraclis pleyinge does not give occasion for true weeping and meditation, but weeping
done by men and women by the sight of such miraclis pleyinge, as it is not principally
done for their own sins nor of their good faith within, but more of their external sight,
which is not allowed by God but more reprovable.] (102)
Mary Magdalene provides a refutation to this refutation, as it explicitly demonstrates the
importance of an external sign that can convey piety to an audience. The Christ of Mary
Magdalene does not reprove Mary’s weeping because it is a necessary element of her role as
both a convert and future converter. While it is impossible to know what any individual spectator
internally responded to during a religious play, the play itself provides direct calls—to
remember, to see, to imitate.

1.4 Mary Magdalene, Conversion and Theatrical Pretense
Mary’s performance of conversion places a great deal of import on the external as well as
internal process of conversion, but the sincerity of her act is never questioned. Mary Magdalene,
the ultimate penitent, will not only never stray again, but will live the rest of her life as an
exemplary evangelist. More extraordinary is the play’s acceptance of explicit pretense and
symbolic imagery for the sake of conversion. Jesus’ lessons on performance continue through his
section of the play, culminating in his reunion with Mary after the resurrection. Both in the Bible
and in the play, Mary at first mistakes Jesus for a gardener, presumably the only person with
plausible business near the tomb. Mary Magdalene uses this moment not merely to create
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dramatic suspense but also to convey a compelling exegesis for the mistaken identity. When
Jesus reveals himself to Mary, he explains the significance of his ambiguous presentation:
MARY. What I sye yow fyrst, Lord, verely
I went ye had bin Symound the gardener.
JESUS. So I am, forsothe, Mary!
Mannys hartt is my garden here.
Therin I sow sedys of vertu all the yere….
MARY. O, thou dereworthy Emperowere, thou eye devyne!
To me this is a joyful tydyng. (1078-1087)
Mary’s misidentification is not a product of human error or assumptions, as Jesus intended for
her to conflate the image of her savior with the image of a humble gardener to provide her with a
deeper truth than his physical presence. Here there is crafted pretense: Jesus is not the gardener
whom Mary assumed he was, but he intentionally presented himself this way. However, this
pretense is greatly useful as well as pleasurable because the metaphor speaks to a truth about
Jesus’ identity in a vivid way. Just as Jesus’ teachings rely on parables to present truth in
relatable guise, at the time of his resurrection Jesus takes on the persona of a gardener to evoke a
parable to Mary in the flesh. Jesus comes to Mary in an evocative, embodied illusion in order to
perform for her and the audience.
This celebration of theatricality in Mary Magdalene is rendered even more unusual in
comparison to other English dramatizations of the same moment. In the York cycle play
Appearance to Mary Magdalene, Jesus reveals himself to Mary Magdalene by showing explicit,
unmistakable wounds, echoing the later story of Doubting Thomas: “Marie, of mournyng
amende thy moode/ And beholde my woundes wyde” (62-3). Jesus’ identity is made painfully
clear by the bloody marks of his humanity. Mary Magdalene reiterates this emphasis on Christ’s
present body by sharing her discovery: “Mi Lorde Jesu, I knowe nowe thee/ Thi woundes thai
are nowe wette” (80-81). As soon as Mary sees evidence of Christ’s crucified body, visceral and
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“wet,” she immediately recognizes him. By contrast, Mary Magdalene’s protagonist, our primary
audience surrogate, must learn of Christ’s resurrection the way that the audience must learn:
veiled in illusory, but ultimately illuminating, representation. Jesus’ theatrics are explicitly noted
and celebrated because the play understands the ability for these theatrical techniques to unite
Christ with Mary, Mary with the audience, and ultimately, the audience with Christ.
Following Christ’s example once again, Mary herself participates in theatrical pretense
for the sake of others. Unlike cycle plays, which follow a strict timeline of events from the
creation of the world to doomsday, Mary Magdalene ventures outside of this prescribed
temporality: a crucial third of the play takes place between the resurrection of Christ and the end
of the world. It is in this space where Christianity as an organization comes to be from the efforts
of saintly men and women. Mary Magdalene’s duty is not merely to understand and feel God’s
love, which she does as a result of her conversion, but also to convey that understanding and love
to others who may not be able to recognize his signs and image. Mary Magdalene’s legacy is that
of a convert and of a converter; a significant portion of Mary Magdalene is devoted to Mary
Magdalene’s missionary work in Marseilles, where she ultimately converts the pagan King and
Queen and by extension an entire kingdom.
It is in the missionary section of Mary Magdalene where the play, having already given
lessons in theatricality from Mary and Christ, most explicitly interrogates notions of theatrical
pretense, as is crucial that true signs be distinguishable from false ones to inspire conversion in
others. Theresa Coletti sees an inherent tension in Mary Magdalene in the enactment of both true
and false signs, and interprets the play’s attitude towards theatrics as cautious and ambiguous;
ultimately, according to her, the “visual hermeneutics does not endorse the sacramental potential
of medieval theater as much as it interrogates the potential’s advantages and risks” (Coletti 197).
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While this impression of caution and ambiguity speaks to late medieval English concerns on the
eve of the Reformation, I would argue that the play, like The Conversion of Saint Paul, grants the
audience a privileged position of sight to discern between good and evil signs while still
employing theatrical rhetoric. By viewing Mary Magdalene through its pro-theatrical approach
towards transformation and conversion, we can see that the greatest defense for blasphemous
interpretation is a thorough understanding of theatricality that the play sustains and deepens.
Although good acts of theatricality can hold great spectacle and sensory power, smaller,
more imitable moments are shown to have elegance in their formal simplicity and clarity of
message. A Christian member of the audience, no matter how devout, is unlikely to summon
angels for a performance but is still capable of performing effective evangelization; recognizing
the beauty and effectiveness of simple performance empowers the audience’s own abilities.
Mary Magdalene demonstrates this through the King and Queen of Marseilles’ reactions to
Mary’s humble missionary acts. Her simple retelling of Christian doctrine and mythology
invokes the crucial initial curiosity in the pagan king, and he insists on hearing more: “Woman, I
pray the, answer me! /Whatt mad God at the first beginning?/Thys process ondyrstond wol
we,/That wold I learn; it is my plesyng!” (1479-80). Her version of the creation story is clear and
concise, allowing the story itself to “please” her audience in the way that Augustine advocates in
On Christian Doctrine: “the truth itself, when exhibited in its naked simplicity, gives pleasure,
because it is the truth” (12.28). In addition, Mary Magdalene is careful to accredit God himself
the credit for more spectacular moments. While Mary’s saintly power is undeniable, she acquires
it through a simple request to God: “Gyff me license my prayers to make/Onto my God in heven
blysch/Su merakyll to shewyn for yower sake!” (1548-50). By reciting two lines of a brief and
sweet psalm (Psalm 22 in the Vulgate, the famous Psalm 23 today), completely giving herself
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over to God, her performance is once again seen as simultaneously powerful and imitable. The
audience may never crumble a temple, but they do have the power to perform devotion
effectively to change people’s hearts and minds, and Mary Magdalene provides important
lessons on how to do so.
This celebration of simplicity helps elucidate the most challenging element of Mary
Magdalene: an elaborate mock-liturgy performed by the King of Marseille’s pagan cleric and
boy assistant. This moment, featuring Latin-esque nonsense chanting, relics, and invocation to
Mohammad, could easily be seen as a mockery of a real mass. This moment presents inherent
danger, as the pagan priest is not only presenting false signs, but signs that feel uncomfortably
close to the real thing, creating a “volatile mixing of the sacred and profane” (Scherb 240). I
argue what ultimately saves this daring scene are the playwright’s helpful signals to reassure
audiences of this false mass’s inefficacy through the celebrants’ bumbling showmanship. The
audience members, who up to this point have seen poignant uses of theatricality that combine
important gesture, sensory pleasure, and evocation of affecting memory, have been given the
tools by the playwright to judge this scene appropriately and sentence the pagan priest to
laughter.
While this elaborate pagan ritual could potentially be played as disturbingly close to a
legitimate mass, the language provides a useful barrier. The very first line in the pagan mass is
clear in its intent and allegiance: “Leccyo mahowndys” (1186). By immediately attributing the
diatribe to Mohammad, the subsequent words are clearly marked as profane and make the
profane delivery appropriate rather than damning. The boy’s earlier profanities in English also
provide clear signposts for the Latin-esque gibberish. Having declared to his superior, “A fartt,
mastyr, and kysse my grnne!” minutes before the ceremony, surely his intonation, “Skartum
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sialporum, fartum cardiculorum” would have sounded familiar. (1171, 1192). The cryptic beauty
of a real Latin hymn remains untouched; this mock mass uses the sour mewls of an alley cat
rather than a choir of angels. Ultimately, the saving grace of this parody lies in the medieval
audience’s understanding of the action behind the word, echoing notions of ordinary language
philosophy that “we fail to understand what something means until we understand what it does”
(Beckwith 2012 109). In contrast to the showmanship of Christ and Mary Magdalene, the false
priest is boorish, artless, and unmotivated.
By contrast, Mary’s superior, holy theatricality is made especially clear when she
approaches the king and queen of Marseilles in their bedrooms, ostensibly in their dreams.
Because the king has removed Mary from his court without food or shelter, God provides for his
beloved saint with a plan of action. Angels appear to Mary to tell her that they will accompany
her to the king’s bedchamber while he sleeps: “Ower Lord wyll comfortt yow send!/And bad, to
the kyng ye shuld take the waye/Hym to asay, yf he woll condescend/As he is sleypng, hem to
assaye…And we shal go before yow with solemn lyth” (1598-1603). God gives “comfort” to
Mary Magdalene by directing her in a supernatural scene, a scene that will surely move the king
enough to give her food and shelter. The angels propose the staging to Mary, which includes
lighting design, costume design, and even choreography: “We shall go before yow wyth solem
lyth[light]/ In a mentyll [mantle] of whyte shall be ower araye/ The dorys shall opyn agens us be
ryth [the doors will open towards us right]” (1603-5). To provide even more visual spectacle,
Mary is given white clothes, which she immediately understands as a symbolic costume: “Oh
gracious God, now I undyrstond! / This clothing of whyte is tokening of meekness!” (1606-7).
These white clothes read as costume particularly since Mary Magdalene was not associated with
white in her iconography, as Sarah Salih notes (129). This white clothing represents an aspect of
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Mary Magdalene’s character, but it does not evoke her. The performance and its spectacle are
important, but only if the meaning is properly understood rather than taken merely literally. With
this line Mary demonstrates her savvy and competence to deliver God’s show, a savvy the
audience benefits from, just as they did in Conversion of Saint Paul.
Not only does Mary Magdalene’s theatrical performance in this scene validate symbolic
pretense on a broad level—her performance also validates Mary Magdalene as a play. Mary’s
angelic entourage and clothing evokes her own conversion experience earlier in the play. Mary
Magdalene had been approached by angels while sleeping in the arbor; the king and queen have
the same experience while asleep in their bedchamber. Mary Magdalene’s words to the king and
queen also evoke the exhortations the angel gave her: “Thow froward kyng, trobelows
[troublous] and wood [mad]...I rede [counsel] thee, torne [turn], and amend thi mood/ Beware of
thi lewdnesse for thi own hele [health]” (1610-1616). Although this scene is mediated through a
human being rather than an angel, the effect is the same because the message—both verbal and
scenographic—is the same. When Mary leaves the bedchamber, the message having been
delivered, the stage directions describe the angels changing her clothes: “Here Mari voydt, and
the angyll and Mary chongg hyr clotheyng [Here Mary leaves, and the angel and Mary change
her clothing]” (1617). Just as any actor would, once the performance has ended, Mary must get
out of costume. However, this seemingly simple action is not only endorsed by God, but in fact
aided by him through his angels. Although the actors playing Mary Magdalene and angels in
front of the medieval English audience will change clothing after the performance and become
less spectacular, their mission is one and the same with the real Mary Magdalene: to convert
others using symbolic, affective theatricality.
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Mary’s spectacle for the Marseilles king and queen works, and they wake with great
wonderment at what they had seen. The king believes himself to have awoken from a particularly
arresting dream featuring a beautiful: “A mervelows shewyng in my slep I had…A fayer woman
I saw in my syth/All in whyte was she cladd” (1620-3). The queen adds her astonishment at the
lighting, which, while seemingly coming from flames, did not burn down their room: “I wentt
ower chambyr sholld a brentt/ For the lyth that ther was all abowth [I thought our chamber
should have burned for the light that was all about]” (1628-9). Although both the king and queen
take her words to heart, their initial reactions are that of their sensory wonderment and pleasure;
only after they have processed that can they reform their ways. The king immediately summons
Mary Magdalene back to his court to provide her with food and shelter; upon hearing this
request, Mary demurely answers, “Gladly, syr, at his intentt, / I come at [the king’s] own
pleseyng!” (1644-5). The irony is that she, not the king, has ultimately created this opportunity
through illusory spectacle that she and God crafted—and indeed, she comes because the king
was pleased by the spectacle. Mary’s messages to the king—the truth of Jesus, the virtues of
charity—are pleasurable to Christian ears for their truth, and the king himself has shown interest.
However, the king ultimately needs a bit more rhetorical heft to fully internalize the message.
Christian rhetoric, as outlined by Augustine, is amenable to that need. However, the Digby Mary
Magdalene expands on this lesson by showing just how powerful theatrical rhetoric can be, an
idea anathema to Augustine’s personal sensibilities, but one for late medieval audiences to
experience in an educated and enjoyable manner.
Mary Magdalene’s greatest achievement as an evangelist is the turning of the king and
queen, as their conversion implies the conversion of their entire kingdom. However, at the end of
the play, she leaves their court for her own spiritual renewal, satisfied that the king and queen
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have adequately learned from her: “Now are ye becum Goddys own knyght/ For sowle health,
salve ded ye seche [for your soul’s health a salve did you seek]/ In hom the Holy Gost hath take
resedens....And now have ye a knowledge of the sentens,/ How ye shall come onto grace....Now
woll I labor forth, God to plese/ More gostly strenkth [spiritual strength] me to purchase” (19511960). Mary Magdalene, through both simple and spectacular rhetoric and theatricality, has
thoroughly educated her audience. However, she leaves the king and queen with the promise of a
good friend: “Of yow and yowers I wyll have rememberauns, / And dayly yower bede woman
for to be [I will pray for you daily]” (1965-6). Mary Magdalene, a beloved patron saint to the
medieval Christian audience, assures her devotees that even without her bodily or theatrical
presence, she remains connected to those who have been affected by her. Mary will not forget
her followers, and her followers will not forget Mary—they have both been called repeatedly to
remember the holy spectacles they have witnesses and the holy words they have heard.
Mary Magdalene’s final act takes place in the desert, where she lives out the rest of her
days as a hermit. At first, Mary’s scenes in the desert are among the most spectacular, as she is
lifted into the sky by angels to receive communion: “Here shall to angyllys desend into
wyldernesse, and other to shall bryng an oble, opynly aperyng aloft in the clowddys; the to
benethyn shall bryng Mari, and she shall receyve the bred, and than go agaen into the
wyldernesse [Here shall two angels descend into the wilderness, and another two will bring a
Eucharistic wafer, openly appearing aloft in the clouds; the two beneath shall bring Mary up to
the clouds, and she shall receive the bread, and then go again down to the wilderness]” (2019).
However, for the very end of Mary’s life, God provides for her in a far more grounded way: he
recruits a human priest to administer the sacraments to her. The angels tell the local priest, “Syr
pryst [sir priest], God cummaundytt from heven region/ Ye shall go hosyll hys servont expresse
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[you shall go give communion to his ecpress servant]/ And we wyth yow shall take
mynystracyon [ministration]/ To bere lyth [light] before Hys body of worthynesse” (2085-2088).
The priest provides a very different kind of “light” than the spectacular angels have, but the end
is ultimately the same: Mary Magdalene will receive the body of Christ. The very end of Mary
Magdalene’s story on earth leaves theatricality behind for complete, spectacular communion
without any illusion: there is a greater joy, without pretense, awaiting in heaven with God.
However, before a human being may achieve such a reward, Mary Magdalene reveals that
theatricality allows for a conversion in the right direction. This seemingly fantastic image of
angels feeding Mary at the beginning of the section is made relatable through the theatrical
presentation of her death, as her personal actions—receiving communion, kissing the earth—are
highly imitable and “available to each member of the audience” (Mead 280). The theatrical
moments of Mary Magdalene’s life do not undermine the beauty of the rituals performed by the
medieval English person; in fact, it allows the audience to see these rituals anew for how truly
extraordinary they are. The lessons that the audience learns along with Mary, both in terms of
theology and theatricality, allow the collective to better understand the world and signs around
them.
However, it must be said that theatricality does have the last word. When Mary ascends
to heaven, the angels announce: “Wythowtyn end to be in blysse/ Now lett us syng a mery
song!” (2119-20). With this act the narrative is over—however, the play itself ends on a
collective singalong. Like in many medieval religious plays, Mary Magdalene ends with the
singing of “Te Deum,” a very popular celebratory hymn. While the singing of hymns is not in
and of itself an illusory act, the play juxtaposes it with the angels’ song; in effect, the audience
collectively takes on the role of the angels, joining them in their song for Mary Magdalene. It is a
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simple yet highly symbolic performance, and through this act the audience can truly follow
Mary, as a faithful Christian, as an evangelist, as a convert—and as a theatre-maker.

1.5 Conclusion: Living Models
Mary Magdalene and The Conversion of Saint Paul have a common need to present the
most iconic conversions, conversions that were so sincere they were extraordinarily lifechanging, through a mediation which the plays themselves admit is incomplete: Poeta points
favorably to the Bible, and Mary’s story de-emphasizes Jesus’ story to the point of omitting the
most iconic images. This incompleteness presents a human point of view rather than a global
depiction of the history of the world. Neither Paul and Mary Magdalene live ordinary lives and
are privileged to supernatural experiences and world-changing legacies that an everyday person,
even a devout Christian, could not hope to have. At the same time, their lives as exemplary saints
are shown to be grounded in experience that is accessible on a deeply human level. In producing
and witnessing these saint plays, the communities are following these saints much more closely
than one would expect: their senses and intellects are changed, and they must perform, both for
themselves and for others.
By providing an aspirational example that exemplifies divine authority as well as the
human ability to change, saint plays provide a way of seeing that is aided through the help of a
community both in the flesh and in heaven. Furthermore, through their use of theatrical lessons,
the audience learns that shifts in internal devotion or perspective are ultimately buoyed by a
larger network that can offer joyful inclusion and instruction as an alternative to unpleasant
deterrents such as trials and executions. The gift of theatricality provides the communion of
aspiring saints with a means of spiritual empowerment to turn towards what has been promised.
Saint Mary Magdalene and Saint Paul, well-known and well-loved by the late medieval English,
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provide examples of conversion beyond reproach: after they have repented for their
transgressions and they go on to lead lives of extraordinary holiness and influence. While the
depth of their devotion and success of their evangelization may not be goals for the average
English person with a reasonable amount of humility, these saints are not merely historical
figures and symbolic images but also very real people who are accessible by prayer. To know
them better is to know the larger community better.
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Chapter 2: Converting Relics Onstage in Le Mistere de Saint
Quentin
2.1 Bodies and Saints
While both extant Middle English saint plays provide rich insight into late medieval
understandings of conversion and saint devotion, in order to appreciate the full potential of late
medieval saint plays, one needs to venture further afield. Saint plays, particularly those in honor
of a town patron, were common in France in the late Middle Ages, especially so in the north,
where the Dukes of Burgundy encouraged a local culture filled with festivity. 24 Extant medieval
records make mention of at least 150 different saint plays in France, as well as several
performances of Christ’s passion, Old and New Testament stories, and morality plays (Hamblin
Saints at Play 2).25 With such a wealth of records comes a great diversity of saint plays, which
collectively highlight far more aspects of saint theology than any one saint’s story could depict.
For example, one of the most important signifiers of Europe’s religious history is a town’s
continued relationship with their local patron saint, many of whom were early martyrs,
missionaries and church authorities charged with sowing, cultivating and preserving Christianity
against hostile pagan forces. Saint-Quentin, a town in north-central France, is a prime example: it
bears the name of its patron, Saint Quentin, who had left a comfortable life in third-century
Rome to spread Christianity throughout Gaul, only to be martyred for his efforts on the town’s
soil. By the late Middle Ages, Saint-Quentin’s reverence towards its patron could be seen

Runnalls further illustrates this point by citing a folk song “which circulated widely [in Northern France]. It tells
how, throughout many major towns in Artois, Picardy, Flanders, Hainaut, etc., large numbers of citizens worshipped
their Prince des Folz, the name given to the person chosen to organize their public festivities” (410). Alan Knight
also cites this common song in his discussion of Northern French theatre (388).
24

In her 2014 monograph Saints at Play, Vicki Hamblin has categorized and compared the 40 extant non-biblical
saint plays from medieval France in a comprehensive manner that harkens back to Petit de Julleville’s still-cited
1886 opus Le théâtre en France.
25
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through its care for the collegiate church bearing Quentin’s name, the preservation of his body in
reliquaries that were processed on Sundays, and on Quentin’s feast day “formalizing the earlier
pilgrim’s journey through the town” (Shortell 41). Even several hundred years after his death,
Saint Quentin remained spiritually and physically present to his devotees.
Spanning over 24,000 lines and performed over the course of four days, the late fifteenthcentury French saint play Le Mistere de Saint Quentin takes ample time to showcase its dynamic
protagonist, the third-century martyr Saint Quentin. Saint Quentin’s hagiography lends itself to a
compelling leading man: Quentin, the son of a Roman senator, converts to Christianity as a boy,
travels to Gaul, converts great numbers through effective sermons and miracles, and endures
substantial torture with admirable stoicism and defiance. The likely author of Le Mistere,
Burgundian court chronicler Jean Molinet,26 affirms his reputation as a great rhetorician by
providing Quentin with an abundance of sophisticated apologetics, compelling emotional
appeals, and even witty retorts to his tormentors. However, the narrative eventually turns to
where no actor, no matter how talented, is likely to follow: for the last 5,000 lines and likely over
the span of the final afternoon, Saint Quentin appears as a dismembered corpse. Le Mistere de
Saint Quentin features two different stories of relic discovery with extended plots and subplots of
their own. Indeed, the full title of the play is Le Mystery Play of Saint Quentin, followed by the
Inventions of Quentin’s Body by Eusebe and by Eloi. By necessity of this unusually long and
circuitous relic journey with two discoveries over several centuries, the play’s final act is
dependent not on the actions of a living saint, but on the presence of the inanimate— yet still
highly powerful—body.

Henri Chatelain makes a compelling case for Molinet’s authorship in his introduction to Saint Quentin and has
been corroborated in more recent scholarship by Graham Runnalls in his introduction to Le mystère de Judith and
Holofernés, also written by Molinet.
26
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Saint Quentin’s emphasis on bodily relics that are manipulated and divided, yet hugely
powerful, are made particularly evocative in a theatrical setting. In his highly influential
monograph Great Reckonings in Little Rooms, theatre theorist Bert O. States calls for an
understanding of theatre in which we simultaneously look at the stage components as
representational as well as acknowledge the phenomenological thing-in-itself of material objects,
an endeavor he calls “binocular vision.” A chair on stage might signify a certain time period or
lifestyle, for example, or perhaps a profound abstract idea, but it is also really a chair with its
own physical properties and relationships with people in the space. If we practice this binocular
vision and consider the theatre to be comprised of human bodies and objects that are
simultaneously representational and materially present, then it is easy to see the study and
response to theatrical performance as analogous to the study and response to saint’s relics, which
are venerated not only for what they represent—a saint’s story, the promise of everlasting life—
but what they physically are: the bodily remains on earth of a holy man or woman in heaven.
As it is, however, there is relatively little scholarship of the depiction of saints’ relics
onstage in medieval drama.27 One of the few studies to appear is Seeta Chaganti’s 2014
monograph The Medieval Poetics of the Reliquary in which she argues for the ability of written
poetry to enshrine holy figures just as a reliquary would enshrine a relic. She extends this
argument to the theatre by examining the N-Town Mary plays for their verbal and physical
enactment of Mary’s pregnant body:
Imaginative response allows the Marian figure on stage to be not only the representation
of a divine presence, but also the re-creation on stage of a familiar genre of Marian
artifacts that fulfilled the function of mediating and invoking an affective dynamic. The
audience participates in constituting this artifact in the space between their affective
experience and the aesthetic occasion on the stage. And yet it is vital to acknowledge as
There is a significant amount of discussion on how the Eucharist—the body of Christ—is represented in medieval
drama, and how the theatrical medium both illuminates and challenges sacramental theology (see Sarah Beckwith
and Andrew Sofer).
27
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well that as deeply as this Marian artifact generated by the play and the audience might
be desired, it is in fact an impossible and idealized artifact. (77)
What is crucial to this argument is that the depiction of relics onstage comes from a place of
absence or obscurity: both Jesus and Mary’s bodies, having been assumed, are not available or
not as readily recognizable as other saints’ bodies are. By contrast: at the time of play, the town
of Saint-Quentin claimed several of Saint Quentin’s relics, including Quentin’s head encased in a
silver bust with characteristic nails in his shoulders and Quentin’s arm encased in a life-like armshaped reliquary. Furthermore, on feast days, vigils, and on Sundays, the medieval town would
be given opportunities to interact with these sacred relics through ritual processions. 1 In other
words, the goal of the play’s protagonist— that Saint Quentin and his body should be discovered,
enshrined, and come into communion with the faithful—has seemingly already come to pass.
What, then, does this theatrical representation of relics in Le Mistere contribute? What needs to
be “constituted” through the theatrical medium if the artifact is not only possible but physically
present?
An easy answer to this would be to provide this broad community audience with an
entertaining spectacle for the saint’s feast day. Some highlights from the play include ongoing
comic commentary from a fool, and, as expected by medieval French audiences, plenty of the
elaborate torture scenes, including scenes of war and mass murder. Quentin’s relic narratives
themselves offer some spectacular elements; during the first discovery, Quentin’s body is found
floating in a river, first the body, followed by the head. Perhaps these opportunities for elaborate
and thrilling spectacle are reason enough for a region with a particular interest in large-scale
mystery plays. However, this reading overlooks the important work that theatrical practices can
contribute to a community’s understanding of and relationship to real saint’s relics both as
symbols and material objects in themselves. The theatrical medium— ordinary bodies, ordinary
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objects—tells a story that both honors the significance of relics while elucidating their
materiality and crucial intimacy to everyday life. In this chapter, I argue that Saint Quentin’s call
towards reconversion is realized not incidentally but necessarily through the theatrical medium.
Just as Saint Quentin converted and re-converted the Gauls through his presence—both as a
preacher while living and as an immaculate corpse while dead— the play re-creates this presence
both through a human actor as well as tangible, manipulable props. Through this theatrical
multimedia, Saint Quentin provides its medieval audience with a highly participatory experience
that mimics the past’s previous reconversions through Quentin’s presence in ways that would be
otherwise be either inaccessible to the entire community or even rendered suspect. The saint
play creates both an intimacy and a call to action that provides Saint-Quentin and its surrounding
area with an opportunity to sustain their religious identity both on an individual and community
level.

2.2 Conversion in Saint Quentin
The play expands Quentin’s traditional hagiography to give a detailed episodic look into
Quentin’s life, death, and legacy. The son of a Roman senator, Quentin is first exposed to
Christianity as a child when he and his schoolmates skip class and eavesdrop on Pope Marcellin
giving a sermon out in the city; after hearing the pope’s words on martyrdom and fortitude, the
children all decide to convert. Impressed with the children’s resolve, Marcellin promptly baptizes
them and sends them out to Gaul as missionaries. Quentin chooses to settle in Amiens and
converts many people through effective sermons and miraculous healings. Disturbed by reports
of these conversions in Gaul, Roman authorities take Quentin captive where he and his fellow
missionaries undergo torture from the notorious Rictovaire. Quentin is miraculously unharmed
by most of this torture, and instead drives his torturers to exhaustion. With God’s help Quentin
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escapes to the nearby town Augusta Veromanduorum (which would later be named SaintQuentin). Ultimately Quentin is recaptured, beheaded, and thrown into the local Somme river.
The memory of Quentin’s heroism fades for fifty years until God calls upon a blind Roman
woman, Eusebe, to travel to Gaul, find Quentin’s body, and enshrine it properly. She does as she
is told and miraculously receives her sight at the completion of her mission, but Roman officers
burn her shrine to the ground, occluding Quentin’s body for centuries under rubble. Finally,
centuries later, when pagan Gaul has become a Christian kingdom of France, the French King
Dagobert sends his best goldsmith, Saint Eloy, to once again find Quentin's lost body. After a
great amount of collective digging and searching, Quentin’s body is found perfectly preserved,
and Eloy enshrines it in precious metals. Because of this act, Quentin’s remains are finally in
their proper home: Saint-Quentin’s collegiate church (now formally called the Basilica of SaintQuentin).
Although the exact breakdown of the play by day is unknown, Herta Schulze suggests
that the first three days would tell the story of Quentin’s life and death, with two performances
per day (one morning, one afternoon). The fourth and final day then would depict the two
discoveries of Quentin’s body: in the morning, Eusebe’s discovery, and in the afternoon, Eloy’s
(Schulze 408). The most recent editor of Le Mistère de Saint Quentin (published in 1909), Henri
Louis Chatelain, dismisses these relic discovery narratives (formally known as relic inventions)
as “only complements to the Passion,” but these two stories take up roughly one quarter of the
play’s line-count, and both include at least one subplot along with the main narrative (vii). There
are similar French saint plays, such as Roi Advenir and Trois Doms, that span hundreds of years
as Saint Quentin does and enact townspeople ceremoniously moving saints’ relics (Hamblin
Saints at Play 90). However, there is a crucial difference between Saint Quentin and its peers:
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where many saint plays depict the translation of a saint’s body (i.e., the transfer of a holy relic
from one place to another), Saint Quentin has two distinctive invention stories; in other words,
Quentin is lost two separate times to his community and needs to be found again. Quentin as a
saint, and particularly as a saint whose bodily remains safely reside in the local church, is meant
to act as a bridge between past history, present life, and the future promise of heaven and
resurrection. However, Quentin’s story is one with extensive obscurations both physical (such as
the rubble burying the corpse) and spiritual. Although Quentin’s place of honor in this town is
ultimately restored, the play does not gloss over the struggles and periodic lapses of the town’s
recognition and action toward him (and by extension, towards God and Christianity).
Saint Quentin’s depiction of a town’s conversion from ignorance and passivity to
recognition and action suggests that the town’s communal conversion must be recharged once
again in order for this community of faith to be sustained through the next several centuries. As
such, the play implicates the town in the Middle Ages as well as its past. Saint Quentin does not
merely diagnose a relevant issue, however, but also provides a solution, one that requires a
deliberate collective turn toward recognition and action. As the play re-enacts the crucial
conversions—both of individual people and of the region broadly—the play also invites the
audience to experience the same process of conversion. Saint Quentin argues for conversion
through rhetoric both verbal and visual as well as conversion through sensory intimacy with holy
bodies, dead or alive. Both of these methods are made accessible through the theatrical medium;
the town of Saint-Quentin can once again regain what is lost.
Unlike Paul or Mary Magdalene, Quentin’s personal conversion is not the primary focus
of his hagiography. In Saint Quentin, Quentin’s conversion is less of a dramatic event in and of
itself than a matter-of-fact response to Pope Marcellin’s sermon. The sermon itself builds off of
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an earlier scene in Quentin’s classroom, where his Roman instructor gives a classical exposition
on man’s physical vulnerability and the necessity to endure bad fortune. The pope expounds on
this theme and provides a Christian answer as to why humans must suffer—for God, for the
means to heaven—and that to be poor, suffer, and die for God is ultimately to be exulted. This is
rhetorician Jean Molinet’s contribution to the legend, as these speeches do not occur elsewhere;
As Schulze argues, this is an opportunity to “teach the audience...the thematic perspective for his
whole drama through a lesson and a sermon,” namely the glory of martyrdom and bodily
fortitude in the name of God (399). Quentin is convinced by this rhetoric enough to dedicate his
life to Christianity; however, the subject itself has very little to do with Quentin’s own
experience. As of this moment, he has been a pampered child, albeit one with great intellectual
curiosity. The great significance of Quentin’s conversion is not in his personal transformation but
in what it foretells: Quentin’s acts as a missionary and martyr, which leads to the conversion of
many more.
Saint Quentin is far more interested in conversion of the region—Saint-Quentin rather
than Saint Quentin. In the play, Quentin consistently emphasizes his mission as not for
individuals but for a community at large. Although Quentin and his friends are sent to convert
people throughout Gaul, Quentin is focused on his city of choice: Amiens. Through the use of
untiring repetition in his own sermons, Quentin clearly establishes the city itself as the primary
site for conversion. When he first comes to Gaul, he diagnoses the entire town with a spiritual
ailment: “O peuple d’Amiens la cité/ Privé de bien, a mal cité/ Peuple a fausse loy incité/ Sans
vertu/ Sans felicité/ Aveugly par mendicité/ Du diable benedicité” [Oh people of the city of
Amiens, deprived of good, incited by false laws, without virtue, without happiness, blinded by
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the devil’s lies, God help you]” (5326-5330).28 The cité itself is the site of trouble, not any
individual person, and therefore it is the origin and site for the sin and unhappiness that follows.
While a few townspeople are given names and stage time throughout the play, Quentin’s
connection to the town as a collective unit persists. Even when he is eventually captured and
tortured at the hands of the Roman persecutors, Quentin continues to reach out to Amiens,
hoping against hope that their faith will be sustained even in his absence: “Amiens, Amiens,
peuple de Amiens/ Amiens, quant sera tu des miens?/ Ton droit nom est amy [Amiens, Amiens,
people of Amiens/ When will you be mine? Your true name is ‘friend’]” (10735-8). He
explicitly lays out his desire for the collective city of Amiens not only to become less ignorant
but also to become his personal friend. Christianity is for all, but for Quentin, his mission is tied
to the land and people he has chosen.
To complete this mission, Quentin invokes two primary means of conversion: his words
and his body. Quentin’s sermons are immediately admired, and upon hearing that Quentin has
escaped the Romans, local Christians immediately flock to him in order to hear him speak again,
as they have already studied his words: “Quentin, filled with perfection, will you give a sermon?
I take your admirable work and hold it close to me” (10521-5).29 Rhetoric is crucial in Saint
Quentin, as we have already seen from Quentin’s conversion. However, Quentin’s rhetoric is
often visual and material in addition to verbal, revealing an argument that this city must see
Quentin for the saint he is. When Quentin first arrives to Gaul as a child, the townspeople of
Amiens are clearly impressed not only by Quentin’s command of words but also by the fact that
those words could come from such a young body: “Powerful God, powerful excellence, the

Translations are my own. If I am not drawing attention to the original diction, I will put the original French in
footnotes.
29 “Quentin, plain de perfection/ Va faire predicacion?/ Je le cuydoie clos et pris/ C’est oeuvre d’amiracion”
28
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angelic form in the body of a young child” (5451-3).30 Quentin’s body—small, ordinary,
human— in and of itself can supplement his message with a compelling image of wonder and
innocence. This embodied and visible virtue is made even clearer when Quentin is tortured and
martyred.
Although Quentin initially escapes the Roman captors, he is eventually brought back to
undergo his passion and martyrdom. Sparing no violent scene, onstage tortures in Saint Quentin
include nails driven into his shoulders and nails; being plunged into boiling oil; being beaten
while naked; limbs attempted to be torn off with four men pulling; and, of course, his martyrdom
through decapitation. Quentin demonstrates his saintly patience and fortitude through stoicism,
and God miraculously protects his body for much of the torture, but the visual effect is still
paramount. For example, a stage direction describes the four soldiers who attempt to tear
Quentin limb from limb falling back suddenly as if an invisible force had pushed them: “The
four men pulling [Quentin] fall backwards suddenly” (7782).31 This moment, although devoid of
more dramatic stage effects, demonstrates the power of Quentin’s mere physical presence to
incite spectacle. For Quentin’s community, both during his lifetime and in the late Middle Ages,
his effect in inciting belief revolves around witnessing a human body in a new light, empowered
by holiness while remaining recognizably human.
This body-centered, town-centered mass conversion process continues after Quentin’s
death, where the physical location of his body as well as its ability to be seen and recognized are
crucial to the town’s spiritual health. This impetus to make Quentin visible is made explicit
through the story of Eusebe. She introduces herself to the audience through an impassioned
prayer for regained sight which she lost nine years ago due to illness: “Give unto my eyes
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“Puissant Dieu, puissant excellence/ Angelique formosité/ D’enffant de josne corpulence”
“Les quatre tirans doivent choir a revers soubitement”
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spiritual power/ That my sensing, bodily organ would be able and powerful/ in order to see the
Host and worthy Eucharist/ more so than a saint or church/ And I will pray to your magnificent
goodness” (18905-10).32 Eusebe’s blindness is literal and is only one of many physical ailments
that she suffers from, but her own characterization of her blindness invites an audience to
consider more metaphysical impairments. What Eusebe ultimately seeks is not physical vision
with which to see and enjoy beautiful things but spiritual vision which would allow her to fully
appreciate and participate in the sacraments. The story of her recovery is a story of a woman
coming to see God and the saints more fully; in other words, she undergoes a physical and
spiritual reconversion. Key to this reconversion is a meaningful interaction with Quentin’s body.
Eusebe’s quest for sight is individual, but her deeds rely upon, and move toward, a more
communal engagement. Notably, she regains her sight not when she first encounters Quentin’s
body, but when she effectively enshrines it in the space marked out by God. After Eusebe has
uncovered Quentin’s body and returned to her carriage, the angel Gabriel enlists Raphael to give
her a sign to place Quentin’s chapel in the correct town: “Raphael, let us stop the cart with the
precious body. The powerful voice of God has spoken that he should rest in this enclosure”
(19972-6).33 While it is evident that God’s will is for Quentin to be given proper homage, the
specific geography proves important. Quentin’s body is for this town and the surrounding region;
his commitment to them has not ceased. This is why his body’s position within the town is
dangerous enough for the Romans to burn Eusebe’s shrine: “Go forth, soldiers, throw the fires,
burn the regions Vermans, Aouste, and all that follow. Let any church or chapel in Jesus’ name

“Donne a mes yeulx force spirituelle/ Ma corporelle organe sensuelle/ Soit actuelle et puissante en partie/ Pour
voir l’ostie et digne eucaristie/ Plus que sainte ou temple catholicque/ Et je loray ta bonté magnifique”
32

“Raphael, arestons ce car/ ou est le precieulx corps, car/ Le voloir de l’altissonat/ Est du tout a ce consonant/ Qu’il
repose en cell pourprise”
33
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be in cinders and ash” (21257-62).34 To the Romans, any chapel, no matter how small, must be
destroyed in order to destroy Christianity. The fact that Quentin’s body is hidden in rubble over
the centuries is not a happenstance of chance but a direct sign of the area’s struggle to maintain
their Christian faith.
While Eusebe’s story establishes the need for Quentin’s body to rest in his chosen
community, Eloy’s story emphasizes that Quentin can only provide for his community if he is
known and seen. By the time Eloy enters the story, pagan Gaul had become Christian France.
Furthermore, Quentin’s body, while obscured, is known to be buried under the rubble in the
area. Still, the king sends Eloy to find and properly enshrine the body. Why is this a necessary
and pressing task for this established Christian nation? In order to answer this question, I first
need to delve into the theology of saints’ relics.

2.3 Relics, Reliquaries, and Material Rejuvenation
The cult of the physical remains of saints and holy martyrs, known as relics, grew over
the centuries in the Middle Ages. Relics were also referred to as pignora, or pledges; they
signified the promise of the Second Coming, when the body and soul will be reunited. Through
their small material presence, relics contain three different temporalities: the history of the living
saint and his or her deeds performed on earth; the present act of devotion through prayer; and the
promise of future communion in heaven. Relics acted as a form of communication between
humans bound by temporality and the holy figures who came before, “carry[ing] messages from
beyond the grave and provide a mnemonic ligature to a world that has been lost” (Walsham 13).
Furthermore, relics were considered to be powerful in their own right, with many miracles

“Avant, saudars, boutés les fus/ Se brulés pais et contés/ Vermans, Aouste, a tous costés/ Ne soit eglise ne
chappelle/ Ou le nom de Jhesus s’apelle/ Qui ne soit en cendre et en pouldre”
34
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attributed to these physical remnants. Expectations were high for a relic not merely to exist as a
sign of the saint and her story but to perform as the saint herself. In times of particular turmoil or
uncertainty, relics could be held responsible for the town’s secular concerns, such as its
economic and political health (Geary 179). This performance was often tested—if a community
were to possess and enshrine a relic, it “had to prove itself” (Geary 181). Even when a relic had
been enshrined, if a community did not feel adequately served by its patron, their relics would be
ritually punished in the hopes of that saint providing better for their community. 35
It is for these qualities that relics played a crucial role in Christianization. Relics possess
both the history of the saint’s mortal life as well as her contemporary power in heaven— all in a
material object that can be moved anywhere it is needed. Even if a saint never left Jerusalem or
Rome during life, she may yet be physically and spiritually connected to a far-flung community
through the travels of a small bodily fragment. With this physical pledge comes a relationship
with new generations of Christians far away from Christianity’s origins. Additionally, a relic’s
combined physicality and spirituality proved particularly useful in establishing Christian
communities. While individuals did accumulate personal relic collections (from a pilgrim’s
single vial of oil from the Holy Land, to the building of Saint-Chapelle for Louis IX’s grand
assemblage), relics also played a key role in the foundation of collective religious spaces
throughout an expanding Christendom. Church architecture itself assumed the need to house and
display relics, reflecting the high demand from parishes to acquire such treasures (Palazzo 100).
The building of these sacred spaces provided a changing community with a foundation to
practice, assemble, and thereby self-identify in their adopted spirituality. The circulation of relics

Patrick Geary reports the relic humiliation ritual for the church of Saint-Martin of Tours in which “the most
important members of the community are charged with placing their most precious objects, the silver crucifix and
the relics, on the ground…Thorns are placed on Saint Martin’s tomb because it could not be moved and thus had to
be humbled in place” (99).
35
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provided a community with social prestige and spiritual sanctity, as being blessed with the body
of a saint established the region as a Christian territory in perpetuity.
Relic practices highlight the medieval expectation of intimacy between a patron saint and
his or her devotees. A recognizable remnant of the saint’s physical body is significant because it
evokes the saint’s prior existence as a living human. The seemingly quotidian associations
between the physical remains and the saint referent could effectively condense the past and
present, as Cynthia Hahn illustrates through the example of relic arms: “Relic arms not only had
the ability to act, they had acted in life. It was as if such relics were marked by power transmitted
through the hand in life that remained available in death” (26). Unlike icons and other images,
the relic marked the saint as materially accessible in a recognizably human way. This is seen in
Saint Quentin when Eloy envisions a materially intimate fate for Saint Quentin’s followers:
“Come kiss and do homage onto the glorious martyr’s head, come see the body and the image
from which one saw miracles occur. Here is the one who wished to leave Rome and grant the
Catholic faith to this lowly nation” (24076-24083).36 Eloy enshrines the head of Saint Quentin
not only to be looked upon and remembered at a distance as an “image” but to be kissed in
gratitude as a “body” that was as much a part of Quentin’s miraculous history as his soul in
heaven.
While some relics were easily recognizable as human remains—an arm, a head—plenty
of relics were mere shards and could only suggest their referent. Furthermore, even a fully intact
human arm fails to convey sanctity on its own without context. One way to provide this context,
particularly for a newly recognized relic, is through performed inventions where the public is
invited to celebrate this new discovery through ritual. These rituals were so helpful for drawing

“Venés baiser et faire umaige/ Au chief de glorieux martyr/ Venés voir le corps et l’imaige/ Dont on voit miracle
partir/ Vecy celuy qui vault issir/De la romaine region/ Et foy catholique obtenir/ De ceste basse nacion”
36
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attention to relics and relic devotion that established relics were occasionally re-discovered,
potentially in time with a church’s architectural restoration (Geary 178). Whether someone had
just uncovered the remains of a saint, as Eusebe and Eloy do in Saint Quentin, or if the relic is
merely due for extra attention, ritual inventions provided agency to the faithful to restore their
community. If relics had the power to sanctify and convert, these rituals could meet the saints
halfway, welcoming them back to their community on earth.
The material analogue to this performative agency is through the embellishing of relics.
Eusebe in Saint Quentin is very particular about the decoration for Quentin’s body in addition to
its location: “Come, get two or three pairs of the most delicate linens, with the scent of lilies, to
go in our case. We will need them to envelop the saintly body” (19364-9).11 This spiritual eye
towards enshrining was clearly effective, as Quentin’s total enshrinement leads immediately to
her miraculous healing: “Here the tomb descends into the ground and Eusebe regains her sight”
(20393).37 Following Eusebe’s blindness as a metaphor for spiritual conversion, we can see the
enactment of her conversion not only from her acknowledgement of Quentin’s body but also
from her enshrinement of that body.
For both means of preservation and aesthetic enhancement, relics in the Middle Ages
were placed in often elaborately crafted encasements known as reliquaries. This practice of
making reliquaries began early in the Christian veneration of relics; fifth century bishop and
writer, Saint Paulinus of Nola writes of his reliquary-making practice that provides “enhanced
light” to relics, either by enshrining them for the first time or “renewing” the prior reliquary (qtd
in Hahn 292). The reliquary needed to convey to its audience the holiness of the relic inside
through material representation, either by conveying the relic’s history (perhaps providing an
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“Icy devalent le sepulcre en terre et lors Eusebe recouvre la veue”
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image of the saint or of a scene in the saint’s life) or even depicting the relic’s full physical form
(ex: a reliquary in the shape of an arm housing part of a saint’s arm), as became ubiquitous by
the twelfth century (Bynum 202). By being physically intertwined with their relic subject, the
reliquary is also in itself made holy by contact: by the reliquary touching the saints’ remains, it is
as if the saint herself had touched the object while living. Furthermore, by functioning as the
material mediator between relic and the devoted audience, the act of veneration toward any relic
is also intertwined with admiration for the relic’s representative art. It is not enough for a
reliquary to merely house a relic or even to designate its saint; reliquaries must inspire devotion,
and if they fail to do so, they must be remade in the hopes of recapturing their audience’s
attention. The function of reliquaries is to visually illuminate—and more importantly, potentially
re-illuminate—a relic’s significance to a Christian community.

2.4 Relics Unrealized
Saint Eloy, after finding Saint Quentin’s body and declaring his intentions to enshrine the
body parts in elaborate vessels, speaks directly to the French audience: “And you, France, head
of royalty, you must joyfully hold such a sweet-scented treasure. You have his body; God has his
soul. His body lives, neither dead nor gone. If you do not have a heart as hard as steel, you must
weep with joy. Love him who loves you. Serve him who can serve you in turn” (24094-24112).38
According to Eloy, Christian France finally, permanently possesses Quentin’s body; all that is
left to do is show love and gratitude to their agent of conversion. While this speech still requests
pious feeling and action on the audience’s part (which of course can never be guaranteed), the
greatest anxiety of Eloy and Eusebe’s sections—the enshrinement and display of Quentin’s body

”Et toy, France, chief du royaulme/A grant joye posseder dois/ Ung tel tresor sentant que basme/Tu as son corps,
Dieu a son ame/ Son corps vif ne mort ne te lesse/Se tu n’as ceur plus dur que lame/ Tu dois plourer de grant
leese/Aime celui qui t’a aimé/Donne a celuy qui peut donner”
38
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for the sake of his community— seems to have been resolved. If the body remains safely
enshrined, which it has for centuries, then what does the collective need to fear? What Eloy’s
speech does not address is the gulf between a relic’s theoretical power in a community and the
reality of late medieval life. Saint Quentin effectively depicts the importance and power of
Quentin’s body, but its audience is not able to reap the benefits of such a power outside of the
playing space.
The material and social realities of late medieval Europe stunted the relic’s ability to
interact, as the very demand and esteem for relics created a wall of mistrust between individuals,
between regions, and between laypeople and the clergy. As early as the twelfth century, abbot
and historian Guibert de Nogent sardonically comments on the number of churches that claim to
house the head of John the Baptist: “What greater absurdity, therefore, can we preach concerning
this man, than that both these bodies of clergy should assert him to have been two-headed?”(qtd.
in Coulton 20). At best, these competing relics would require stretches in theological thinking, if
not outright skepticism.39 At worst, these relic disputes would incite social conflict, such as the
1410 disputes over competing relics of Saint Denis that culminated in a trial before the
Parliament of Paris (Carlson 62). Even if the legitimacy of a relic were not in dispute, the
ubiquity of relics led to competition between shrines and churches for pilgrims and their support.
As Patrick Geary quips, “It was not sufficient that a relic be seen as efficacious—it had to be
more attractive than that of other shrines to which someone might go for assistance” (180).
Relics, which had been brought to Europe to create a catholic, far-reaching Christendom, could
be as divisive as unifying.

For example, Walsham reports “Medieval churchmen, for instance, reconciled the existence of multiple heads of
John the Baptist and an improbably vast forest of splinters of the True Cross by means of an ingenious theory of
self-generation that took inspiration from the gospel story of the handful of loaves and fishes that miraculously fed
the five thousand” (12).
39
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Less distinguished relics had even less rigorous oversight which led to ubiquitous theft
and outright deception. A relic in and of itself does not appear powerful—it is a small shard of
bone, a drop of blood, a wooden splinter—and as such, it cannot be appraised as holy on a single
glance. People might mistake a worthless object for a holy relic, or even worse, be swindled by
untrustworthy peddlers into buying a worthless object instead of a relic. The problem was so
great throughout Christendom that it was explicitly addressed in the Fourth Lateran Council in
1215: “From the fact that some expose for sale and exhibit promiscuously the relics of saints,
great injury is sustained by the Christian religion. That this may not occur hereafter, we ordain in
the present decree that in the future old relics may not be exhibited outside of a vessel or exposed
for sale.” Later medieval literature from across Europe would demonstrate that the problem
would not be remotely resolved in the coming centuries, and false relics would continue to be
sold. One of the most famous archetypes of a fraudulent relic custodian is Chaucer’s Pardoner in
The Canterbury Tales whose false wares are described with comic detail: a pillowcase posing as
the Virgin’s veil, pig knuckles, etc. While the indignity of these blatant frauds may be amplified
for comedy, beneath these relic huckster tropes is a palpable fear that “relics” could either be
signs of holiness or signs of gullibility.
As relics became more established and regulated, the ability for a lay person, particularly
a lay person with limited means, to physically interact with these relics was greatly diminished
and often outright banned (Browett 503). This pressure to provide distance often manifested
itself in legends as early as the eleventh century: “In his Legend of St Edith…Goscelin of SaintBertin states that when Eadwulf, a monk of Glastonbury, cut off a fold of St Edith’s tunic to keep
as a relic, blood poured out, gushing over the saint’s clothing and the floor” (Browett 507). The
average person, even (or even especially) a pious one, cannot be trusted with such fragile, sacred
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objects; as such, they must be deterred at all costs from even getting close. More subtly, the
location of the relics in a church also restricted lay access, as we see in Saint-Quentin’s own
church where after 1257 the relics were obscured by reliquary containers and the choir screen
and only shown to the people under controlled circumstances during processions (Shortell 41).
While these processions happened regularly, a good, full-view position in a procession close to
the displayed relic is also very much based on the hierarchy both civic and religious. If you were
not in a privileged position, either as a private possessor of important relics, or a relic custodian,
your experience with relics is either kept at a great distance or shadowed by the potential for
deception. Through these efforts of occlusion— either physical or psychological—relics were
used not merely as conduits of spiritual power but political power (Malo 84). In Saint Quentin
we see the Christian missionaries, including Quentin himself, engaging with the most vulnerable
of the region, through poverty or through illness and disability; as such this loss of intimacy with
the common people of Saint-Quentin is particularly poignant.
While Saint Quentin adequately glorifies Quentin’s status as a saint, martyr, and
missionary, the play does not shy away from the sheer difficulty of sustainable Christianization.
The challenges are foreshadowed before Quentin’s mission even begins: Pope Marcellin sends
him to Gaul not because the land itself has been untouched by Christianity, but because the faith
of the Gauls has waned: “You know that in Gaul our faith is greatly diminished since the time
the land was converted by Saint Denis and his companions” (3263-6).40 Despite Saint Denis’
continued legacy—both in Quentin’s time as well as for the late medieval audience—the play
acknowledges that the memory of these deeds was not enough for Gaul’s perpetual fidelity.
While the audience watching Saint Quentin would not know the struggle of new Christians

“Vous scavés qu’au pais de Gaule/ Nostre foy est fort anientie/ Depuis qu’elle fut convertie/ Par saint Denis et ses
sochons”
40
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persecuted by a majority-pagan Roman government, they certainly would have experienced
community turmoil over a threat to Christian belief. The nearby town of Arras underwent a
spiritual identity crisis in the fifteenth century with an extended witch hunt beginning in 1459 to
find and execute people associated with witchcraft, many of whom would later be found
innocent (Knight 384). It would not be until 1491 until those accused would be fully exonerated
in a celebratory rehabilitation decree (Knight 386). Even if “conditions were ideal” in the late
fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries for French mystery plays, as Graham Runnalls claims, the
people in and around Saint-Quentin needed to contend with an unstable cultural and spiritual
identity (2000 417). The relics of Saint Quentin remained where Eloy had placed them, but
despite their material presence, the promise of their power has not been fulfilled: the connection
between the relics and the people, as well as the region’s spiritual health, had suffered.

2.5 Saint Quentin, Prop Relics, and Theatricality as Reliquary
Le Mistere de Saint Quentin directly ties the conversion—and re-conversion—of the
community to an experience with Saint Quentin personally. His rhetoric is effective because it is
personal; while he is converted through an abstract sermon, the conversions he brings are tailor
made for the people he loves. The stories Eusebe and Eloy demonstrate how much power and
love is also contained in Quentin’s remains, particularly when one can closely interact with those
relics. Because such an interaction with Quentin’s real relics is a logistical impossibility for most
of late medieval laypersons, Le Mistere offers a new lens with which to see and understand the
power of these materials. Just as Paulinus of Nola wrote about new reliquaries “renewing” relics
and their power, so too does this saint play. This reliquary uses theatrical practices and materials
in lieu of gold and silver to enhance Quentin’s remains.
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The theatrical challenge of Le Mistere de Saint Quentin is to simultaneously portray the
saintly body as powerful and permeable, worthy of its pristine preservation by God but also
appropriately accessible to the people. Over the course of the play, there must be at least three
different entities representing Quentin and his body: something depicting Quentin as a baby (for
indeed his birth is staged at the beginning of the play); a living human actor; and a dummy
version of Quentin’s body that can be stabbed, pulled, beheaded, and dismembered. The use of
stage dummies was particularly ubiquitous in late medieval French plays, particularly for torture
or martyrdom scenes where bodies need to be relentlessly abused or mutilated. 41 St Quentin
draws particular attention to this doubling through the depiction of his martyrdom and ascent. At
the moment of Quentin’s beheading, Quentin’s soul ascends to heaven, and God crowns Quentin
as a martyr. The stage directions in Le Mistere dictate that this process be represented by a white
dove: “A white dove will emerge from [Saint Quentin’s] corpse, and [Saint] Michael will receive
it” (16387).42 This mis-en-scene literally separates Quentin the fragile body from Quentin the
immortal soul as cemented through martyrdom. Presumably, as the dove rises to the actor
playing Saint Michael, the head and body must fall, further emphasizing this distancing and
bifurcation. The stage picture is further complicated by the play’s depiction of Quentin in heaven
mere lines after this beheading. God declares that Quentin must be delivered to him and
crowned: “He who for me suffered passion/ will have recompense/ in my kingdom, where I
brought him/ Because I wish for him to be crowned/With a noble halo/ Encircled by all the

A torture scene involving Saint Bartholomew in the Bourges Acts of the Apostles in 1536 provides an example of
a bait and switch between actor and dummy: “St Bartholomew shall be placed on a revolving table with a nude
underneath, and when he is covered with a cloth the table must be turned secretly” (Meredith and Tailby 102).
41
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“Il doit issir ung blanc coulon de son corps et Michael le prent”
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goodness of my divine glory” (16424-30).43 Neither a prop dove nor a body that just lost its head
can surely not be the same head to be crowned by angels onstage, particularly since Quentin the
actor is needed a few lines later to say: “Glory to you, holy trinity” (16437).44 As such, while
Quentin is celebrated with heavenly fanfare, the beheaded body must be lying visible or be
removed conspicuously. All representations—the dove, the decapitated dummy and the speaking
heavenly soul—are Saint Quentin simultaneously, and while the speaking Quentin is given
precedence through his glorious coronation, the decapitated dummy will also soon be adorned
and venerated in the invention stories.
Crucially, the power is not removed from the dummy by virtue of being inanimate;
indeed, its status as a permeable object allows for the most vivid depiction of martyrdom
possible, as Quentin the actor could not be so talented as to remove his own head. Instead, both
body and soul are presented alongside one another and work together to provide the audience
with a clear image of Quentin’s holiness. This theatrical necessity becomes an important
depiction of a relic’s power. The scene makes clear that the entirety of Quentin’s hagiography
cannot be contained in one body, as its visually compelling destruction and reconstruction are
crucial in understanding Quentin’s power as a saint. Furthermore, after Saint Quentin’s
martyrdom, the most agential representation of Quentin switches from the actor to the dummy
corpse. After his ascent to heaven, the speaking Quentin actor is reserved and relatively softspoken. He merely comments on the state of his body with a tone of sadness: “You [God] have
placed me in your supreme glory, but in the river, the swamp, the marsh, my body lies without a

“Pour moi a souffert passion/ S’en ara retribution/ Au règne ou je l’ay amené/ Car j seuil qu’il soit coronné/ De
noble aureole très digne/ Et des aulx biens avironné/ Qui sont en ma gloire divine”
43
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“Gloire a toy, sainte trinité”
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casket.” (18851-3).45 God and his angels, not Quentin, instruct Eusebe to find Quentin’s body.
While dependence on God is a Christian ideal, it is hard not to see actor-Quentin’s onstage
presence as notably diminished—this is not the same dynamic protagonist who escaped capture
multiple times to convert the Gauls. On the other hand, while the dummy remains mute, it
commands far more visual and narrative focus. For both relic invention stories, Quentin’s body
reveals itself in spectacular ways, first in a river, and then in rubble, not only calling attention to
itself but also performing miraculous acts such as emanating light, smelling sweet, and healing
the sight of a blind woman. The play forces the audience to reconfigure their recognition of
holiness from an exceptional human to an exceptional body.
Both of these theatrical choices—the concurrence of multiple bodies onstage and the
transfer of theatrical presence from actor to object—present a unique opportunity for a clearer
understanding of how relics function, as Le Mistere dramatizes crucial, but difficult, aspects of
relic theology. One of the more remarkable (and controversial) aspects of relics is their ability to
present a whole from a small fragment of material. The smallest piece of a saint’s body—a shard
of bone, a drop of blood—are imbued with the saint’s full power. The whole represented in relics
cannot be split, but rather needed to be multiplied, allowing for a shard to participate in the
transformation of a whole person and community. While this notion of the multiplicity of relics
is of great pragmatic use for the expansion of the church, the implications of such division are
not immediately comfortable. For one, this quick commodification of relics raises the issue of
authenticity, as multiple churches sought to claim particularly valuable relics for their parishes.
Even more precariously, the act of disassembling a holy body conflicted with the Christian hope
and promise of the resurrection of the body as a complete whole, as Caroline Walker Bynum has
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“Tu m’as logié en ta gloire sommiere/ Mais en riviere, en palus, en bourbiere/ mon corps sans biere est giasant”
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illustrated in her work.46 Relics, and by extension saintly bodies, need to be understood in ways
that illuminate their material reality as authentic earthly remains and explain their fragmentation
for a higher purpose. Throughout the play, Quentin acts as an effective patron to his city, calling
out to them in any way he can. As time goes on, and Quentin’s representation changes from
human to object, this relationship does not diminish; however, it must be transformed through
the body’s function as a divine bridge between Quentin’s past deeds, present intercession, and
promise of the future resurrection. While the quality of physical form may vary from relic to
relic— just as it varies from a human actor to a fragmented dummy—the context in which they
are presented and the affective power they both yield is a testament to the saint’s ability to
effectively commune across a plethora of objects. The distant St. Quentin, obscured by
regulations and architecture, is plentiful, powerful, and agential, if only you can see him.
Although Eloy envisions a tactile relationship between Saint Quentin’s relics and the
devoted community, his golden reliquaries necessarily block direct contact from the literal bones.
However, relics are not only made from the remains of a saint’s body. Man-made objects could
be made relics through their physical interaction with saints. These contact relics are not
transubstantiated, nor are they even a small representation of a saint’s body, but they have
nonetheless been imbued with power. Some of these contact relics can be grand and rare in their
own right (a golden reliquary in and of itself is a contact relic) but they could also be the most
ordinary of objects that any person might have used: a cup, perfume, clothes. Saint Quentin
celebrates these relics as well; Quentin’s shirt is used to heal townspeople while he is in prison.
More notable is a short but significant divergent subplot in Eusebe’s story detailing one of the
more famous contact relic stories: Saint Martin of Tours and his cloak. According to legend,
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See her 1995 monograph, The Resurrection of the Body in Western Christianity, 200-1336.
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Saint Martin, a soldier and catechumen, came upon a naked beggar while traveling with his
brigade. Moved by the man’s plight, Martin took the cloak off his back and sliced it in half,
giving one half to the beggar. Later, God would appear to Martin, wearing the half-cloak, in
order to praise his charity. It is this moment that solidified Martin’s new religious identity; he
very quickly thereafter undergoes baptism and tells his superior officers that he would not do
harm upon any Christians. While Martin would become a bishop and perform miracles in Tours,
Saint Quentin has a particular interest in the legend of the cloak, with good reason: it takes place
in Amiens around the time of Eusebe’s invention. Furthermore, by featuring the story of the
cloak, one of the most famous relic stories, Saint Quentin affirms the power of these seemingly
quotidian objects to be agential conduits of faith. While Martin never interacts with Eusebe or
any participant in the A-story, this aside depicts an important moment in regional history, one
that begins the career of one of France’s most celebrated patrons, that centers around a simple
piece of clothing.
Saint Quentin reenacts this cloak scene with an added theatrical twist. For the sake of
dramatic irony, a great deal of gratuitous attention is drawn to Martin’s cloak many times before
its iconic use. Martin’s pride in his presumably ordinary cloak is almost comical; when his
fellow soldier asks if they should depart from base, Martin proudly declares, “Whenever you
like, I have my cloak for both cold and the rain.” (20583-4).47 Further dialogue continues to
feature the cloak, such as when Martin’s superior tells him to “Put on your cloak to [guard]
against rain and cold”48 as they venture outside, as if Martin would walk into the frigid air
without a thought to covering himself. Indeed, Martin is quick to reply, “I know very well that
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“Quant il vous plaist, j’ay mon mantel/ Pour double de froit et de pluye”
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“prendés vostre mantel/ contra la pluie et la froidure”
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the cold persists. I dressed appropriately for it” (20795-8).49 This doubling of dialogue to
reinforce a presumed stage action is common in French mystery plays, providing both aural and
visual cues to the audience for important moments (Hamblin “Striking a Pose” 136). Without the
prior knowledge of Martin’s iconic cloak, however, this doubling of cues seems highly arbitrary,
emphasizing incidental meteorological information rather than an important stage action not to
be missed.
Of course, the audience would have had prior knowledge of Martin’s famous cloak,
ubiquitous in iconography and legend. The words “chapel” and “chaplain,” in French as well as
English, derived from the Italian capella, or “little cloak,” as a reference to Martin’s garment, as
Frankish kings would bring its remnants into battle for military success (doing the work of a
military chaplain). When Martin sees Jesus in his cloak in Saint Quentin, he continues to draw
attention to it, almost more than to Jesus himself: “I humbly thank you, Jesus Christ, God of the
Christians, who deigned to wear my clothing in the heavenly skies. It’s the cloak that I gave one
of your children yesterday in passing. You are my God, take me for your own and baptize me”
(21041-8).50 Martin’s resolve to fully convert is directly connected to his cloak; he is turned
through the sight of an embodied God connected to him through an ordinary but intimate piece
of clothing, one that served Martin well. By calling attention to the cloak’s ordinary function so
frequently, the audience is invited to follow the conversion arc not only of Martin, but of the
cloak itself from military-issued cloth to a holy relic, sanctified by touch and transformed by
sight.
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“Je scay tres bien que le froid dure/ Je l’ay vestu tout a propos”

“Je te remercye humblement/ Jhesucrist, Dieu des cristiens/ Qui daignes mon abillement/ Porter es cieulx
celestiens/ C’est le mantel dont l’ung de tiens/ En passant le revestis hier/ Tu es mon Dieu, a toy me tiens/ Et si me
feray baptisier”
50
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The process by which this relic conversion occurs calls attention both to the nature of
contact relics and to the function of objects in theatrical representation. Building off of States,
Andrew Sofer constructs a definition for stage props that accounts for both their materiality and
their semiotic potential onstage: “Wherever a prop exists, an actor-object interaction exists.
Irrespective of its signifying function(s), a prop is something an object becomes, rather than
something an object is” (12). Through this movement between actor and prop, an object onstage
takes on a myriad of significances and roles, including “visual shorthand” (20),
“characterization” (21), an “actorial aid” (22), motivation for the plot (23) or even
“transformational puppets” that “appear to signify independently of the actor who handles them”
(24). This ability to transform in significance allows an object to be “defamiliarized” (25) and
even fetishized as it is “endowed by the actor with a special power… that thereafter seems to
emanate from the object itself” (26). Almost invisible as a costume piece for a soldier, this prop
cloak in Saint Quentin comes to signify Martin and all that he will accomplish both through its
physical proximity with an established saint as well as through its own theatrical choreography.
As a prop, its semiotic transformation is radical (from “soldier costume” to “holy relic”) while
never extending past its real materiality. By the play’s insistence on the cloak’s status as apparel,
theatrical prop, and holy object, the ordinary is rendered extraordinary. The entire community
participating in this production either as performers or audience is empowered by this crafting, as
it is both metaphorically useful and materially intimate. The cloak may have been specifically
made for this production (it does need to be easily torn in half), but its form and material surely
were well-known to any audience member. In putting on this ordinary piece of fabric, the actor
playing Christ, dressed in some sort of recognizable splendor, further elevates its seemingly
humble qualities: the image is striking and effective precisely because of the contrast. Unlike in a
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painting, to see Martin’s cloak on an actor is to see its tactility, movement and function—the
qualities that Martin values and ultimately sacrifices for charity as his first act of sainthood.
The theatrical props in Saint Quentin, whether a false body or a real cloak, are made
religiously significant through touch and association, just as real relics are. They are also made
visually striking through special effects (such as St. Quentin’s head floating in a river) or through
dialogue and gesture, as seen in St. Martin’s subplot. Although these theatrical flourishes depend
on artifice, they also give the audience privileged insight into the qualities of relics not readily
seen. Martin is not merely amazed by God but also by the fact that God has chosen to wear his
cloak. Quentin too demonstrates his love through mere physical presence that is perfectly
preserved but still unabashedly human and malleable. Through these visions of tactile intimacy,
the audience is invited to witness just as Martin, Eusebe and Eloy witness. What was lost has
now been rediscovered.

2.6 Conclusion: The Converting Community
By providing a theatrical reliquary, Saint Quentin is able to democratize access to the
saints who worked in life and after death to bring and sustain Christianity to the people they
loved. In doing so, Saint Quentin also democratizes the role of reliquary maker and reliquary
custodian. Saint Quentin self-consciously acknowledges and celebrates craftworking, equaling
those actions to loftier intellectual or clerical pursuits. The play presents Eloy’s artistic abilities
as deeply respected and even holy, even as Eloy himself displays doubt in the dignity of his role
as a metalsmith with a limited education: “I don’t have the divine grace nor scientific talent to
have this honor. I am common, un-habited, without letter or the virtues of the nobility” (22167-
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74).51 The Christian King Dagobert replies “Eloy, Eloy, God did not give you such a gift for art
if it wasn’t to be used for a spiritual life” (22175-8).52 Saint Eloy is a goldsmith, counsellor to the
King, and would eventually become a bishop; however, the play distinctly aligns him with a far
more common craftsman. This exchange reinforces the importance of artisanal contribution to
public understanding and devotion. By enacting this conversion onstage, the multitudes of
craftworkers involved in the production— from guild sponsors to carpenters to actors—are
connecting themselves with their worthiest patron saint, even if their craft is not endowed with
gold and jewels. Their craft enables the town to regain their sight and appreciation of their
patron; as such, they are doing the very work of Saint Quentin himself. Just as Eusebe
constructed a shrine to Quentin and regained her sight, this participatory craft allows the
audience to see their beloved patron with new, restored eyes.
Of course, a theatrical event is not made only by props and actors. As a large, outdoor
event Saint Quentin transformed the public space of Saint-Quentin to create Quentin’s world. For
a mystère such as Saint Quentin, scaffolds were built not only for audience seating but also to
establish mansions, or set pieces, standing in for at least one necessary setting (for example,
Quentin’s Roman school). Often prologues would survive alongside the mystery play texts to
illustrate just how many diverse settings needed to be established. While Saint Quentin does not
have an extant prologue, the prologue for the French St. Crispin and Crispinian play in 1443
provides a plausible parallel, especially given that Crispin and Crispinian appear in Saint
Quentin:
And to begin with a high place, first of all you see here Paradise….The two good
brothers who are called Crispin and Crispinian, behold them there in Rome….On this
“Je n’ay en may divinité/ Grace ne science precise/ Pour avoir telle dignité/ Je suis rude, inhabilité/ Sans lettre et
sans vertus qui point/ Pour tant, fleur de nobilité/Excusés mon fait sur ce point”
51
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”Eloy, Eloy, Dieu ne t’a point/ Donné si grant art sensuel/ Que ce ne soit si chief a point/ Pour régir l’espirituel”
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side here is the town of Soissons where there are many Pagans and also more than a
thousand Saracens, both great and lesser….There you see King Maximian and his
councillors with him….Behold four of the torturers I have mentioned….There you will
see the Pope in his house….Then see there stinking Hell! Inside are a swarm of devils.
(Meredith and Tailby 78)
Saint Quentin follows very similar trajectory to what is described. An area must be designated
for Rome, grand enough to be associated with the Emperor and his senators, as well as an area
for the Pope; the town(s) of Gaul must also be designated with people as well as physical space;
there must be a place where Quentin can be effectively tortured; heaven needs to be represented
in order to show Quentin ascending; and, perhaps most importantly, there must be the site of
Quentin’s multiple resting places, including the Somme river and Eusebe’s small shrine. The
sheer grandness of this enterprise precludes Saint Quentin from being performed inside the
church (Chatelain ii). As such, for an extended period of time (including both assembly, playing
time, and disassembly), Saint-Quentin’s urban landscape would have been remade, with new
constructions representing not only far away or supernatural areas, but also a doubling of
familiar landmarks such as the town center, the Somme river, and Quentin’s burial place, upon
which the basilica was built. While Quentin’s body, by virtue of his relics in the church, had
already claimed the municipal area, the production of a mystère acts as a reliquary to this
historic, holy ground in order to reclaim the attention and understanding of the people who live
there. Just as Saint Quentin’s relics were meant to bring the past to the present and foretell the
future, so too is time conflated in Saint-Quentin for this performance.
Last and certainly not least, audience presence—and the relationship between actor and
audience—is crucial to the theatrical event, particularly in such a large-scale event as this
mystère. The community’s ties to theatrical practices occupy a space notably parallel to, and not
directly below, authorities such as the Church. There was a significant chance that an audience
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member could know an actor or producer personally, particularly if they were associated with a
craft guild (Happé 14). How much more affection could be inspired by these saints onstage than
if they were embodied by loved ones? How much more pride could be collectively shared if
playmaking were a family affair? Everyone is involved in the craft of the theatrical spectacle
because everyone must be a part of the town’s sanctity, and as such, everyone must be reached.
Saint Quentin demonstrates that the spiritual health of the region, though led by extraordinary
and important people such as saints and kings, cannot be sustained through individual’s actions
alone.
As a mystère, Saint Quentin seeks to please and edify, and furthermore, the play
understands pleasure as a legitimate means of conversion. Quentin as a saint and missionary is
stern, albeit compassionate, toward his would-be Christian community; however, Quentin’s
personal conversion story begins not with words of warning or through disciplined study but
through the desire for novelty and recreation. Quentin only encounters Pope Marcellin because
his classmates begged for a recess with a compelling argument for playtime: “We have been
disputing for such a long time, reading and re-reading and listening without taking a break or
stopping, and in light of the joyful arrival of our beloved Quentin, we pray, renowned
schoolmaster, that you would allow us to go and play.” (2738-2746).53The students have
welcomed their new classmate Quentin with instant affection and a desire to play with him,
which is simultaneously ordinary child behavior and a collective recognition of Quentin’s
charismatic character: they are drawn to celebrate him, though they are not yet sure why. The
children make their way towards Marcellin, and by extension Christianity, by amused curiosity--

“Ung arcq se foulle a tousjours tendre/ “Nous avons long tamps disputé/ Lut et relut et escouté/ Sans prendre
recreation/ Faisons fin d’operacion/Sans estudier longuement/Et au joieux advennement/ De Quentin, nostre bien
amé/Vous prions, master renommé,/ Que nous puissions aller juer.” (2738-2746)
53
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they wish to go see something “estrange,” and the odd church nearby fits the bill (2757). The
audience may or may not be consciously seeking a transformation of their religious identity, but
they surely would be looking to enjoy a festive theatrical performance filled with visual
spectacle. Just as Saint Quentin found enlightenment through a joyous outing, so too is the
audience of Saint Quentin invited to see differently while taking part in a local festivity.
The amount of pleasure and merriment that these performances could inspire is evident in
the sheer amount of time, money and organization spent in pursuit of that goal throughout the
entire region. Towns in northern France would underwrite visiting theatrical companies and
performances at a great cost, inviting hundreds of people into their city limits (Knight 381).
Through this large-scale event, Saint-Quentin is able to establish itself both as a contributor to
the larger Francophone community but also as an important site in its own right. This is
particularly important given the region’s history: although the town of Saint-Quentin, as well as
its neighboring communities, experienced peace and prosperity enough at the turn of the
sixteenth century to comfortably sponsor, attend, and enjoy large-scale dramatic productions, the
specter of the tumultuous fifteenth century could not be erased. Due to its strategic position near
England, the Picardy region (where Saint-Quentin resides) underwent considerable discord
during the Hundred Years’ War, changing hands several times. The 1435 Treaty of Arras ended
this particular conflict by assigning Saint-Quentin and the other “towns of the Somme” to the
Duke of Burgundy along with other Northern territories, but it would be less than fifty years until
Saint-Quentin and its region would be annexed by France once again upon the death of Charles
the Bold and the death of the entire Duchy of Burgundy in 1477. Although Burgundy was no
longer an independent state, with the lands belonging either to France or the Habsburgs, the
culture of Picardy and other former Burgundian lands did not immediately acclimate to its new
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authorities, retaining its former character. Saint Quentin places this seemingly insatiable need for
fellowship and entertainment in a larger context of religious transformation where a community
must come together to create structures to inspire future generations. The amount of cooperation,
creativity, and imagination necessary for a theatrical performance lays the foundation for a
community to take control of its own history against the ravages of time, destruction and human
weakness. Theatrical performances may be ephemeral, but they are also a tradition to be
repeated, to be collaborated on, and to create and sustain through participation. The history of
this town—which at its center is a story of religious conversion—is recharged by the town itself.
In the span of an afternoon, the audience in Saint-Quentin is invited to follow in the
footsteps of Saints Eusebe and Eloy, steps that so many years ago invigorated both their own
sight and the sight of generations to come. The miracle of Quentin’s two invention stories is the
miracle of a body immaculately preserved, as fresh and whole as it was on his day of martyrdom.
Although the literal relics of Quentin preserved in the town through reliquaries commemorate
such preservation by preventing his decay into obscurity, the power of what Saints Eusebe and
Saint Eloy see is not wholly encapsulated. The theatrical medium, by definition a medium that
uses human bodies, can provide the sight that was so illuminating and sustaining to these past
figures. As we learn from Eusebe and Eloy, to see Quentin’s body as it truly is—the body of a
martyr, a holy sign of Christian’s past heroes, the promise of eternity—is to be driven to give
that sight to others. The community as a whole was called by Quentin to be his friend; through
this community effort they are brought back to his side.
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Chapter 3: Sacred Through Secular, Saint Through Actor: The
Genre Conversions of Lope de Vega’s Lo fingido verdadero and El
niño inocente de la Guardia
3.1 Saints in the Early Modern Playhouse
When I discussed the theatricality of saint plays in my previous two chapters, I needed to
acknowledge the fundamental points of discontinuation between “theatre” as we understand in
the modern era and medieval religious performances. For one: theatre as a modern cultural
institution is not tied to sacred time and festivity and does not have as intimate a tie to religious
ritual. Instead, theatrical performances begin to occupy a role of quotidian entertainment for
urban audiences. Additionally, the fundamental aims of modern theatre are more straightforward:
to please and entertain a (usually) paying public. In this chapter, I will discuss early seventeenthcentury Spain, where this modern theatrical culture flourished. Crucially, this move to
professional playhouses and crowd-pleasing routine performances did not arise from a rejection
of older, religious forms of performance, but rather developed alongside them. As such, the early
modern Spanish plays I will examine provide unique insight into the saint play as a genre that
bridges medieval and early modern theatre history. Furthermore, by examining the saint play
genre in this time and place, I will demonstrate the ways in which theatricality, even if seemingly
separated from more explicit religious performance, can inspire spiritual transformation.
In this chapter, I will examine two saint plays by renowned early modern Spanish
playwright Lope de Vega that effectively incorporate the religious and ostensibly secular
theatrical conventions through explicit metatheatre. The first, Lo fingido verdadero (literally

“The Real Pretense”), tells the story of San Ginés (Saint Genesius) an early martyr who converts
to Christianity while playing a Christian onstage for the Roman emperor. The second, El niño
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inocente de la Guardia, depicts the fifteenth-century Spanish legend of a child martyr, San

Cristóbal de la Guardia, who is martyred by crucifixion in a mock passion play. While these two
plays are by no means the only plays by Lope with metatheatrical elements,54 their narratives
explicitly use theatre—pretense for the pleasure of an audience—as catalysts for the saints’

spiritual transformations. For Ginés, the transformation is an easily recognizable religious
conversion from paganism to Christianity; for Cristóbal, his transformation is from an ignorant
child to a fully rational adult capable of holy martyrdom. These saint plays present religious

renewal as a renewal of understanding and sight where the rehearsal of Christian ideas elucidates
the meaning of spectacular divine signs.
By witnessing the journeys of Ginés and Cristóbal onstage, Lope invites the audience to
undergo a parallel journey of renewed Christian understanding. Crucially, Lope achieves this
dramaturgically by evoking a variety of recognizable theatrical genres within a single narrative.
Over the course of both Lo fingido verdadero and El niño inocente, the conventions, tone and
theatrical images move from more secular genres (such as classical mythology or romantic
drama) to explicitly religious ones. Through this ongoing reconfiguration of genre, the audience
is given multiple perspectives on the same themes, and these perspectives become increasingly
theological as the play goes on. Both plays present arguments for the significance of theatre and
its religious impact in order to reconcile tensions between theatre and religious practice.
Furthermore, these plays legitimize the newfound professional theatre as a tool to achieve deeper
religious devotion. The figure of the saint is crucial to this process, as the audience is able not

There is one other comedia de santos by Lope with heavy use of metatheatre— Los locos de cielo, a play about
early Roman martyrs. What differentiates this play from the two at the center of this chapter is that Los locos
incorporates theatre—specifically, a biblical auto sacramental—after the protagonists have converted, as an aspect
of their integration into a Christian community. By contrast, the theatre in Lo fingido verdadero and El niño inocente
is far more central to the plot, as the act of performing leads to their sanctification.
54
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only to witness the iconic holy acts of a saint but also to connect with this figure on an intimate,

human level through the relatable, human-driven plots and mechanisms of comedias. Both Ginés
and Juanico the innocent child must fundamentally change in order to fulfil their destinies as
saints, and through their stories audiences are able to witness an ordinary life made

extraordinary.

3.2 Lope de Vega, the comedia, and the comedia de santos
While Spain experienced a similar expansion of secular and professional theatre as its
neighboring countries, these practices developed alongside the continuation of older religious
performances. The processions and wagon-drawn plays for Corpus Christi, though dismantled in
early modern England, in Spain found a symbiotic relationship with professional theatre where
esteemed artists innovated the form with more sophisticated technology and poetry. The Spanish
Corpus Christi plays, known as autos sacramentales (or “sacramental plays” borrowed from
Portuguese) were short one-acts that celebrated the Eucharist using highly abstract allegorical
characters and narratives. Autos provide an imagistic understanding of highly theoretical
concepts and used spectacular scenography and highly evocative dialogue to better convey the
grandness and wisdom of God for the larger community.55
While the autos played outdoors (or in the court) on very specific holy days, the everyday
theatrical genre was the comedia nueva (or simply comedia) in designated playhouses called
corrales in city centers.56 These comedias brought a variety of social classes together nearly

For more on autos sacramentales, see Barbara Kurtz, The Play of Allegory in the Autos Sacramentales of Pedro
Calderón de la Barca, Alexander A. Parker’s The Allegorical Drama of Calderón, and J. Enrique Duarte, “Spanish
Sacramental Plays: A Study of Their Evolution” in A Companion to Early Modern Hispanic Theater.
56 This is not to say that comedias were not performed on feast days, nor that comedias needed to be performed in
corrales. However, the form of the comedia, as we will see, was tied to the tastes and considerations of a corral
audience looking for entertainment rather than religious ritual.
55
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every day. As comedia nueva’s most prolific author, Lope codifies and defends the genre in his

1609 verse treatise El arte nuevo de hacer comedias en este tiempo to the Madrid Academy,
providing theatre historians with a privileged glimpse into the tastes of the early modern Spanish
audience. According to Lope, a crucial characteristic of a comedia nueva is the mixing of

classical tragic storylines and comic subplots for a naturalistic effect: “Tragedy mixed with
comedy and Terence with Seneca, tho it be like another minotaur of Pasiphae, will render one
part grave, the other ridiculous; for this variety causes much delight. Nature gives us good

example, for through such variety it is beautiful” (30).57 Although Lope chooses not to follow
Aristotelian rules, his comedia is not without tight structure and technique to entertain the
audience effectively and artfully. He outlines a tri-partite dramaturgy to maximize effect on the
audience: “In the first act set forth the case. In the second weave together the events, in such wise
that until the middle of the third act one may hardly guess the outcome. Always trick expectancy;
and hence it may come to pass that something quite far from what is promised may be left to the
understanding” (34). The comedia is a genre of experimentation that seeks to better convey the
truth and to better engage the audiences through innovative combinations of tropes and
evocations. With these values in mind, Lope wrote hundreds of comedias with plots ranging in
influence from classical Greek and Roman plots, Italian commedia dell’arte, and, the focus of
this chapter, epic saint’s lives.
It must be said that while comedias were not tied to themes of sacramental theology as
the autos were, the religious fervor of Counter-Reformation Spain led to a variety of
intersections between secular and religious concerns in all forms of civic life, including the
professional theatre. Comedias catered to a variety of tastes, and although they often included

Much of Lope’s work, including all the works I reference in this chapter, have multiple translations. I generally
chose the most literal of the translations.
57
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salacious witticisms and racy situations, there was always a relationship with the Church. Plays

were censored, and corrales could be shut down for immorality. In turn, the corrales would give
part of their proceeds to charities, such as hospitals, which helped to temper any moralist
arguments against the theatre (Greer 243). Still, while some high-ranking members of the Church

denounced theatrical activity outright, playgoing and churchgoing were generally in harmony in
early modern Spain. From this harmony sprung the comedias de santos (or comedias divinas),
which, true to their name, were comedias about saints’ lives. As one would expect, these plays

emphasized the spectacular miracles and admirable lives of holy men and women and adhered to
Catholic teachings about the veneration of saints. However, the function of these comedias de
santos could have as much or even more in common with their secular counterparts as they did
with the devotional autos. A revealing account of a 1643 corral performance states that an
audience riot had broken out when a spectacular comedia de santos was cancelled due to
censorship (R. Morrison 28). In this case, the public is not interested in this saint play for its
moral edification; if that were the case, then surely they would not demand a play that had been
censored. Rather, the audience’s concerns are for the play’s ability to entertain for a few hours
and to bear witness to the artistic talents of professional actors, writers, and scenographers.
While these pleasures were also accessible during autos sacramentales, their context within a
holy festival and their allegorical format provide a stronger, more consistent religious framing.
By contrast, a comedia de santos was one of many options for an ordinary day’s diversionary
program, and as such needed to compete for applause just as much as they needed to contribute
to the religious health of the city. While this dual role could pose a potential conflict of interests,
in the hands of a playwright like Lope de Vega, the comedia de santos would become a powerful
medium for religious devotion as well as entertainment.
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3.3 The anxieties of metatheatrical conversion
Both Lo fingido verdadero and El niño inocente de la Guardia enact religious
transformation by theatrical practice. It is important to note where these plays diverge from
typical comedias de santos and hagiographies. The first noticeable point of difference concerns a

diminished focus on the saint: in both Lo fingido verdadero and El niño inocente, the primary
saint has a limited presence in the first act and truly only becomes a saint at the very end. In both
plays, Lope first prioritizes the story of the saint’s persecutors, the Romans and the Jews,
respectively. Despite their future deeds, the points of view of the ostensible villains are vividly
presented even to the point of sympathy. The focus on the Roman emperor in Lo fingido
verdadero is so prominent that its status as a comedia de santos has been questioned by scholars
(Canning 97). In addition, the plays-within-plays in both Lo fingido and El niño inocente have a
very clear intent to mock Christianity and its followers. In Lo fingido, the Emperor Diocleciano
requests a satirical play in which Ginés imitates a Christian martyr, and in El niño inocente, the
fake passion play is meant to please the Jews who are performing a blood ritual to take revenge
on Christian Spain. Not only are these performances-within-the-play meant to be “fake” rituals,
not endorsed or controlled by the Church, but they also use theatrical techniques to undermine
Christianity outright.
Furthermore, there is ample concern about the sincerity of religious conversion. The
villains of El niño inocente are Jews masquerading as sincere conversos (converted Christians),
revealing an insidious danger in a Christian community. Lo fingido verdadero for its part
muddles the line between acting and reality so thoroughly that Ginés’ spiritual actions and
experiences remain stubbornly ambiguous in their sincerity. As Elaine Canning notes, “The
audience is forced to question what constitutes the illusion of the inset play, and what is evidence
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of Ginés’ true conversion. In other words, it experiences difficulty in distinguishing between

Ginés, the feigned Christian, and Ginés, the new convert” (120-1). Taken as independent works,
the performances-within-the-play in El niño inocente and Lo fingido verdadero could be seen as
not only insincere but blatantly anti-Christian depictions of Christian ritual. Can the eventual

transformation of the two protagonists make up for the time the audience spends among pagans
and Jews who actively want to use theatre to destroy Christianity? Furthermore, if these plays
directly connect spiritual transformation to this problematic theatricality, what are we supposed

to understand about the process and feasibility of real religious conversion?
Unlike an auto sacramental, a comedia de santos allows for many narrative and tonal
twists and turns, ranging from moments of high tragedy to rollicking comedy. In Lope’s hands,
the narrative of conversion through theatre is not a problem but an additional metatheatrical lens
with which to understand the saint’s transformation. Lope mirrors the saints’ conversions
through a genre conversion across the play’s three acts. Because of this, the plays invite the
audience to experience the transformative power of images as curated by faith and God. As the
play moves from genre to genre, so do its characters and signs; in turn, the audience is called to
follow suit, connecting the seemingly ordinary events and conventions of these plays to a greater
theological meaning. ultimately, Lope depicts a genuine religious conversion as integrated with
intellectual and emotional endeavors that are illuminated rather than occluded by mature,
informed theatrical practice. Both Lo fingido verdadero and El niño inocente provide an
opportunity for Lope to demonstrate conversion as a reconfiguration of sight and understanding,
revealing God in unexpected places.
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3.4 Ginés’ Conversion in Lo fingido verdadero
Because Ginés’ transformation in Lo fingido verdadero is an explicit religious conversion
from paganism to Christianity, its depiction is very helpful model with which to glean Lope’s
conception of the conversion process. In the middle of the third act, the audience sees Ginés

backstage during a quiet solo rehearsal. Ginés, both the playwright and the leading man, thinks
hard on how to play a convincing Christian. He rehearses his knowledge of Christian belief in
order to create new dialogue, and this rehearsal leads him to an unexpected cry for baptism58:
He wants to see a Christian who is steadfast in his faith. What shall I do to convince them
that I am that very Christian…How shall I move, what kind of facial expression, what
gestures shall I use to win their praise? Shall I talk with Christ? Yes. And what about
Mary? Yes, her too, for I understand that she was his mother, and I think I can write that
scene really well. Just like them, I’ll cry out to the saints…I’ll just make believe that I’m
being cruelly tortured and that I see the firmament open, for that’s what they all say, and
that some previous martyr is talking to me…Oh what a clever idea, what a great scene!
I’ll call Caesar cruel, right to his very face…I sound terrific when I shout! Now I should
look up to heaven and call upon the saints, as if I’m waiting for this fierce torture to make
me one of them. ‘Holy martyrs, pray to Christ, in whose Passion you found the strength
to bear less fearful tortures…And since you said yourself that I cannot come to you
unless I be baptized, give me baptism, Lord. (90-1)59
Ginés begins his rehearsal from a purely professional and thoroughly secular standpoint: the
emperor wants to watch a satirical play about a Christian, and so Ginés will deliver. His initial

questions are technical acting considerations about external movements rather than any internal

58

I am using Michael D. McGaha’s translations for Lo fingido verdadero

“Bueno será/ pensar en esta figura/que al César gusto le da;/ver un cristiano procura/ que firme en su ley
está./¿Cómo haré yo que parezca/que soy el mismo cristiano…¿Con qué acción, qué rostro y mano/en que alabanza
merezca? ¿Hablaré con Cristo? Sí./¿Y con María/También,/ que ser su Madre entendí,/y yo pienso que muy bien/
todo aquel paso escribí/ Llamaré, como ellos llaman,/ los santos en mi favor,…/Quiérome sentar aquí/como que en
un gran tormento/ me tienen puesto, y que vi/ que se abría el firmamento/ que ellos lo dicen así./ Y que algún mártir
me hablaba…/ ¡bravo paso, industria brava!/ Llamaré al César cruel, como que a mi lado estaba..../¡Qué bien levanto
la voz!/ Ahora volverme quiero/ al cielo, y llamar los santos,/ como que su gloria espero/para ser uno de tantos/ por
este tormento fiero./Santos mártires, rogad/ a Cristo, en cuya Pasión/ hallasteis facilidad/ para tormentos, que son/ de
menos atrocidad,/ que me dé esfuerzo y valor,/ y pues no puedo, en rigor,/ porque lo decís vos mismo,/ ir a vos sin el
bautismo,/ dadme el bautismo, Señor.” (2412-2468)
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motivation. Following this, he presents scenarios to himself that he believes would not only be

authentic to the character but would also allow him to showcase his playwriting. It is at this point
where Ginés not only rehearses the words of a specific character but the tenets of Christian
doctrine; perhaps surprisingly, he makes easy and accurate reference the relationships between

Christians and holy figures such as Mary and the saints. His conception of Christian practice
solidifies as he continues in rehearsal— he merely “understands” that Mary is Jesus’ mother, but
he thereafter confidently asserts that “all” Christians say that the firmament will open. As this

confidence grows, so does his confidence in its theatricality (“what a clever idea!”). He begins to
improvise, which leads him to suddenly ask for baptism. While Ginés appears to be overtaken by
his own rehearsal, it is clear in this monologue that Ginés is highly familiar with Christianity,60
and that he has a natural connection to the Christian worldview, which allows for an effective
characterization. His practice as an actor and playwright allow this knowledge to sink in—
suddenly, something clicks.
Although the previous monologue seemingly presented multiple self-congratulatory
moments of innovation (the inclusion of Mary, the railing against Caesar), only one new line
appears discordant to Ginés: the request for baptism. Immediately after this improvisation, the
stage directions call for music. Ginés is clearly startled, though he decides to rationalize the
unexpected resonance:
Why did I ask to be baptized? I didn’t write anything about baptism in the original
version of this play. And how is it that I heard such joyous and harmonious sounds in the
heavens? But I must be mistaken [débome de engañar] …As for asking to be baptized,
what better way could I find to imitate the Christian who longs to be saved? All right
then, I’ll say it again: ‘Oh saints, ask God for this favor, for I want to be a saint too. Help
Lope subtly foreshadows Ginés’ familiarity with Christianity in the first act when Ginés briefly alludes to an
actress who recently left the company after converting to Christianity. Ginés conveys no moral judgment in this act,
and merely treats it as a “shame” that the woman left the company, as she had an excellent voice. When pressed by
Carino, who offers to force the woman to return, Ginés refuses with a tenuous excuse that he had already re-assigned
her part. Ginés’ exposure to Christianity is relatively intimate and tolerant in this world.
60
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me to win heaven!’ What a lot of nonsense I’m saying [que de quimeras revuelvo], and
all because I want to give a convincing performance as a Christian [imitar este cristiano]
for Caesar! [César manda imitar!] (91)61
Even though he is greatly surprised by his improvisation, Ginés only briefly stops rehearsing,
and indeed leans into his decision to incorporate a desire for baptism into his character. His lines

have gone from more confident assertions that reveal Ginés’ craft to a liminal space of meaning
between theatre and reality, what he calls “chimeras.” It is here where God more formally
intervenes and speaks to Ginés by name in the form of a mysterious angelic voice: “You will not

play this role [imitarás] in vain, [Ginés,] for you will be saved” (91).62 The repetition of “imitar”
(to imitate, play the role) allows the voice’s words to draw a direct connection from Ginés’
professional theatrical activity and motivations (artistic and political) to the theological
arguments that Ginés makes and unexpectedly absorbs. Ginés’ expert verbal mimicry is
significant for his life and not only for his art; he becomes what he imitates.
Despite multiple divine interventions, Ginés does not immediately believe that he is
experiencing a supernatural event. Instead, his religious beliefs transform based on an amalgam
of information carefully considered:
Who spoke to me? It must have been one of my actors…How well he answered me! It
really sounded like a heavenly voice…. [Ginés], even if your performance as a Christian
is just an act [en burlas], I suspect [recelo que debe de ser de veras] that Christians really
do go to heaven. I suspect I should believe [sospecho que fuera bien pensar] that that
voice which reached my very soul was Christ, since it has touched and moved me so.
(91)63
“¿Cómo dije que pedía/ bautismo, pues no escribí/ lo del bautismo aquel día?/ ¿Y cómo en el cielo oí/ tanto
aplauso y armonía?/ Mas débome de engañar;/ y en lo que es pedir bautismo,/ ¿qué mejor puedo imitar/ si fuera el
cristiano mismo/ que se pretende salvar?/ Ea, pues: a decirlo vuelvo:/ santos, rogádselo a Dios,/pues a serlo me
resuelvo;/ tenga yo el cielo por vos./ ¡Qué de quimeras revuelvo,/ con deseo de acertar/ a imitar este cristiano/ que el
César manda imitar!” (2469-2485)
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“No le imitarás en vano,/Ginés; que te has de salvar.” (2487-8)
“¿Quién me habló? Pero sería,/ aunque lejos de este puesto,/ alguien de mi compañía…¡Oh, qué bien me
respondió!/ La voz del cielo imitó;…/Ginés, imitar esperas/ a los cristianos, recelo/ que debe de ser de veras/ ir los
cristianos al cielo./ La voz que todo mi oído/ me ha penetrado el sentido/ sospecho que fuera bien/ pensar que es
Cristo, si es quien/ me ha tocado y me ha movido” (2490-2508).
62
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Crucially, according to Ginés, theatrical pretense is not an impediment to developing his new

beliefs. His response to the voice’s message, which had been fueled by his artistic process, is far
more important than the literal source; in other words, Ginés finds God through theatrical means.
Lope’s greatest contribution to this discourse is not his illustration of a plausible religious

conversion, but rather his argument for how crafting and experiencing theatre—essentially
performing transformation—can powerfully reveal the truth over time. Lope will imitate Ginés’
rehearsal by moving from recognizably secular to sacred tropes, building upon principles that

become more potent the better we understand the theatrical process. For Lope, theatre is an art of
discovering truth by repetition, intellectual investigation, and empathy—all crucial elements of
transforming one’s religious outlook. Furthermore, by depicting saint characters first within the
context of secular genres, Lope highlights the inherent human intimacy between saints and living
Christians, allowing for an effectively affective devotional experience.

3.5 Genre Conversion in Lo fingido verdadero
The three acts of Lo fingido verdadero are highly distinct from one another in plot,
theme, and even protagonist. The first act centers on the rise of Diocleciano from lowly soldier to
emperor of Rome, with Ginés only playing a minor role; the second act follows Ginés’
unrequited love for his lead actress, pushing her to run away with another actor; and the third act,
finally, tells the story of Ginés’ conversion and martyrdom. This unusually eclectic narrative has
been remarked on by several scholars, with two prominent, perpetually cited interpretations. The
first, Susan Fischer’s "Lo fingido verdadero and the Dramatization of the Theatrical
Experience,” argues that each act conveys distinct murkiness between fiction and reality “as to

provide a deepened understanding of his political, psychic, or spiritual worlds” through the
paradox of theatre (158). The second interpretation, JV Bryans’ “Fortune, Love and Power in
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Lope de Vega's Lo fingido verdadero,” interprets the differences in acts as an exploration in

genre, in which the third act “martyr play” demonstrates the superiority of the divine over the
secular as depicted by the first act “tyrant play” (147). I build off of Bryans’ paradigm to argue
that the conversion of genres mimics Ginés’ conversion through the rehearsal of ideas that arise

from the act’s specific genre. In this interpretation, the first two secular acts do not merely act as
inferior foils or as separate musings on theatricality but in fact provide new tools for the audience
to consider and appreciate the sacred through a seemingly secular art. Just as Ginés’ conversion

arises from a rehearsal of ideas, so too do the seemingly distinct acts provide the audience with
several iterations of the same lessons told through different journeys and experiences. Through
his three-act journey through genre, Lope provides conceptual scaffolding to move ideas from
simple and intuitive to ambiguous and complex. Furthermore, as the genres become more
sophisticated, so too is the audience further implicated, interrogating its ability to see divine
truths in their everyday lives. The theatre that they would consume regularly is renewed into a
source of religious devotion through the enactment of theology through an unexpected medium.
In the first act of Lo fingido verdadero, the protagonist is not Ginés but Diocleciano, who
would become a great persecutor of Christians. At the beginning of the act, Diocleciano serves as
a Roman soldier under Emperor Aurelio. The very first line of the play emphasizes Aurelio’s
corruption, as Diocleciano’s soldier friend complains of Aurelio’s mismanagement and neglect
of his people: “Damn the emperor and all empires! Dragging us like this through Mesopotamia,
ragged, naked, pelted with reproach, in search of infamy instead of glory! He’s become another
Nero in our hateful eyes” (45).64 This opening, and the unfolding events of act one, present a
very clear moral viewpoint denouncing the actions of an unfit ruler who does not care for his

“¡Pese al emperador y a siete imperios!/¡Así nos lleva por Mesopotamia/ rotos, desnudos, llenos de improperios,/
en vez de gloria a procurar infamia!/ Está hecho un Nerón de vituperio” (1-5)
64
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people. Lo fingido verdadero’s first act features not one but three different Roman tyrants:

Aurelio, who is struck by lightning after declaring himself greater than the gods; Carino, who
rapes a senator’s wife and is killed in revenge; and Apro, who is revealed to be a traitor and
killed by Diocleciano. While the vices presented in these tyrants are denounced in Christianity, it

is important to note that the narrative initially resists an explicitly Christian interpretation:
Aurelio is punished by a lightning bolt for blaspheming against Zeus, not Jesus.
Through this classical/pagan sequence of events, Lope teaches two distinct but related

theatrical lessons: words, even in jest, contain power and agency, and theatrical actions have
power. Early in the act, Diocleciano meets Camila, a peasant woman selling bread. He does not
have money to pay her but looks to charm her; he jokingly tells her that he will pay her back as
soon as he becomes emperor. Camila jokes back, facetiously prophesizing that Diocleciano will
become emperor when he kills a wild boar, which Diocleciano takes to heart despite himself.
Initially Lope sets up Diocleciano’s sincere response for derision; his friends are highly skeptical
of Camila’s prophecy, and Diocleciano’s response, “The whole Roman religion rests on
omens,”65 would surely not persuade a Christian audience of the omen‘s truth. Camila makes her
prophecy not to affect the political sphere, but to affect Diocleciano with laughter or delight.
While Diocleciano doesn’t take the joke quite the way Camila intended, the words are still
demonstrably powerful to their intended audience. As such, the audience learns that the pursuit
of levity, pleasure, or diversion in a difficult situation, is not incompatible with the performance
of an efficacious speech act, and the truth of the statement is brought into motion whether the
speaker knows it or not.

65

“La romana religión/ toda se funda en agüeros.” (132-3)
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While such a prophecy coming true would be in line with a Roman pagan narrative, Lope

presents a different explanation for Camila’s prophecy coming true. There are plenty of reasons
for Diocleciano to kill Apro, as he is a known traitor and the murderer of the army’s beloved
leader. Diocleciano refers to the prophecy to justify his actions, and he actively convolutes it as

much as he needs to: “Since the consul’s name is [Apro], which in our Latin language means
‘wild boar,’ and his wickedness has turned him into one, surely [sin duda] the time has come for
the prophecy to be fulfilled66” (62). Apro’s name is a convenient coincidence, but far more

important is Diocleciano’s moral judgment; Apro is evidently as savage as his name suggests. By
the end of the first act, Diocleciano has killed the tyrant and demonstrated his moral superiority
to his predecessors by distributing his wealth. While the words of the prophecy instill confidence
in Diocleciano, ultimately the moral truth of the situation was the driver for Diocleciano’s
success; this is a fate wholly compatible with the Christian worldview that will become more
explicit as Lo fingido verdadero continues.
Another lesson that proves vital to Lo fingido’s progression is the subtle correlation
between good moral judgment and good artistic judgment. Ginés only appears briefly in the first
act when the libertine tyrant Carino wishes to commission a play from his company. It is not
surprising that Carino, characterized by lust and excess, would actively seek elaborate
entertainment for himself. However, through his exchange with Ginés it becomes clear that
Carino does not adequately respect or appreciate theatre as an art form. Carino firsts asks Ginés
for a performance immediately during the night, and when Ginés says that he could not get all
the actors together, Carino asks for a play about himself for the very next day. Carino’s fast-art
approach demonstrates a disrespect for any serious craft, marking him as a tyrannical patron of

“Si el Cónsul Apro se nombra, /que en nuestra lengua latina, /pues su maldad le transforma, /quiere decir jabalí,
/sin duda se cumple ahora/el agüero prometido (894-99)
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the arts as well as a literal tyrant. Furthermore, although sins of the former may have fewer

consequences, the association between good morals and good taste is made clear.
Lope makes this association between good aesthetics and good morals even starker with
the act’s most philosophical theme: life as performance. While Carino negotiates with Ginés,

Carino’s servant quips, “You’re [Carino] an actor too, but you wear the king’s costume till death,
an ending foreshadowed in the play67” (52). Carino is instantly offended by the suggestion and
compensates by comically overstating his power: “When [Ginés] comes on stage to play a king

in a tragedy, he’ll rule for an hour and a half and then will no longer be king. But I, who by my
good luck am really king, will be king in life and death….What is death? What kind of nonsense
is it to say that a king dies?68” (53). Carino’s speech juxtaposes a dismissal of theatre alongside a
dismissal of death itself, rendering the former seemingly as absurd as the latter. At the hour of
Carino’s death by assassination (which occurs very quickly after this exchange), not only does he
take back his indignation over the servant’s words but places his reign as emperor below a
theatrical performance: “I played my part. I was Caesar, I was king, I was Rome….I suspect that
my whole life hasn’t lasted an hour and a half. Since the law is the same for all who are born, put
these trappings of an actor-king where my successor can take them up again, for he too will have
to play his part” (57).69 Act one of Lo fingido verdadero features multiple dramatic deaths in
which tyrants fall due to terrible mistakes, and though Diocleciano obtains has a happy ending,
the heightened stakes and elevated status of characters remain, granting a mythic and tragic
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“Tú representas también,/mas estás de rey vestido/hasta la muerte, que ha sido/sombra del fin.” ( 367-370)

”Cuando sale a hacer Ginés/un rey en una tragedia, /reinará por hora y media, /y no lo será después. /Mas yo, que
de veras soy rey,/por mi dichosa suerte,/serélo en vida y en muerte….Qué es muerte? ¿Qué desatino/ es decir que
muere un rey?“ (399-413)
69 ”Representé mi figura:/César fui, Roma, rey era;/acabóse la tragedia, /la muerte me desnudó:/sospecho que no
duró/toda mi vida hora y media. /Poned aquestos vestidos/de un/representante rey,/pues es tan común la ley/ a
cuantos fueron nacidos,/adonde mi sucesor/los vuelva luego a tomar,/ porque ha de representar,/¡quiera el cielo que
mejor!“ (642-654)
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gravity to the action. By placing theatricality at the heart of these lessons of moral truth, Lope

elevates the theatre’s status and significance in turn and foreshadows the ways in which
theatrical spectacle will elucidate Christian theology for Ginés later in the play. Ginés is only
seen as a brief voice of reason in contrast to a tyrant, but through that seemingly small role the

audience is invited to take him—and his art—quite seriously.
If the first act is a “tyrant play,” as Bryans calls it, with classical characters and plot lines,
the second act is just as recognizable to its comedia-literate audience with its emphasis on

romantic mishaps. Elvezio Canonica characterizes act two as a “comedia de capa y espada,” or
“sword and cape comedia,” a popular genre that centers around the social and romantic
entanglements of gentlemen and ladies, often with similar plots to Italian commedia dell’arte
scenarios (110). While Lo fingido verdadero does not take place in 17th century Spain, the tone
of the second act conveys similar themes to such contemporary comedies of errors. Act two has
none of the elements of tragedy that act one does: there is no war, no treason, no tyranny, and no
murder. The connection between the two acts is merely Diocleciano, now emperor, who is doing
his best to be a good leader for his people. The most dramatic things that occur in Diocleciano’s
act two storyline are that the joking bread-seller Camila becomes his lover; he appoints his friend
Maximiano as co-emperor; and he commissions plays from Ginés. As such, the callbacks to the
previous act focus on the themes of performance and play rather than any classical lesson on
tyranny or violence. We are reminded of the efficacy of performative speech very early in the act
when Camila comes to the palace, summarizing the amazing previous events: “Since I liked his
spirit, I jokingly told him that he would be emperor when he should kill a wild boar. Now he’s
killed the consul and thus, as a result of a joke, has become Caesar.70” (67). She confirms that her

“Yo, alegre de su valor,/por burla le respondía/que vendría a serlo cuando/diese muerte a un jabalí;/dio muerte al
Cónsul, y así/llegó a ser César burlando“ (1127-1134).
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words were only meant to amuse, but she still attributes that joke to Diocleciano’s success; as

such, she has acquired a new faith in the power of their flirtation. This faith proves founded, as
Camila becomes Diocleciano’s lover despite their newfound social distance. The speech act is
once again effective and as successful in matters of love as it is in politics.

We also see that Diocleciano’s goodness extends to his taste in theatre. Ginés and
Diocleciano have a similar conversation to Ginés and Carino in the first act, but Diocleciano
shows thought and experience in his theatrical tastes: “I’d like a new story that’s more original,

even if less artistic. As you see, I share the Spanish taste in plays. As long as it’s believable, I’m
not too picky about whether it follows the rules.71” (68). Diocleciano’s anachronism, “Spanish
taste” signals Lope’s own philosophy of playwriting as we saw in the Arte nuevo. Naturally,
Ginés agrees with Diocleciano’s assessment, and introduces his theory of acting that corresponds
to Lope’s search for verisimilitude in theatre:
Acting is just imitation. However, just as a poet can’t write convincingly and with feeling
about love unless he’s in love, since it’s love that teaches him the verses he writes, it’s
the same way with actors. If an actor doesn’t feel love’s passion, he can’t perform it. If he
feels the pain of absence, jealousy, insult, the rigor of disdain and other tender feelings of
love, he’ll play them tenderly, but if he doesn’t feel them, he won’t know how to play
them.72 (69)
This experience-based approach to both acting and playwriting, not unfamiliar73 with theatre
artists today, is Ginés’ praxis for both acts two and three. However, act two introduces a crucial
clarification of this philosophy. Taking advantage of the highly relatable romantic themes, the

”Dame una nueva fábula que tenga/más invención, aunque carezca de arte;/ que tengo/gusto de español en esto, /y
como me le dé lo verosímil, /nunca reparo tanto en los preceptos.“ (1210-1217)
72 ”El imitar es ser representante;/ pero como el poeta no es posible/que escriba con afecto y con
blandura/sentimientos de amor, si no le tiene,/y entonces se descubren en sus versos,/cuando el amor le enseña los
que escribe,/así el representante, si no siente/las pasiones de amor, es imposible/que pueda, gran señor,
representarlas;/una ausencia, unos celos, un agravio,/un desdén riguroso y otras cosas/que son de amor tiernísimos
efectos,/harálos, si los siente, tiernamente;/mas no los sabrá hacer si no los siente.“ (1270-1283)
71

Susan Fischer notes that Ginés’ philosophy is “reminiscent of what has become the Stanislavsky approach to
acting” (161)
73
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audience can see a distinction between self-centered posturing and an artist’s ability to convey

truth.
While Diocleciano and Camila enjoy their new love affair in act two, the audience learns
more about Ginés’ own romantic misadventures: he is in love with an actress in his company,

Marcela, who loves another actor, Octavio. If we take Ginés’ acting philosophy at face value,
one might expect his love for Marcela to amplify and improve his artistic abilities—after all, he
has plenty of real-world experience upon which to draw. However, the audience sees that Ginés’

sensitivity to reality and art is diminished rather than enhanced by this infatuation. Ginés
recognizes his unrequited love for Marcela as an impediment to his normal function as an artist,
even as he shrouds this insight in poetic metaphors:
[Love’s] fire, your deep feeling reaches up even to the great emperor, who is already
longing to see me imitate what I feel. But it hardly seems proper to use the word imitation
for what is truth itself…. All my mad senses with similar figures have become the actors
of my enslaved emotions. My ears play the part of a deaf man, who refuses to listen to
reason…. My taste [gusto], which was the greatest and best actor of all, plays the part of
a lover who persists in his mistaken path74 (70).
Certainly, it is not unheard of for lovesickness to lead someone’s personal judgment astray (a
fact that many romantic comedias exploited). However, Ginés’ predicament directly affects not

only his personal but his theatrical judgment and taste (his gusto), which leads to both morally
and artistically disastrous results. Instead of focusing on the quality of his play and performance,
Ginés looks to exploit his situation as author for revenge: “I’ve written it specially to give her as

many embraces as the chains and ropes with which she’s imprisoned my tormented soul…. I

”Hasta al magno emperador/ llega de que represento/tu fuego, tu sentimiento/con tanto extremo que ya/ de ver
deseoso está/ como imito lo que siento/ pero en tanta propiedad/ no me parece razón/ que llamen imitación/ lo que es
la misma verdad; […]Todos mis locos sentidos,/ con figuras semejantes,/ se han hecho representantes/ de mis
afectos rendidos;/ representan mis oídos/ un sordo que a la razón/ no quiere dar atención,/ […]Mi gusto, que era el
mayor/ y mejor representante,/ ya representa un amante/ que va siguiendo su error“ (1296-1346)
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wrote that mad scene just to give me a chance to abuse [Octavio]75” (71). There is a large gulf

between Ginés’ emotional truth and the truth of the situation. Ginés may feel that Marcela holds
him in place, and he may feel violent anger toward Octavio, but neither Marcela nor Octavio
hold such passionate feelings for him, and his pain is mostly self-inflicted.

Ginés’ stunted viewpoint leads directly to a theatrically stunted performance. Onstage
during their first performance for Diocleciano, Ginés slips in and out of reality, calling Marcela
onstage by her real name and derailing the script in order to chastise her: “I’m really talking to

you, because I want your scorn to take pity on my mad love” (76).76 Unlike Ginés, Marcela is
aware of the importance of the situation, and attempts to bring Ginés back to reality: “This is not
in the play. Don’t you know Caesar is watching us?” (76).77 Thankfully for Ginés, Diocleciano
graciously gives the actor the benefit of the doubt and defends his erratic performance to his
companions, believing that Ginés is portraying an erratic lover accurately: “On the contrary, I
think it’s the artifice of this great actor, because being upset is always the best sign that
someone’s in love” (76). 78 Ginés’ performance is certainly honest and passionate, and
Diocleciano is savvy enough to praise the affect, but Diocleciano’s assessment relies on Ginés
being fully in control of his art. Unfortunately, this is not the case, and as a result the play further
unravels, leading to a disastrous performance.

"Compúsela con cautela/por darle tantos abrazos, /cuantas prisiones y lazos/pone al alma que desvela;/aquel paso
de furioso/le hice por tratar mal/a Octavio" (1404-1417).
75

76

“Por hablarte/ de veras, por obligarte/ a que tu desdén se duela/ de aqueste mi loco amor.” (1656-58)\

77

“Esto no está en la comedia;/ mira que el César nos mira.” (1662-3)

“Mas pienso que es artificio/deste gran representante, /porque turbarse un amante/fue siempre el mayor indicio.”
(1679-1682)
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Just as in act one, speech acts are given unintended power by the speakers. In this case,

Ginés writes a dramatic love triangle so that he can express his sadness onstage. However, in the
confusion of Ginés’ falling in and out of character, Marcela has time to consider running away
with her lover—her character-insert’s action in the play— as a legitimate possibility: “I’ve lost

my place. Oh, I wish we could play this trick!” (80).79 In the middle of the performance for
Diocleciano, Octavio and Marcela leave to elope in earnest just as their characters do. Rather
than attempt to continue the play, Ginés immediately demands intervention from Diocleciano

with misplaced confidence: “If, as Rome believes, Caesars are obliged to do justice, order them
to go after the traitor who carried off this woman. If you will not, we cannot end the play” (83).80
Diocleciano is disconcerted and angry at Ginés’ removal of theatrical boundaries, seeing this
breach of theatrical professionalism as a breach of respect: “Is this an act and part of the play or
do you want to show us… that with this sort of trick you can make us actors too?” (83).81
Diocleciano threatens not to pay them, though luckily for the acting company, he grants Ginés a
second chance if he performs his famous Christian role the next day. Through this depiction of a
disastrous performance, Lope connects Ginés' unkind and unprofessional actions with a refusal
to establish even the most fundamental boundaries between performer and audience and reality
and fiction. Just as in act one, good theatre is associated with good practice, and that the truth,
even if spoken unintentionally, always comes out; this time, however, the context, both theatrical
and emotional, is far more relatable to the Spanish audience, who are more likely to have fallen
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“Tan perdida estoy, /que quisiera que a Ginés/le hiciéramos este tiro.” (1845-7)

“Si los Césares están, /y les da Roma este nombre, /obligados a volver/por la justicia, señor, /manda seguir al
traidor/que se lleva esta mujer, /sin la cual es imposible/ poder la historia acabar.” (2034-2041).
81“ ¿Es esto representar/y a la invención convenible, / o quieres mostrar, Ginés, / que con burlas semejantes/ nos
haces representantes?” (2042-6)
80
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in love than angered Zeus. The intellectual lessons of the first act become personal in the second

act, preparing the audience for the deep personal and intellectual reflections of Ginés’ spiritual
transformation in act three.
Act three is the story of Ginés’ conversion and martyrdom (all occurring within a few

short hours at most). Before reaching that important conversion scene, however, Lope provides
connective tissue in resolving Ginés’ romantic dilemma. If the audience hadn’t already fully
absorbed the connection between Ginés’ moral and artistic failures, then the message is fully

conveyed in Ginés’ words of repentance at the top of act three: “I loved, was jealous, but now
‘twas foolishness/ I know, not love, that near destroyed my soul./ Lovers, while still deceived
[engañados], may well attest/ A faithfulness whose substance is illusion82” (88). When Octavio
and Marcela return, Ginés decides to act maturely and professionally toward them, forgiving
their indiscretions and facilitating their marriage. Ginés has learned from his hardship that his
selfish approach to theatre was completely devoid from actual truth-showing art. It is because of
this experience that Ginés rehearses for his next performance with earnest artistic intentions that
incite his conversion (as I have already shown). When Ginés finally converts, his insights harken
back to the first act in which facetious proclamations lead to miraculous occurrences: “My God, I
only meant to play [por burlas fui] the role/ of Christian, but You took me [me llamastes] at my
word./ I thought ’twas all a game, but now I’ve heard” (101).83 Like Camila, Ginés discovers that
facetious language can come true; and like Carino, Ginés’ pride leads him to dismiss the power
of Christian belief and performance. Ginés’ intellectual rehearsal does not include these parallels,

“Amé con celos, mas con desengaños/no pienso que es amor, sino locura./Bien pueden mientras viven engañados/
conservarse en la fe de amor fingido (2329-2334)
83 “Mi Dios, cuando por burlas fui cristiano/ y me llamastes a tan altas veras/ representaba burlas verdaderas/ en el
teatro de mi intento vano” (2966-9)
82
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as Ginés was not present for Camila’s omen in the first act; however, the audience is given an

opportunity to see the trajectory from classical to religious interpretation and revelation. Through
this theatrical journey, Lope invites the audience to see Ginés as a model for change.
While this artistic process worked for Ginés, it cannot work for Diocleciano and his

fellow Romans, as Ginés must be martyred by them to complete the story. However, despite
Ginés’ violent end, Diocleciano does not demonstrate any obvious newfound vices in the third
act. After Ginés reveals his new Christian faith, Diocleciano gives Ginés several opportunities to

deny his conversion, asking again and again for Ginés to clarify if he is acting or telling the truth.
With every affirmation, Ginés solidifies his clear guilt under Roman law: he is not only decrying
the Roman religion but also the Roman authorities in front of him. In response to this blatant
insubordination, Diocleciano acts less as an active persecutor of Christianity than as a passive
follower of protocol: “Then I sentence you to death. That was a short trial! My part [papel] is
done” (98).84 Where the historical Diocletian oversaw and ordered several Christian executions,
Lope’s Diocleciano eagerly writes himself out of the performance.
Diocleciano’s flaws are unintelligible from the lenses of classical tragedy or romantic
drama and must be foregrounded by a Christian worldview; Diocleciano ultimately proves a
villain because he is ignorant to the religious revelation in front of him. Lope frames this flaw
metatheatrically, with the audience discovers Diocleciano’s prejudices from the limits of his
theatrical understanding. Diocleciano is reasonably versed in secular dramas such as Ginés’ first
play but does not have the education or insight to adequately apprehend the Christian comedia de
santos. While this flaw would seem significantly more benign than tyranny, the previous two
acts have primed the audience to associate a lack of theatrical sophistication with a serious moral

84

“Pues yo te sentencio a muerte:/mira qué breve juïcio;/y acabaré mi papel” (2889-91)
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failing. Diocleciano and his companions illustrate this connection between spiritual and artistic

misunderstanding through their positive—but completely ignorant—impression of Ginés’
onstage baptism:
DIOCLECIANO: That scene was outstanding
MAXIMIANO: I liked the special effects
CAMILA: His acting is marvelous!
DIOCLECIANO: You’d think he was really one of them85 (96).
Diocleciano and his companions focus entirely on the marvel of stagecraft and do not register
any significance of the moment. Lope anticipates such a reaction in act two when Ginés criticizes
undiscerning audiences that value spectacle over literary substance: “The theater has so many
drawers and curtains, it looks like a writing desk. There’s no chess board like his canvas. If you
look at his verses all together, they seem like stones sorted out by a rustic while threshing. But
they usually amaze the ignorant mob and bring in more money than good plays, because they
talk nonsense [necio]86” (69). The term “necio” implies ignorance in addition to nonsense and

provides insight into Diocleciano’s inability to correctly identify the supernatural event in front
of him. Diocleciano is interested in Ginés’ Christian martyr role not only because of Ginés’
reputation, but also because Christianity is a novelty to him: “I’d like to see in person [al vivo] a

Christian who stands firm amidst so many tortures” (82).87 Camila, who within in their party
“Diocleciano
Notable ha sido este paso.
Maximiano
Buena ha estado la apariencia.
Camila
¡Qué gracia!
Diocleciano
Parece que lo es él mismo. “ (2758-2765)
86 “El teatro parece un escritorio/ con diversas navetas y cortinas. / No hay tabla de ajedrez como su lienzo;/ los
versos, si los miras todos juntos,/parecen piedras que por orden pone/ rústica mano en trillo de las eras;/ mas suelen
espantar al vulgo rudo/ y darnos más dinero que las buenas,/porque habla en necio.” (1238-1247)
85

“Quiero que Ginés me haga/ y represente uno dellos, / por ver al vivo un cristiano/ firme entre tantos tormentos.”
(1979-82)
87
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appears to have the most experience with Christianity, can only offer a few basic tenets from a

single experience: “they offer prayer instead of sacrifices. I know, because I went to see them
once” (95).88 Diocleciano dismisses any further engagement, flatly replying, “I don’t understand
it” (96). 89Although Diocleciano might not be generally inclined toward thoughtless spectacle,

his ignorance of Christianity leads him to clutch only to his points of reference: Ginés’
impassioned performance and elaborate “special effects.” Diocleciano’s cursory understanding
of Christianity leads to only a cursory understanding of Ginés’ choices. Although he is witness to

a miracle, Diocleciano fulfills his role as an infamous persecutor of Christians by executing
Ginés. Diocleciano’s failure highlights the necessity not only of a sensitive, open artist but also
of a sensitive, open audience. Even if certain audience members watching Lo fingido verdadero
might not have a particularly sophisticated taste in theatre, they are able to see what Diocleciano
cannot: the beauty and sincerity of Ginés’ miraculous conversion story. As such, the audience is
invited to consider the ways in which religious belief works as an active component of
perception even within the context of a staged performance.
The three acts of Lo fingido verdadero provide the audience with three experiential
lessons crucial to both religious observance and the art of theatre, and these lessons are enhanced
by the metatheatrical changes in genre. The first lesson is that the act of speaking truth,
intentionally or unintentionally, has powerful consequences. This understanding of speech acts is
crucial to the Catholic theology of ex opere operato (“from the work done”), which affirms the
efficacy of a sacrament regardless of the minister’s or recipient’s subjective state. Put another
way, the words and correct performance of the sacrament are made efficacious by God, rather

88

“Dirá que está en oración,/que sus sacrificios son/ (que una vez los quise ver)” (2737-9)

89

No lo entiendo. (2743)
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than by human intent. The Counter-Reformation re-affirmed this position in the Council of

Trent: “If anyone says that by the sacraments of the New Law grace is not conferred ex opere
operato, but that faith alone in the divine promise is sufficient to obtain grace, let him be
anathema” (52). An understanding of this re-invigorated tenet allows and in fact embraces the

performative elements of religious ritual, even (perhaps especially) in the case of conversion.
The performance of baptism is the initiation to the Church, completely blurring the lines between
appearing to be and being Christian (Kimmel 440). The second lesson underscores the

relationship between art and truth, with thoughtful art leading to truth and revelation. Lo fingido
verdadero defends true craftsmanship and expects intellectual and moral clarity from artists.
While professional playmaker Ginés’ philosophy of theatre clearly encourages such a line of
thinking, his act two debacle demonstrates that an artist is obliged to look beyond himself and
engage with a broader reality. Without careful consideration, rehearsal, and awareness, it is all
too easy to be reduced to baser instincts. The third lesson is an inversion of the second: while
much is asked of an artist, so too does the audience have a responsibility to be fully engaged and
sensitive to theatre practice. All three of these lessons are rehearsed throughout the play that
allows the broadest sense of truth— the Christian worldview—to come to full fruition. The
audience is given the opportunity to see God through Ginés’ example of conversion as well as
the theatrical conventions they would otherwise take for granted.

3.6 Child’s Playing in El niño inocente
While Lo fingido verdadero is decidedly contemporary to Lope in terms of theatre
aesthetics, the characters and plot remain firmly distant and, with Diocleciano’s political ascent,

in the realm of the near-mythological. El niño inocente de la Guardia, by contrast, takes place in
Spain in 1492, merely a century before Lope’s play, now thought to be written sometime
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between 1594-1597 (Weissberger “Blindness and Anti-Semitism” 203). As we saw with Saint

Quentin in chapter two, saints can inspire great localized devotion, sanctifying a political region
as well as individual people. Comedias de santos unsurprisingly often celebrated Spanish saints,
“permit[ing] spectators to conceive of their entire nation as being to some degree sanctified by

virtue of its connection with the saint” (Childers 243). However, this chronological and local
closeness renders the threats invoked in El niño inocente, unlike those of Lo fingido verdadero,
far more palpable. Early modern Spain no longer had to fear a pagan government seeking to

openly persecute Christians; rather, the danger in El niño inocente is that seemingly ordinary
citizens could secretly harbor heretical and malicious beliefs. Although the Jews were expelled in
1492, as El niño recounts, the Inquisition continues through to Lope’s time, investigating heresy
from those who would profess to be Christian, particularly the moriscos, or former Muslims
converted to Christianity. In fact, Lope de Vega was made a familiar, or lay member, of the
Inquisition, shortly before the play’s performance, leading some to theorize that El niño inocente
was written to honor that appointment (“Blindness and Anti-Semitism” 204). In this regard, the
villains in El niño are ultimately punished, but the threat of heresy still lives on.
According to his legend, St. Cristóbal de la Guardia was a three-year-old Christian boy
who in 148990 was abducted by Jews and conversos (Jews who had converted to Christianity) in
order to fulfill a blood ritual involving the boy’s heart and a stolen consecrated host. The boy
was said to have been crucified in a mock Passion play so that the Jews and conversos could
experience the symbolic satisfaction of revenge. While two Jews and six conversos were tried
and executed for this crime in 1491, the body was never found, and no solid evidence came to

Lope rearranges the events so that the expulsion of the Jews happens before Cristóbal is killed, not after. This will
become important for reasons discussed later.
90
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light (Weissberger "Motherhood and Ritual Murder” 10). Still, St. Cristóbal entered the larger

narrative of blood libel in which Jews were suspected of surreptitious black magic, igniting antiSemitic measures and policies including the Expulsion of the Jews in 1492.
The theatrical elements in Saint Cristóbal’s legend are not merely mocking Christianity,

as in the legend of Saint Ginés, but also are in and of themselves the source of horrifying
violence. As such, this hagiography presents significant challenges to the author of a comedia de
santos. One immediate difficulty in adaptation is Cristóbal’s age; a three-year-old boy makes for

a highly limited protagonist onstage. Lope follows Damián de Vegas’ early account of the
incident and ages up his Cristóbal to around seven or eight, greatly increasing the range of
decisions and actions (and greatly increasing the likelihood of a remotely age-appropriate actor
being cast).91 However, a fundamental tension remains: how should a (primarily adult) audience
relate to a young child in such a horrible event? Is this a story about the deed of an admirable,
holy figure, or about an unforgivable crime against a helpless innocent? For the story to end
victoriously, the audience’s sight needs to change fully: Cristóbal must become a hero and a saint
rather than a vulnerable boy. Just like Lo fingido verdadero, El niño inocente as a play cares very
deeply about what the audience sees and how the audience can be guided to understand what
they are seeing through theatrical convention. By the time the play ends, the audience is taken
out of the realistic world of the comedia to the allegorical and didactic world of the auto
sacramental in order to mirror Cristóbal’s own miraculous transformation from innocent child to
willing martyr.

Thornton Wilder hypothesizes that Juanico would have been played by the young son of actor Baltasar de Pindeo,
who frequently starred in Lope’s plays. Although Wilder’s timeline places El niño inocente later than what is
currently thought, Wilder’s observations make a strong case for the possibility of a young boy rather than an adult
female playing the role as there are no references to long hair, which was the case in other plays that cast women
(21).
91
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Like Lo fingido verdadero, act one of El niño inocente begins with the story’s broader

social and political context, albeit with far higher emotional stakes for the Spanish audience.
Lope first introduces us to Queen Isabella of Castile, who along with her husband King
Ferdinand are dedicated to eradicating heresy from Spain. Isabella provides a very specific

historical framework; however, the play also presents Isabella more generally as an example of a
deeply devout woman and partial audience surrogate. After prayer and falling asleep, Isabella
receives a visit from her spiritual and genealogical ancestor San Domingo (Saint Dominic). He

arises less as a character than as a religious icon that inspires Isabella to expel all Jews from
Spain in order to preserve the country’s spiritual health: “you must know that the Inquisition
[Santo Oficio]/ however hard it tries, cannot on its own/ expel forever the Jews from Spain./ You
too must act, and prepare an edict/ ordering their immediate departure/ so that this country
should be cleansed/ once and for all of their dark infamy” (110).92 This elevated scene has moral
and aesthetic clarity: both Isabella and San Domingo are greatly revered in Spain, and their
words are treated as policy and as a noble crusade. San Domingo himself is an imposing
theatrical image, revealed by a curtain and dramatically staged with his most important
iconography: “To the sound of flageolets a curtain opens, and [San Domingo] appears with his
traditional emblems— a spray of white lilies in his hand, and a dog at his feet bearing a lighted
torch” (109).93 Here the image of sainthood is one of deep majesty, where a figure of great power
and intellect bestows counsel to Spain at the highest level. For Lope’s audience this is a
commemoration of a proud moment in Spanish history affirmed by God.

“Aunque el Santo Oficio haga/ lo que de su parte puede/ no juzga la iglesia santa/ de lo que ocultan los pechos/ y
será cosa acertada/ que destierres los judíos eternamente de España/ Haced un edito luego/ que en breve término
salgan/ porque la limpieza quede/ libre de su ciega infamia.” (153-173)
93 Tocan chirimás, y córrese una cortina, y véase Santo Domingo con su ramo de azucenas y insignias, que es un
perro con un hacha.” (85)
92
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However, once we leave the royal palace, Lope paints the historical narrative with far

more obscurity and doubt. After Isabella’s introduction and decision, the audience follows a
group of Jewish characters who, upon the news of the expulsion, seek revenge on Christian
Spain. Their actions in the play are the same (roughly) as the legend, but they are also given

rather compelling reasons for their grief and anger. Lope rearranges the hagiography so that the
Jews are inspired by the Expulsion to commit a blood ritual rather than the blood ritual inspiring
the Expulsion. As there is no crime discussed prior to the Expulsion, the Jews ask an extremely

pertinent and reasonable question: “What sort of monarchs are these who dream up [con tan
varias quimeras y invenciones]/ all these charges against…people who keep to themselves, and
to their private beliefs [secretas opiniones]?” (113).94 They express deep sorrow in the form of a
psalm, providing an uncomfortable point of commonality between the Jewish characters and the
Christian audience. While many of their subsequent actions and dialogue will clearly signal evil
intents, and while their characters are never so individuated and explored as Diocleciano’s, the
beginning of El niño inocente gives a human motivation to the violence that cannot merely be
dismissed as an arbitrary act of cruelty. While the framing of Queen Isabella provides the play
with the anticipation of victory, the central narrative of El niño inocente begins with a realistic
element of doubt that must be assuaged.
Providing further contrast to the regal sainthood of Isabella and San Domingo is the first
act’s introduction of the innocent child, who in the play is named Juanico.95 The audience first

“Qué reyes son acquéstos, que pretenden/ con tan varias quimeras y invenciones/distribuir los que apenas los
ofenden/ y viven en secretas opiniones?” (306-309)
95 Lope gives Cristobal a different name in order for a miraculous event to take place in the middle of the play.
When the Jews decide to stage the boy’s murder as a crucifixion, they decide to call him Cristobal to make the
presentation more authentic. In a supernatural twist, Juanico immediately begins to respond to Cristobal and no
other name.
94
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meets Juanico as he and his father, Pasamontes, arrive at Juanico’s new school. They have

changed schools to accommodate Juanico’s fragile constitution, as Pasamontes recounts: "You'll
be much better off, Juan/in this new school; it’s nearer home,/you won’t suffer so much from the
sun/ and it’s even a good place for the winter,/ especially for someone so young and delicate”

(118).96 Juanico is not without saintly qualities in his initial appearance: he is highly intelligent
and devout, fluently and passionately reading from a book of child martyrs whom he wishes to
emulate. However, Pasamontes seems to intuit the limits of his son’s understanding of suffering,

and reasonably asks: “But don’t you know how cruel death ?/ Doesn’t it frighten you in any
way?” (120).97 Juanico answers by saying that “They say that dying for God/ is a beautiful
[hermosa] death,”98 but this child, physically sheltered by his devoted parents, entertains this
idea in a safe, purely hypothetical space Juanico’s immaturity also appears during his interaction
with his schoolmaster: when asked what he’s reading, Juanico answers “a book” (a classic
sarcastic move used by children to this day) which the schoolmaster chides for irreverence (632).
Pasamontes makes a persuasive case for nervousness rather than intentional rudeness on
Juanico’s part, but in either case, Juanico’s lack of self-control is markedly age appropriate. The
audience’s first impression of the would-be saint protagonist is not unsympathetic—certainly,
Juanico is an endearing little boy—but it just barely signals the saintly fortitude that will be
needed later in order to defeat his persecutors. The relationship between the audience and this
little boy will need to transform.

96”Pues

que no estáis bien allí/ Juan/ por ser lejos de casa/ y os ofende el sol que abrasa/ agora estaréis aquí/que
también para el inviero/ será más comodidad/ respeto de vuestra edad/ que sois delicado y tierno” (547-554)
97 “No veis que es la muerte fiera/ y por dicha os espantara?” (597-8)
98

”La reverencia!” (632)
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Furthermore, Juanico starts on the path to martyrdom not through piety and conscious

choice but through pure childlike behavior. While attending a religious festival in Toledo with
his parents, Juanico wanders off to get a better look at the “gigantes,” or men on stilts, where he
encounters the Jews (1164). The details of this scene further enhance Juanico’s intellectual

vulnerability: lost in the crowd, he agrees to go with the Jews because he believes their lies that
they are his relatives and they have sweet food and clothes for him. The plausibility of this
scenario renders Juanico more as an everyboy, and indeed, the Jews are looking for any Christian

child readily available. Thus, as an everyboy, surely at least some audience members could
(terrifyingly) see their younger relatives in Juanico’s actions. The legend of Cristóbal de la
Guardia was only one instance of a blood libel legend that pervaded Europe; a similar tale
involving a young Christian boy murdered by Jews for a dark ritual is seen in Chaucer’s
Prioress’s Tale. El niño inocente's combination of a well-trod legend within a recognizable reallife scenario brings centuries of fear into the present.
The psychological burden of witnessing Juanico’s horrific story is brought to a head
when, after being kidnapped and taken to the Jews’ house, he attempts to escape, running and
pleading to the Christian woman next door: “Madam, take pity on me/ I put my life in your
hands/ and as you’re called Maria/ protect me with your name!” (152)99. While the neighbors
suspect that Juanico’s “father” is a converso, there is enough reasonable doubt that Juanico is in
fact being treated appropriately. The neighbors opt to hope for the best: “I only hope to God that
he’s cured/ of the blindness of his Jewish past” (154).100 On one level, this negligent
neighborhood watch could be highlighting the necessity of the Inquisition. However, if the

“Señora, doleos de mí/ que a vos mi vida encomiendo/ y pues os llamáis María/ por el nombre me amparad!”
(1802-5)
100 “Plega a Dios que esté ya sano/ de su antigua orguedad” (1894-5)
99
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neighbors were to raise an alarm on Juanico’s kidnapping, he would not become a martyr and a

saint, an honor bestowed by God. Lope has an interest in highlighting the inhumanity of the
abduction and murder through the realistic humanity of young Juanico, but the story must
transcend that verisimilitude to demonstrate God’s victory over evil. Juanico must become a

glorious saint, and he becomes so through theatre— crucially, God’s theatre.

3.7 When God Takes the Stage
The first metatheatrical spectacle in El niño inocente occurs far earlier than Juanico’s
martyrdom; Lope gives ample time in act one to a subplot in which the Jews first attempt to find
a Christian child. This first attempt takes place in France, where the Jews have traveled to meet
with a rabbi versed in black magic. The Jews offer a destitute French Christian couple with ten
children a substantial sum of money in exchange for one of their children’s heart. The Jews’
targeting of the poor family is deeply cynical, assuming that the money will be too good to pass
up; when they ask the rabbi if a Christian would be willing to sell their child, he assures them
they would. However, the Christian couple, Bernardo and Rosela, change the tone of the scene
through Rosela’s knack for theatrics. She asks her husband, “What would you say if I told you/I
could make the child appear dead/ and replace his heart with that of a pig/ which looks very
similar?/ Wouldn’t you call me a clever woman?” (124-5).101 Rosela’s confidence transforms the
family’s fight for survival into a game that her husband immediately joins: “If you, as a woman,
succeed in tricking such clever/men as these, you’ll deserve a medal, for sure” (126).102 Rosela’s
plan has four crucial elements: the first is a pig’s heart, which Bernardo receives from a pair of
comically crude pig farmers next door; second, a child that can adequately play dead (she
“Si yo te diese invención/ con que el niño pareciese/ muerto, y por el suyo diese/ de una puerca el corazón/ que es
cosa muy parecida/ dirías que la mujer/tiene ingenio?” (763-8)
102 “Corona te han de poner/ si burlas, siendo mujer/ a tres nombres tan agudos.” (804-6)
101
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immediately singles out one child—Clemente—for the task); third, ample stage dressing and

makeup with limited resources and time; and fourth, the ability for Rosela and Bernardo to sell
the scene. Rosela quickly takes to her role and devises a plan not only to save their child, but to
trick the Jews out of further money by refusing their first offer. Rosela’s ingenuity continues as

she illustrates the simple yet effective method to make the death convincing: “You must have
seen what a good job/ I did with the child./ I rubbed his face with saffron/ and his neck with
blood/ then ruffled his hair a bit./ The effect was so life-like/that I even fooled myself” (129).103

In the end, Rosela’s ruse is an utter success, with the family remaining intact and receiving a
fortune for their efforts. The Jews proceed to perform their blood ritual with the pig’s heart,
causing all the pigs, rather than the Christian townspeople, to drop dead.
Lope presents Rosela’s staged pseudo-corpse in the form of an apariencia, or discovery,
in which a curtain reveals a tableau at the top of the corral’s proscenium. These apariencia were
used amply in comedias to provide a dramatic reveal. Rosela’s apariencia is particularly
complicated: “They open a curtain to reveal a heart on a plate and a seemingly decapitated child
with his head on the table” (130).104 Because we know that Rosela paid particular attention to
Clemente’s face and neck, presumably Clemente is hiding under the table while his head is
sticking out next to a fake body. The gruesome image is ameliorated for the audience because
they can have been instructed to see it for what it is: a clever ruse. In fact, the more convincingly
dead the child is, the more ameliorating it is, as it represents the skill of a Christian mother rather

“De suerte el niño compuse/ que me ha dado sentimiento/ Untéle con azafrán/ el rostro, de sangre el cuello/
descompúsele el caballo./ Les ojos de suerte están que you propia me engañé/ y de miralle he llorado” (929-36)
103

Corran una cortina, y enseñen un niño, la cabeza en una mesa, como fuera, y un plato al cabo con un corazón
(974)
104
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than sadness and violence. Placing the reveal with a highly recognizable comedia trope adds to

the comedy, as Rosela’s craft is made wholly professional.
El niño inocente also includes apariencias to show the real crucifixion of the Innocent
Child. Barbara Weissberger notes the potential for discomfort in associating a saint’s martyrdom

with a ruse from act one: “In act one, the Jews and crypto- Jews see what they want to see, which
is in reality a fiction, playacting. But what do the Christians in the corral see when they witness
the scourging and martyrdom of Juanico? I maintain that it is not at all clear” (“Blindness and

Anti-Semitism” 215). However, while Rosela’s fake beheading does incorporate playacting and
trickery, Weissberger does not account for the underlying seriousness—and accomplishment—of
Rosela’s work. While the child Clemente is a crucial contributor to Rosela’s ruse (it is no small
feat to stay completely still, particularly for a child), the script, scenography, and leading roles
are the work of an ingenious mother’s love. Rosela’s actions are theatrical and even playful, but
they are also deeply maternal. From the Jews’ perspective, the dead child is a symbol of revenge:
the death of this one boy will lead to the death of many Christians. However, from Rosela’s point
of view, which is also the audience’s point of view, this display is representative of three highly
relatable values: theatrical excellence, a parent’s loving protection, and victory over enemies.
While at first this is seen through a literal parent, these ideas will be rehearsed in explicitly
theological ways.
Just as Rosela’s theatrical ingenuity led to an important Christian victory, Juanico’s
participation in the passion play is meant to be both visually impressive and indicative of great
love and protection—a victory not merely for a child but for an entire nation and an entire
Christendom. Juanico, who now is answering to Cristóbal at the Jews’ request, is a willing
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martyr, but he senses his inability to fully perform the role given his age. He asks God not to be

rescued from his fate but instead to be given the mental wherewithal to improve his performance:
Dear Lord, make me older than my years
So I can be a better actor of your Passion.
[Para sentir la pasión en que vos, Señor, queréis que os sirva de imitacion]
Make me reach the age of reason
So I can truly know your agony
And understand its deeper meaning.
All your sweet pains I wish to suffer…and though they be strange
for someone as young as me
let me feel them as a man of thirty-three (159).105

It is not enough for Juanico to undergo merely the same external violence as Christ; he wants the
internal experience. The implication is very close to Ginés’ philosophy of acting: if Juanico can
really experience the internal state, then he can give a better performance (which in turn will
serve God). Because Juanico is so young, he is limited in his abilities, and therefore needs
theatrical support.
Thankfully, an angel answers Juanico’s plea and promises to fulfill his request in a
revealing monologue:
God shall grant you what you desire,
And allow you to feel older than your age.
This is His way with innocent children
Through whom he wishes to convey his wisdom.
He has already arranged for the sun to be
Eclipsed at the moment of your death, oh noble
Child whose bravery is worthy of Numancia,
The Spanish city that fought so hard the Romans.
And in the crucible of the heavens a medal of
Your martyrdom is being forged to mark
You out as one of Christ’s great men. (159-60)106
“Para sentir la pasión/ en que vos, Señor, queréis/ que os sirva de imitación/ suplícos me adelantéis/ el uso de la
razón/ Padre mío, dadme edad/ para sentir con piedad/ vuestros dolores aquí/ para que se cumpla en mí/ vuestra
santa voluntad/ Sienta yo como si fuera/ muy grande, eterno Señor/ y hable con vos de manera/ que venga a
hallarme el dolor/ en toda mi edad entera/ Estos dulcísimos daños/ quiero yo sentir por vos/ y aunque a mi edad tan
estraños/ haced que sienta, mi Disos,/ como de treinta y tres años.” (2036-55)
106 “Dios te condede/ que sientas como en la edad/ de razón, que sentir puede/para su voluntad/ cumplida en tus obrs
quede./A los niños inocentes/ dio el uso de la razón/ para que de aquellas gentes/ conociesen la intención/ como tú
agorsa la sientes/ Ya pide licencia el sol para eclipsarse en tu muerte!/ Ya niño, ilustre español de otra Numancia
105
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This monologue demonstrates that God’s theatre—Juanico’s imitation of Christ through
martyrdom—has the same three representative values of Rosela’s theatre. Just as Rosela took
great pride in her technological achievements in her display, the aesthetics are so important to
God that the sky will literally darken on cue, a technical mastery that as of the seventeenth
century was inaccessible to human productions. There is also a great emphasis on religious
victory on a much larger scale: rather than merely tricking a few Jews, Juanico is likened to a
soldier defending all of Spain against foreign heretical forces. Lastly, we see God as a caretaker
of children, providing them with what they need to receive the glory of a martyr. Because the
audience has already seen these values in a much more grounded example, a profound deed by
God is contextualized through the earlier, more accessible affective moment.
God’s protection of the child Juanico is further revealed by a miraculous intervention
during his scourging. Jesus was whipped fifty times before his crucifixion, so the Jews whipped

Juanico as well; however, we discover that angels protected Juanico for all of Christ’s fifty
blows, with Juanico only feeling the three lashes that the Jews added by mistake. Juanico, ever
devoted to his craft, wishes that he could have felt all of the lashes that Jesus received, but the

angel corrects him: “You would have died…which was not as God intended/ for you must know
that when you die/ you shall do so just as Christ did” (164).107 Juanico's will is in the right place,
but once again his mind is limited in scope. God and the angels are enabling Juanico’s

performance to imitate Christ, allowing for great aesthetics as well as fulfilling Juanico’s wish.
Furthermore, while the Jews will succeed in killing Juanico, the angel assures the boy (and the

más fuerte/ te está aguardando el crisol/ donde hoy forja tu pasión/ un Cristo nuevo en el suelo/ que al pecho de los
que son grandes de Cristo en el cielo/ ha de servir de tusón/cifrando cuánto hemos visto/ en tu círculo se halla,/ y así
en el reino en que asisto/ has de servir de medalla/ como retrato de Cristo!” (2056-80)
107 “Murieras….y has de advertir que otra muerte/ como la suya te espera” (2192-3)
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audience) that his heart will not be used in their ritual, “for God shall/ take it for your

resurrection” (163).108 With this, there is nothing left but an image of glorious martyrdom.
This protective instinct also applies to Lope’s own theatre. As we have seen, the first
ultra-violent situation involving a child is in fact a ploy, with no harm to a human being

whatsoever. Before the crucifixion, all the violence done to Juanico is done very deliberately
offstage: we do not see the scourging or the initial nailing into the cross. Furthermore, scenes that
reveal Juanico after offstage abuse, most notably the crucifixion, is presented as an apariencia,

just as Rosela’s violent tableau had been. All the children—Clemente, Juanico, and the young
actors on the stage—are presented in spaces of clearly confined adult control, with theatrical
convention functioning as a guardian. While the spectators may have been an uncomfortable
witness to an onstage kidnapping and heretical conspiracy in the beginning of Juanico’s
hagiography, ultimately Lope invites them to be witnesses to acts of splendid, protective love on
the part of a creator.
In both Rosela’s ruse and in Juanico’s martyrdom, the Jews prove to be insensitive
audience members, but for inverse reasons: for Rosela, they do not recognize that it is a ruse, and
for Juanico, they do not recognize the true meaning transcending the ruse. As the Jews arranged
Juanico’s passion play, they notice the strange events to be outside of their theatrical
presentation; however, they deliberately resist recognizing these events as miraculous. When
Juanico’s body glows after being flogged, they give a highly implausible natural explanation:
“That’s the light from a distant candle—/ as soon as its rays touch the pale flesh/ they’re
reflected back on us” (164).109 When the Jews and Juanico reach the Veronica scene of the

108
109

“No servirá/ que Dios se lo quitará/ para tu resurrección” (2220-2222)
“Es que viene desde lejos/ la del cirio, y como da/ en sus carnes, vuelve acá/ de sus rayos los reflejos” (2226-30)
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passion, where a Jew wipes Juanico’s face with a cloth, God intercedes with another miraculous

event: Juanico’s face is painted three times on the cloth. The Jews recognize it as extraordinary
but meet it with anger rather than revelation, exclaiming, “The God of the/ Christians has gone
too far this time!” (171).110 Unlike Diocleciano, whose inability to recognize Christian truth

appeared to stem from ignorance, the Jews are impeded by hostility. Whether or not their anger
appears to be justified in El niño inocente, the opportunity for a true conversion passes them by
through willful blindness.

Both Juanico and the audience are moved away from a similar ignorant fate through a
genre conversion: from comedia to auto sacramental. Juanico’s supernaturally advanced mental
abilities are personified by two characters named Understanding and Reason (Entendimiento and
Razón), who enter just as Juanico is about to be crucified. These characters clarify Juanico’s
status as a full martyr, provide exegesis on the images provided (including the Veronica cloth),
and emphasize the legacy of the martyrdom. As expected of an auto sacramental, the lesson is
gleaned from a theatrical image: in this case, the triple-imposed Christ image. Understanding and
Reason highlight the inability of the Jews to fully perform the full passion: “It is fear that
prevents them/ from leaving the body here./Though they have tried to copy every detail of the
Passion/ they refrain from imitating/ the manner of Christ’s burial” (174).111 Where the audience
was once uncomfortably intimate with the realistic depictions of cruelty onstage, the two
allegorical figures provide a buffer for the truly most violent scene, the crucifixion, as Farrell
notes: “Both physically and metaphorically, [Reason and Understanding] stand midway between
the audience and the principal action which they interpret.” (43). This buffer continues until the

Ese Dios de los cristianos/ fue temerario en exceso!” (2526-7)
“El temor lo causa/ de no le dejar aquí/ Antes pienso que se trata/ la sepultura de Cristo/ porque todo lo que pasa/
es procurar imitar/ la Pasión de Cristo santa.” (2651-2654)
110
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very end, as Lope “highlights the significance of Entendimiento and Razón by literally giving

them the last word: they are the only characters remaining on stage when Juanico is raised up to
heaven” (“Blindness and Anti-Semitism” 216). The violent image of Juanico’s crucifixion is an
important image, but the one that remains is the joyful celebration of his ascent, celebrated by

embodiments of human recognition.
While Lope chooses to end El niño inocente as an auto sacramental, highlighting an
abstract message and evocative theatrical image, the decision to present this story primarily as a

comedia is significant. By beginning with a more grounded, human-centric story, the grounded
fears and anxieties toward heresy and the vulnerability of children are transcended rather than
merely avoided. El niño inocente certainly reinforces the political aspects of the hagiography and
praises the Catholic monarchs and the Inquisition for their efforts, but these efforts are
subordinate to divine power and spectacle. Juanico’s transformation into child to martyr invites
the audience to transform in turn from bystanders to celebrants. The lesson in recognition is
achieved through the audience’s awareness of theatre’s power, whether the genre’s primary goal
is to educate or to entertain.

3.8 Conclusion: The Saint’s Play and the Theatre of Conversion
To conclude, I shall examine two details of Ginés’ conversion that connect to Lope’s
theatrical practice. In Lo fingido verdadero, right before Ginés hears the voice that leads to the
solidification of his conversion, Lope inserts a distinct apariencia for the audience’s benefit: “As
music plays, doors open high up on the stage, revealing a painting of Mary, Christ in the arms of
God the Father, and some martyrs on steps leading up to the throne of God” (91).112 The

“Con música se abran en alto unas puertas en que se vean pintados una imagen de Nuestra Señora y un Cristo en
brazos del Padre, y por las gradas de este trono algunos mártires.” (2469)
112
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painting’s image is very appropriate, as it perfectly encapsulates Ginés’ earlier insights on

Mary’s role as Christ’s mother as well as the connection between God, Mary and the martyrs.
However, given the theatrical medium, particularly in a play that will soon place actors as angels
performing an onstage baptism, this inclusion of a crafted painting rather than a human tableau is

significant. Emilio Orozco Diaz argues that this painting invites the audience to consider their
other devotional practices: “The relationship created between the painting and the spectator was
the same as in real life: as if in a solemn place and moment one encounters an effigy of the

Virgin or the monarch” (223).113 Furthermore, I argue that the inclusion of a painting as a direct
sign from God makes an unspoken argument that God can speak the truth from crafted artistry.
Christ and the Virgin are not “really” there with Ginés, but the spiritual power is the same. The
metatheatrical plot lines in both Lo fingido verdadero and El niño inocente must contend with
artificiality (even explicitly immoral artificiality) that simultaneously reveals the truth. In both,
the relationship between artist and audience is crucial— the artist must have a sophisticated
understanding of the material (God, Ginés, and of course Lope), and the audience must be open
and knowledgeable about what they are seeing.
The second moment occurs after Ginés is imprisoned by Diocleciano. When the warden
expresses astonishment that an actor who satirized Christians would become one, Ginés performs
a long, clever monologue about the new theatre company he has joined:
I’m now with John the Baptist, who can lay shepherds in the wilderness and make such
harmonious music…. In this company is John, who speaks so eloquently; and the great
poet David, who wrote a perfect play of canticles. Peter plays the part of supreme
pontiff…Although Magdalen wandered from the strait path, she returned when God gave
her the cue. There’s the famous thief Dimas. His part is very short, but he said more in it
than Solomon in all his books. There’s a brave Samson, Christopher will play the giants,
“La relación que en ese momento se crea entre el cuadro y el espectador, era muchas veces de la misma índole
que la que había de producirse en la vida real; como si en un lugar y momento solemne se encontrara ante la efigie
de la Virgen o de su monarca. Es indiscutible que con esa duplicidad de punto de vista se reforzaba el general poder
emocional desbordante y comunicativo de la escena” (Orozco Diaz 223). My translation.
113
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and Ildefonsus will play Mary’s wardrobe master, with stars for diamonds…. Francis
plays those who imitate God, and Nicodemus is the gravedigger, but the dead he buries
rise again… The world knows how to costume a romantic lead, and the flesh how to
perform among women. The sinner buries the dead, but they don’t return to life.
(101-2)114
In this paragraph, Ginés associates several saints with theatrical traditions and places them in a

diverse number of genres and roles. Some saints produce their own sacred art, such as David;
some saints’ lives act as morality plays, such as Mary Magdalene; and some saints even
participate in folkloric, secular tradition, such as Saint Christopher. Indeed, Ginés’ hagiography

in Lo fingido verdadero spans nearly all of these theatrical achievements. Rather than the
Christian message eschewing a secular genre, it improves upon it: the “world” and “flesh” may
also appeal to public tastes, but there is a limitation to the effect that art can have on their
audiences. The close generic relationship between comedias de santos and other comedias
highlights the genre’s ability to inspire religious devotion not despite its conventions, but
because of them. These saints who help perform the work of conversion are made more visible
and accessible through these points of human connection.
While Lo fingido verdadero and El niño inocente grapple with a Christianity in need of
new converts or an expulsion of false converts, respectively, Lope’s plays particularly speak to a
Christian audience who must negotiate between religious and secular impulses. Lope himself
embodies this duality through his own biography: while famously devout and ordained to the
priesthood later in life, Lope’s multiple affairs and love children led to a myriad of occupational

un Bautista que hacer puede/ pastores en el desierto,/y música a tal concierto,/[…]hay un Juan que habla
altamente,/hay un David, gran poeta,/y una comedia perfecta/ de cantares excelente;/ un pontífice eminente/ hace
Pedro con gran fe…,/y aunque Magdalena ha errado,/acierta en dándole el pie./ Hay un famoso ladrón,/Dimas, de
poco papel,/ pero dijo más en él/ que en sus libros Salomón;/ hay un valiente Sansón,/ y entre estos representantes,/
hará Cristóbal gigantes,/ e Ildefonso (¡qué alegría!)/ la guardarropa a María/con estrellas por
diamantes;[…]/Francisco hará los que imitan/ a Dios, y en estos conciertos,/ Nicodemus mete muertos,/ pero luego
resucitan./[…]el mundo sabe vestir/ un galán, y bien fingir/ la carne damas de amor;/ muertos mete el pecador,/ mas
no vuelven a vivir. (3006-4049)
114
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trouble. Sofie Kluge directly associates Lope’s personal history with his artistic considerations:

“Torn between his moral beliefs and the wild natural passions of a compulsive Don Juan, his
entire existence, not only his poetics, evolved within the quintessential Baroque conflict between
nature and regulation, dynamic worldly sensuality and transcendental spirituality” (312). In

these metatheatrical works, as the play transforms, so do its characters and signs and the
audience is called to follow suit through empathy and the use of their Christian understanding.
While the professional playhouse may have ushered in forms of theatricality that occupy very

different spaces from the rituals that preceded them, the ease in which the saint play as a
medieval genre adapted to the comedia and the corral speaks to an important theatrical
continuity, not just in terms of content, but in its ability to speak to perpetual questions of
religion and performativity. The conversions that these comedias de santos offer are ones in
which the trials and tribulations of everyday life, such as love and parenthood, are seen through
the much larger lens of theological truth.
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Chapter 4: Communion of Plays: A Shoemaker A Gentleman, The
Virgin Martyr, and Saintly Conversion on the Early Modern English
Stage
4.1 The Red Bull's Saint Plays
The sixteenth century brought two major events in English theatre history: the opening of
the first London public theatre in 1576 and the censorship of older religious drama through
various decrees, including this 1559 proclamation from Queen Elizabeth to censors: “her
majestie doth ... charge every one of them, as they will aunswere: that they permyt none to be
played wherein either matters of religion or of the governaunce of the estate of the common
weale shalbe handled or treated, beyng no meete matters to be wrytten or treated upon, but by
menne of aucthoritie, learning and wisedome, nor to be handled before any audience, but of
grave and discreete persons” (qtd in Dutton 225). Although medieval cycle plays continued
through the 16th century throughout the country, this period marks a transition from English
“theatre” as a communal, festive, and Catholic practice to the English public theatre, which was
seemingly prohibited from depictions of religious practice. Because of this censure, English
drama developed for the pleasure of a paying London audience seemingly with a conscious
avoidance of explicit Catholic theatricality.
However, at the turn of the seventeenth century, a small but significant number of plays
began to depict glorious martyrdoms and even classic saints. Critics have noted an association
between these early modern martyr plays and the Red Bull, a large public theatre in Clerkenwell,
a lower-class London neighborhood, given an unexpected large swath of martyr play productions
in the early 17th century (Pickett “Angels” 176). Besides the martyr plays, the Red Bull was
known for nostalgic, exciting productions for a relatively poor and uneducated consumer base; as
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such it has garnered a reputation as “popular low-culture entertainment to often raucous
audiences” (Bayer “Staging Foxe” 62). Mark Bayer has staunchly defended The Red Bull in
recent years, as the critical dismissal of the Red Bull’s repertoire underestimates the challenge of
producing successful entertainment to a community divided and restless with tragedy. The strong
presence of recusant Catholics in the area brought the troubles of broader London in much closer
terms, making it even more likely to have friends, family and neighbors involved in alleged
treason or even publicly executed.115 Furthermore, Clerkenwell’s lower class population was
more vulnerable to the rash of plague, as their limited means precluded them from escaping
infected parties (Bayer Theatre Community 148). The playhouses, when they were open, were
tasked with the heavy job of providing mirth and community cohesion when other means of
gathering—the pulpit, the gallows—highlighted division. Holly Crawford Pickett argues that
such an unusual concurrence reveals “a rare, but instructive streak of confidence” that Catholicseeming spectacle “need not be idolatrous” (“Angels” 176). However, it is not clear where this
confidence comes from, particularly given Clerkenwell’s personally turbulent religious history.
Why fan the flames in such a vulnerable space for a vulnerable audience?
Each of the previous chapters in my dissertation examined religious conversion in saint’s
plays as a response to communal anxiety around covert religious heterogeneity, either from
fringe heresies or from Judaism or Islam. In this chapter I examine two popular, and oddly
traditional, saint plays from early modern England, where religious heterogeneity is not only an
anxiety but a full crisis of community. The fractures arising from the Reformation created a
culture in England where religious allegiances could vary from neighbor to neighbor, or even
from husband to wife, father to son (Petegree 3). In a recent scholarly movement known as the

A Catholic missionary was tried and executed in Clerkenwell in 1599, and in 1628 a secret Jesuit College was
found in the area. See Bayer Theatre Community 116.
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“turn to religion,” scholars examine the English Reformation not as a unified turn away from
medieval Catholicism but as a delicate interplay between traditional religiosity and an active
political mistrust of such practices. 116 With such an uncertainty around religious allegiance of
one’s neighbors, the threat of punishment for heterodox beliefs, and the threat of religiously
distinct political rivals (primarily Roman Catholic Spain and the Muslim Ottoman Empire), the
question of religious conversion and its authenticity becomes even more dire. As a result of such
compounded concerns surrounding conversion, Lieke Stelling argues in her 2018 monograph
Religious Conversion in Early Modern English Drama that 16th century English plays implicitly
conveyed true conversion as an impossibility, and that one’s internal character and religiosity
was in fact unchanging. When characters convert onstage, Stelling argues, there remains a stasis
of character, either by depicting the character as proto-Christian (such as the non-Jewishpresenting Abigail in The Jew of Malta) or by framing the conversion cynically (where comic
characters take on religious identities to suit their selfish interests). The truly wicked and the
truly other cannot change their religion; it is not a costume to be taken on and off.
However, this argument does not hold as strongly when examining the function of Red
Bull saint plays, particularly two in which an evil character does genuinely and irrevocably
convert to Christianity: Thomas Dekker and Philip Massinger’s The Virgin Martyr (1620) and
William Rowley’s A Shoemaker, A Gentleman (1608). Stelling accounts for these two
aberrations by noting that neither plays allow these genuine converts to live long, preventing any
opportunity for relapse. However, this reading does not take into account these plays’ religious
efficacy as saint plays. Just as the saint plays of medieval England and early modern Spain, A

Ken Jackson and Arthur F. Marotti coin the term in their 2004 article “The Turn to Religion in Early Modern
English Studies.” Other scholars that examine early modern English religious life in relation to the stage include
Huston Diehl, Michael O’Connell, and Jeffrey Knapp.
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Shoemaker A Gentleman and The Virgin Martyr utilize traditional saint play theatricality to
move an audience to conversion; what has changed is the radically different political and
religious environment. As a response to this environment, A Shoemaker A Gentleman and The
Virgin Martyr evoke a more universal image of the Christian community that could be formed by
interpersonal relationships. Not only are the plays’ conversions able to stick, they are also borne
out of a recognition of good will that presumably anyone, no matter what education or
background, could achieve. The theatrical setting and spectacular moments expected in a Red
Bull play offered an alternative to the far more cynical depictions of conversion in other
playhouses and in polemical pamphlets. At the same time, there is a deep empathy in these plays
towards those with painful conflicts between religious belief and social ties. The most tantalizing
fantasies that A Shoemaker A Gentleman and The Virgin Martyr depict are not magical tales but
the ability to celebrate Christianity joyfully and to find reconciliation either before or after death.
Comparing The Virgin Martyr to early modern Spanish saint plays, José M. Ruano de la
Haza disparages the lack of theological insight that The Virgin Martyr shows: “What one has in
The Virgin Martyr is a play that is religious only on the surface….There is in it no dramatic
theology, no examination of a religious truth or theological principle. There is no challenge to
the religious understanding of its audience. No new insight into religious truth is evinced by it”
(257). On the contrary: I argue that these rare but potent English saint plays provide a service
beyond apologetics for a community in need of healing, drawing on multiple Christian
denominations and rhetorics to ultimately transcend them in search of a unified theology. In
these plays, logic, sentiment, and theatricality act in tandem to illuminate and glorify God’s
presence through history. As such, the self-conscious theatricality in A Shoemaker A Gentleman
and The Virgin Martyr does not necessarily degrade their holy significance but rather elevates
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the humanity underneath the spectacle. A Shoemaker A Gentleman and The Virgin Martyr
conceives of a world in which theological difference has an easy, intuitive answer in natural
kindness and kinship. Crucial to this world are individuals who can lead by example, not
necessarily through polemics or brutal martyrdoms but through mutual affection and mercy. In a
time and place where de-conversions, recusancies, and intercommunity religious strife are
commonplace, these plays use the theatre to create a profound experience of unity.

4.2 Saints and Early Modern England
Protestant England did not accept the Catholic understanding of saints as miracle workers
and divine intercessors, but the act of martyrdom was still actively admired and commemorated.
The most culturally potent example of England’s reformed relationship to martyrs is found in
John Foxe’s immensely popular 16th century martyrology Actes and Monuments which
documents Christian martyrdom from antiquity to the Marian persecution of Protestants. Because
Actes and Monuments goes so far back in time, Foxe includes many individuals recognized as
saints in the Catholic church. As such, Foxe clarifies his position for his Protestant reader,
emphasizing these martyrs’ historical sacrifice rather than their fantastic legends in order to
remove idolatrous superstition to the story: “I haue oftentimes before complayned that the stores
of Sayntes hue bene poudered and sawsed with diuers vntrue additions and fabulous inventions
of men, who either of a superstitious deuotion, or of a subtill practise, haue so mingle mangled
their stories and liues, hat almost nothing remaineth in them simple and uncorrupt” (qtd in
Gasper 17). To Foxe, the “simple and uncorrupt” history of men and women losing their lives for
their Christian faith is the focus, and the reader is invited to admire and commemorate with little
room for wonder and thrills produced by the saint herself. Similarly, instead of emphasizing
spectacular miracles, the words themselves take great precedence, as Protestant practice “placed
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a premium on literate piety centered on the Word of God” (Di Salvo “Hagiography” 157).
However, Actes and Monuments itself contained a great many woodcut images, which has been
noted as evidence of “contradictory pressures” and expectations that early modern English
audiences had (Knapp 161). Rather than a wholly unified understanding of saints and the means
through which they could affect living Christians, early modern England was in a period of renegotiation over the means through which to inspire affective devotion.
This emphasis on realistic documentation of religious acts over miraculous legends
manifested itself in early modern English drama where a variety of plays would depict martyrs as
well as important Protestant or proto-Protestant figures with great reverence. Scholars such as
Gina Di Salvo and Benjamin Griffin argue that the true descendant of the medieval English saint
play is the early modern English history play and tragedy genres, as both genres evoke the
violent and political realities of martyrdom in English history.117 Indeed, the Protestant saint play
had become a genre in the 16th century, with writers such as John Bale and Lewis Wager
commemorating Biblical or proto-Protestant saints while satirizing Catholic traditions of
sainthood that emphasized the power of individual saints and the Church in order to “provide a
new historical perspective” for a Protestant audience (Happé 225). However, these Protestant
saint plays, as opposed to the plays I discuss in this chapter, did not find their way to the public
theatres and operated primarily as a polemic rather than for entertainment—making the inclusion
of plays such as A Shoemaker A Gentleman and The Virgin Martyr even more curious.
Instead of presenting an explicitly Protestant or Catholic point of view, both A
Shoemaker a Gentleman and The Virgin Martyr are theologically ambiguous enough to sidestep
polemics between Catholics and Protestants. Both plays feature spectacular supernatural events,

See Gina Di Salvo ,“’A Virgine and a Martyr both’: The Turn to Hagiography in Heywood’s Reformation
History Play” and Benjamin Griffin "The Birth of the History Play: Saint, Sacrifice, and Reformation”
117
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but the true source of the characters’ authentic conversion arises not from these spectacles, nor
from precise theological apologetics, but from something far simpler. Both Shoemaker and The
Virgin Martyr depict a world onstage in which conversion is reached through spectacular yet
fundamentally human emotional connections. The saint’s intervention is to bring communities
and families back together through a cult of personality and the spectacular demonstration of
kinship.
In her book, Patrons and Patron Saints in Early Modern England, Alison Chapman
examines how early modern English literature contends with the deterioration of the Catholic
relationship to saints where saints act as personal patrons to individuals and communities. While
belief in a saint’s direct intercession and idolatrous worship of saints and their relics were
explicitly prohibited by Protestant theology, this emotional connection to saints—moving from
the neutral admiration of an act to a sense of connection to a historic person—occupies a far
more ambiguous space than the performing of miracles or veneration of relics. The communion
of saints at least partially continued in early modern England through the naming of children and
the acknowledgement of feast days, relating to saints “less like spiritual abstractions than like
family members” (Chapman 10). This acknowledgement of a saint’s traditional emotional power
is crucial to understanding A Shoemaker a Gentleman and The Virgin Martyr. In a city where the
performance of religious conversion could be covert and isolated, or a public demonstration of
violent executions, these plays reclaim the performance of Christianity for a heterogeneous
audience made one through theatre-going. Even if these plays cannot guarantee such a
harmonious revelation outside of the playhouse, the audience is invited to once again see saints
not as examples but as charismatic herders of the collective English soul.
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4.3 A Shoemaker a Gentleman and Christianization Through Friendship
A Shoemaker a Gentleman was first published roughly twenty years after it was first
performed, and within that time the play had gone from a bona fide hit to a quaint nostalgic
indulgence. The preface to the first edition walks an odd line between praising the play for its
charms and excusing its outdated dramaturgy: “It is a Play that is often Acted; and when others
fade and are out of date, yet this doth endure to the Last: I know it may come short o that
accuratenes both in plot and style that this witty age doth with greater curiosity acquire, I may
thus excuse; that as Plaies were then, some twenty years agone, it was in the fashion” (165). If
both style and substance are dated and unsophisticated in the eyes of a newer, “wittier” age, what
could make it so enduring? Like a well-loved, old-fashioned Christmas film today, part of A
Shoemaker A Gentleman’s appeal is tied to its association to a cultural holiday: “Every yeare you
[cordwiners] doe celebrate the Feast of Crispine, & Crispianus, not in a meane and ordinary way,
but with a great deale of Ceremony, keeping it as an Holyday, feasting and entertaining your
friends and neighbours” (165). The significance of the play is found within the significance of
the shoemakers’ holiday, which, in this publisher’s understanding, remains highly serious in its
dedication to festivity despite the change in English religious expression. Furthermore, the
publisher highlights the play’s appeal to patriotism, which, unlike its literary merits, remain
evergreen: “Nor could it have found a fitter or more seasonable publication than at this time;
when the glory of our Nation is so much admired, and the valour of our English so much
esteemed” (165). This preface promises the early modern reader an affective celebration of the
English people and their legendary past.
A Shoemaker a Gentleman begins with the Roman conquest of Britain, which causes its
two Christian princes, Offa and Elred, to flee. The princes take on the pseudonyms Crispin and
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Crispianus,118 and hide themselves by joining a local shoemakers’ guild (whose members are
also covert Christians). While exiled and working as shoemakers, Crispin and Crispianus enjoy
new endeavors: Crispin seduces, secretly marries, and impregnates the Roman emperor’s
daughter Leodice, and Crispianus joins the Roman army to push back barbarians in France,
earning great acclaim. Meanwhile, Rome decides to more actively persecute practicing
Christians and turn their sights on Princess Winifred of Wales, who has converted to Christianity
and taken a vow of chastity, and Sir Hugh, another gentleman-turned-shoemaker in hiding, who
is deeply in love with Winifred. Winifred and Hugh are ultimately martyred, and their sacrifice
inspires the shoemakers to preserve their memory through ritual and tradition. The Roman
emperor learns of Crispin’s marriage to Leodice and accepts it because Crispianus, a war hero
and new friend to Rome, reveals himself and his brother to be princes of Britain. The Roman
emperor re-instates Crispin and Crispianus as rulers of Britain under Roman authority and allows
them to institute whatever religious practices and landmarks they please. Because of this
agreement, the shoemakers are free to practice Christianity.
A Shoemaker A Gentleman takes much of its source material from Thomas Deloney’s
1597 prose legend The Gentle Craft, which recounts the legendary origins of the English
shoemakers’ holidays. The Gentle Craft is a combination of hagiographies, the primary ones
being of Christian evangelists Crispin and Crispianus and Saint Hugh of Lincoln. However, these
tales are significantly secularized in The Gentle Craft, taking the major saints Crispin and
Crispianus “out of the pages and contexts of hagiography and reforming them into a romance fit
for a shoemakers’ holiday” (Di Salvo “Saints Lives” 121). Crispin and Crispianus are changed

Brother saints and shoemakers Crispin and Crispianus were claimed by both England and France; in fact, Crispin
and Crispianus have an extended role in Le Mistere de Saint Quentin as Quentin’s fellow schoolmates and
missionaries.
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both in The Gentle Craft and A Shoemaker a Gentleman from missionaries and martyrs to heroes
of love and war respectively. However, Rowley in A Shoemaker a Gentleman makes a large
departure from The Gentle Craft by placing these figures within a larger story of England’s deconversion and re-conversion to Christianity. In the first scene Crispin and Crispianus’ Christian
England is overtaken by the pagan Roman Empire, and it is only in the last scene that the
Christian government is recovered. The heroes in A Shoemaker A Gentleman catalyze England’s
re-conversion through charisma and connection; as such, the play’s audience is invited to do the
same.
Because of the narrative conflation of romantic and hagiographic plots, Crispin and
Crispianus must perform both the accomplishments of patron saints and of heroes. Ultimately
Rowley’s play enacts a secular means to a religious end: Crispin and Crispianus found a
Christian nation not through profound acts of piety or martyrdom but through social integration
and secular renown. In that way, Crispin and Crispianus do behave as missionaries because they
bring together diverse groups of people under their cult of personality and religious faith. Despite
their noble upbringing, the brothers deeply connect to the shoemakers just as much as to the
Roman elite, a testament to their virtues as well as their personal appeal. When they first hide
with the shoemakers, they quickly recognize the value of the guild despite their humble
standards of living: “Would we were of this Fellowship….to sing with homely cheere./ Were
sweeter farre then to feede fat with feare” (178). It is this wisdom and appreciation for social
bonds that lead Crispin to woo his bride in the guise of a shoemaker, and Crispianus to win the
respect of the Roman army. After this, the play makes out the Christianization of Britain to be as
easy as asking for a favor from one’s father-in-law:
EMPEROR MAXIMIANUS: What is't my Sonne?
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CRISPIN: 'Tis this; A Church then, and a beauteous Monastery On Holmhurst-Hill,
where Albon lost his head...shall build ; which He St. Albons name, In honour of our first
English Martyrs fame.
MAXIMIANUS: Build what Religious Monuments you please. Be true to Rome, none
shall disturbe your peace. (260)
The resolution of a country’s spiritual crisis is found in a small moment of diplomacy between
new family members and political allies. It is not a fully political victory, as Crispin and
Crispianus must remain “true to Rome,” but the parameters of such an agreement are left vague;
instead, the play’s happy ending celebrates England as a Christian land, marked by open worship
and religious landmarks. Although Crispin and Crispianus do not sacrifice their lives for their
faith, or even demonstrate much personal piety, their actions save England’s Christian soul. Just
as the publisher notes, this ending is more concerned with cheer than sophistication or
“accurateness.” This quick, improbable resolution of both state and church ends the play on a
fairy tale note, inviting the audience to enjoy an idealistic world in which mere human
connection and good will can transform a whole nation. Although there is no theological
argument nor any clear divine intervention, the result is the same: England has regained its
religious (if not political) identity.
While Crispin and Crispianus’ traditional hagiography is discarded in both The Gentle
Craft and A Shoemaker A Gentleman, both Deloney and Rowley tell more traditional saints’
stories for Saints Winifred and Hugh. Rowley further extends the saintly cast to include Saint
Alban, a Roman knight established in the play as the first English martyr, and Saint
Amphiabel,119 a Welsh prince who converts Alban to Christianity. These more traditional saints’
narratives are woven into Crispin and Crispianus’ romantic adaptation, creating a nuanced,

The name Amphiabel is given by Geoffrey of Monmouth, possibly as a clerical mistake, as “amphibalus” is the
Latin word for “cloak” -- see Herbert Thurston’s entry for St. Alban in The Catholic Encyclopedia. In any case
Alban is inseparable from his Amphibalus.
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multi-layered understanding of English religious patronage. Rowley’s integrated narrative invites
the audience to connect to these diverse figures who bring England together in Christian
harmony. The martyr stories constitute a B-plot running adjacent to Crispin and Crispianus’
exploits, and as such, while their stories on their own evoke traditional Catholic saint plays, it is
important to read them in light of Crispin and Crispianus’ more secular story. Through this lens,
Alban, Winifred, and Hugh’s martyr stories highlight the importance of human connection to
conversion and increased devotion rather than erudite apologetics or spectacular miracles. The
B-plot follows Crispin and Crispianus’ example in showing that human love and fellowship are
the catalysts of authentic, effective religious change. Where Crispin and Crispianus are tasked
with a national Christianization, Winifred, Hugh, Amphiabel and Alban explore the more
personal, internal process of conversion. The similarity between both forms of religious
transformation highlight the play’s broader narrative of affective conversion.
The play’s B-plot constitutes a series of conversions and martyrdoms connected through
deeply felt personal interactions. Amphiabel first converts Winifred to Christianity, after which
she discovers and enshrines a holy healing well. Upon sight of the miraculous well, Amphiabel
goes out to convert the notorious Roman soldier Alban, who not only converts, but is captured
along with Amphiabel and becomes the first martyr of England. Winifred is also captured, and
Hugh follows her out of love. After witnessing Winifred’s death, Hugh follows her to
martyrdom, his love for her transformed from romantic to religious. The shoemakers, who
followed Hugh in an attempt to save him, are so moved by his martyrdom as to bury his body
and commemorate him as Saint Hugh; in doing so, the shoemakers proudly affirm their
Christianity, which up to this point had been hidden out of fear. Although the B-plot ends in
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several deaths, the final tone is celebratory, as each character has achieved religious bliss through
their communion with their Christian brethren.
The play’s use of Amphiabel, prince and master evangelist, provides the clearest
evidence for the play’s paradigm of affective interpersonal conversion. Amphiabel’s actions
explicitly set the B-plot in motion, inspiring Alban and Winifred to become Christians and
martyrs; however, while he is frequently onstage, he is given very little to do, with no rousing
monologues or spectacular stage effects attributed to him. Instead, Amphiabel’s importance is
registered through the more theatrically dynamic characters’ devotion to him as both model
Christian and friend. His effect on Alban is particularly striking, as it is solely Amphiabel’s
actions that move this formerly fierce persecutor of Christians to become the first Christian
martyr in England. Alban cannot contain himself as he extols on Amphiabel’s virtues and
personal relationship to him post-conversion: “Thou constant friend what title shall I give,/ Due
to they merit; ‘tis more than a friendly part/ To fetch from hell, friends turne at misery,/ They
abide long that part at prison doores/ The best lasts but till death, but thou hast stood/ The
renovation of a second life” (194). Alban sees in Amphiabel not merely a friend but almost a
supernatural ideal of a friend who will remain with him even through the worst.
While we are told that Amphiabel can evangelize through knowledge and reason—
Winifred praises him for having "taught/ My ignorance a knowing intellect"—the audience never
hears his arguments or reasoning, and his own lines, while sensible and kind, demonstrate no
special rhetoric or insight (186). The only evidence of Amphiabel’s genius is in the demonstrated
affection his converts have for him and what acts of piety he has inspired in them. Alban’s
conversion story in and of itself is relatively short, and in fact, Alban’s torture and martyrdom is
not even seen onstage. The audience is only given the scene in between the torture—where
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Alban and Amphiabel enter “in their shirts, as from Torments” –- and the martyrdom, which
occurs offstage (237). The only violence onstage is the verbal threats of the enraged Roman
emperor who, through Alban’s conversion, has lost one of his best soldiers to Amphiabel’s
influence: “This field Amphiabel, from whose damn’d Teate/ He suckt this poyson, shall there be
bound/ By a fixed stake, to which nail’d fast/ The Navell of his belly being openeed,/ Then with
your sword prick him and force his runne/ About like a wheele, till he has spunne his Guts out:/
And that dispatcht, saw off his traiterous head” (238). This extremely elaborate and athletic
form of disembowelment and beheading would make for a difficult moment to stage; however,
the speech also emphasizes the connection between Amphiabel and Alban. The emperor
describes the bond between the two men just as vividly as the violence: the image of Amphiabel
nursing Alban Christian “poison” from his “damn’d Teate,” is crude, but also highlights the role
Amphiabel’s friendship played in Alban’s conversion. The audience learns that the ideal
Christian conversion, one that founds the tradition of English Christian martyrdom, has a simple
yet powerful origin: the example and love of a friend. Alban punctuates such a message with his
final words before his execution, speaking perhaps to the audience as much as to Amphiabel: “I
goe to a wedding (friend) and not to death” (239).
Winifred is a far more prominent figure onstage than either Alban or Amphiabel, but her
remarkable piety too has its origin in Amphiabel’s love and influence. Winifred constantly seeks
Amphiabel out for both social and spiritual edification, as “his company is sweet
fellowship....high and holy meditations/ Rare vertues in a Prince, the example’s good,/ And I will
follow it; yeah if thou goest/ Into the Militant Field of Martyrdome” (207). Unlike Alban,
however, whose influence is relegated to his legacy as the first martyr, Winifred is also an active
catalyst for Britain’s Christianity. She is associated with a healing well, and an angel descends to
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praise her saintly efforts. Her martyrdom is also particularly spectacular, bleeding out from her
wrists onstage. Because her storyline is so dependent on spectacle and her power to heal others,
even indirectly, Winifred toes the most dangerous line between Protestant-friendly saint
commemoration and blatantly Catholic saint veneration.
The most potentially problematic element, Winifred’s well, is an important fixture
onstage—it is reference and interacted with several times over several scenes. Winifred points to
the water very quickly and praises its beauty: “See you this spring, here a pretty streame” (186).
Whether or not water is really visible, the well’s real presence is made abundantly clear when a
stage direction reads: “Enter, an Angell ascends out the Well, and after descends again” (187).
While this well is always attributed to Winifred in legend and in the play, the play is careful to
sidestep her own divine powers. Winifred (and by extension Rowley) refuses to give herself
undue credit:
Here did I sit
In contemplation...
but swifter then my thought,
All Potent Heaven a Miracle had wrought:
That Barren seeming Ground brought forth a Spring
Of such sweet waters, as it had not beene curst
In th’old worlds deluge, I caus’d it then
Thus to be digg’d and fram’d by hand of men
And comming still to see it as before
A Heavenly shape appear’d, and blest it more;
Gave it that power as heaven had so assign’d/
To cure diseases, helpe the lame and blind:
For which poore people their poore thanks to tell,/
Calls as I would not, Winifreds Well. (186-7)
Winifred’s modesty—refusing to take credit for any supernatural event, lamenting its name—
makes the story more Protestant-friendly by moving the power “squarely onto the shoulders of
angels” and God (Chapman 152). However, although Winifred does not claim to have created a
healing well, the well’s attribution to her is still justified by her decision to erect a shrine which
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leads an angel to bless it “more.” Winifred is directly responsible for the well to "be digg’d and
fram’d by hand of man,” presumably by her subjects. While she may be reticent to give herself
credit, her people are eager to honor her in this way and testify to her effect as a Christian model.
As such, the well, which once had been “curst” by the “old world,” has been made new and holy
both through God’s work and hers: the spectacle is tied to her work in making this spring’s
holiness visible to others through her actions and leadership.
Just as Winifred allows her subjects to see the well’s holiness through its enshrinement,
her belief brings an angel onstage so that the audience can experience this spectacular vision
with her. Upon hearing a musical cue, Winifred tells her companion Amphiabel (and the
audience), “Harke, these sounds did I heare/ When that Celestiall body did appeare,/ Let us with
Reverence attende aloofe/ Your eye or eare shall have a further proofe” (187). With due
“reverence,” Winifred signals the angel’s entrance providing “further” proof of God’s power to
Christians. The angel’s message is striking (literally rising from the ground to music), but the act
that the angel performs is the most basic and universal act for the Christian audience, Catholics
and Protestants: the sign of the cross. The angel tells Winifred, her company, and the audience,
“With this signe that holy Christians weare,/ When in the Field their Standers they up Reare/
Against the foes of Heaven; with this Tipe,/ That when they receive the Seale Regenerate,/ Gives
them their Christian name, with this I blesse/ Agen this hallowed spring, who seekes Redresse/
With a beleeving heart, here he shall find ease” (187). This well is ultimately a sign and conduit
of comfort for Christians, both as a font of physical healing as well as spiritual healing. Winifred,
through her storytelling and direction, gives her Christian people a means of renewing their
belief, even if she is not the source of divine power.
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The power of the well to renew believing Christians is confirmed in one of the stranger
scenes of the play when Roman soldiers come to capture Winifred. Winifred warns them that the
nearby well is connected to God: “This place is hallowed;/ Doe not awake the thunder, if it
strike/ The boult will fall downe perpendicular,/ And strike thee under mercy” (210). The soldier
is eager to mock her beliefs and decides to wash his face with the well’s water, after which he is
immediately struck blind. Winifred is able to bring his sight back, and this act of mercy is the
only supernatural action through Winifred’s hands: “Thou are going right blind-fold/ Hold fast
his hands, I will be charitable/ Unto my persecutors: now see the change...By helpee of heaven
thus I thine eyes restore” (210). However, while she is able to restore literal sight, her desire that
they “see the change” goes unfulfilled. She directly asks the soldier with renewed sight, “Wilt
thou understand from whence thy succour comes?” but instead of appreciating this moment like
Paul at Damascus, the soldier is only further enraged, convinced that she is a witch (211). The
Roman soldier’s blindness and re-sight makes for a thrilling scene, but neither the spectacle nor
Winifred’s rational argument can convert him. However, the scene does greatly affect
Amphiabel, her trusted friend and Christian, who goes off to convert Alban after this moment.
The implicit argument appears to be that while spectacle and words can bring pious Christians to
action, true conversion needs to be receptive to such belief, perhaps through a personal and
human connection with a charismatic model.
Winifred’s greatest work as a catalyst for conversion is her influence on Sir Hugh who,
while nominally Christian, undergoes a significant transformation from a lovesick knight to holy
martyr. At the beginning, Hugh appreciates Winifred’s piety insomuch as it doesn’t interfere
with his plans to marry her, and he refuses to accept her decision to remain celibate. He calls her
a saint, but his language is ironic and laden with romantic metaphors: “my interdicted Saint;/
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Once more sweet love I doe invoke thy power,/ To blesse my poore unspotted Sacrifice,/ The
offering of a loving loyall heart” (206). He furthermore only acknowledges the miracle of the
well as a way to illustrate his own love: “Within this liquid Oracle shall be read,/ Heaven
wrought a miracle for Winifred,/ Heere Ile awaite, and while my tongue takes rest/ Solace my
thought” (207). His tepid Christianity is tested during the Roman persecution: while Winifred
refuses to capitulate to the Romans and eagerly accepts martyrdom, Hugh’s first reaction is to
flee and hide among the shoemakers. While Crispin and Crispianus of course made the same
choice, their decision was far more fraught, declaring that they would avenge their father on the
battlefield and only escaping after their persuades them. Hugh, by contrast, up to his exile has
shown very little devotion to anything outside his desire for Winifred.
For Hugh to fulfil his destiny, his perspective needs to radically change. Although he
eventually follows Winifred to her place of martyrdom out of romantic love for her, when he
sees her prepared to die for Christianity, he is finally able to understand the depth of her religious
belief. Winifred invites Hugh to commune with her in the way she always wanted—in Christ—
and he finally accepts. The image before her martyrdom is one of a wedding, where Winifred
asks, “Come my constant friend: noble Sir Hugh/ At last farewell joyne hands...You long hast
lov’d me; truer ne’re was found/ That both in life and death keepes faith so sound” (239). In their
final moments together, Winifred and Hugh’s relationship has subtly changed in nature, with
their poetic language converting Hugh’s romantic desires to spiritual ones. Sexual communion in
earthly marriage is turned to a spiritual communion of saints when Hugh imagines their heavenly
reunion: “Saints be our guests,/ Our soules the wedding couple, and the feast/ Joy and eternity;
our bridall roome/ The Hall of heaven, where hand in hand weele come,/ Martyrs to dance a
measure, which beginnes/ Unto the musick of Cherubins” (239-240). Once Winifred has been
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killed, bleeding out onstage, Hugh is given the opportunity to flee. He himself asks the
reasonable question, “Why doe I linger here, my love being gone?” (241). However, the answer
becomes clear when he becomes a martyr himself, accepting Winifred’s proposal of an eternal
communion in heaven.
Hugh’s onstage martyrdom further emphasizes the conversion of his sentiment. The
Roman emperor invents a cruel form of execution for Hugh: he is told to drink a poisoned
chalice of Winifred’s blood. The emperor snidely remarks, “Because you are so love-sicke,/
We’ll give you a drink to cure it” (241). However, what the emperor fails to see—and what the
audience and Hugh do see—is the symbolism of Hugh taking the chalice as communion and as a
sign of celebration. Hugh takes the cup with reverence: “’Tis precious Wine, holy and good....Oh
let me kisse this heavenly cup of all my happinesse:/ Deare Love to thy blest soules eternall
goodnesse./ I drink this health, fild to th’ brimme” (241). This act of drinking this wine as a
pseudo-sacrament, which would seem to invoke outright idolatry in a different tone, is leveled by
his dedication to dying for Christianity. By taking this blood, and by extension dying, Hugh
fulfills his heavenly promise to become a martyr and saint. Winifred’s martyrdom, and by
extension Hugh’s martyrdom, is imbued with celebratory as well as violent imagery. Just as
Alban did, Winifred and Hugh frame their martyrdom as a wedding in which saints will dance,
not cry. Their martyrdoms, inspired as they are by a human bond, are shown not to be the natural
end of a hostile world but as the highest form their relationship could take. By becoming martyrs,
Hugh and Winifred receive exactly what they both wanted: a marriage of souls.
The chain of conversion—from Amphiabel to Alban and Winifred, from Winifred to
Hugh—comes to end in the play with Hugh’s conversion of the shoemakers. Their own casual
commitment to Christianity is clear in their argument that Hugh should run and hide from
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martyrdom: “Nay fellow Hugh, or noble Sir Hugh, remember ‘tis not every mans case to dye a
Christian; prethee leave it then, and save thy life” (239). To them, religion is merely a private
persuasion, one that is not worth dying for. However, because of Hugh’s decision, the
shoemakers are brought to a higher standard of Christianity. In his dying words, which they
witness, he ennobles the shoemakers’ guild: “The love which I so found in you,/ Even in my
latest houre, Ile not forget,/ But to you all beginne my lasting love,/ Never did faire society of
men/ More please me: you are a trade/ Of fellowships best mixture, nobly made” (242). While
much of the shoemakers’ awe is based on Hugh bestowing noble status, this scene cannot be
extricated from the dramatic martyrdom on stage. As such, the shoemakers’ new ennoblement is
inherently linked to their commitment to Christianity. The shoemakers fulfil both the social and
spiritual requirements of such a patronage: “Marry thus fellow-gentlemen, of my fellow Hughs
making, to requite his kindness, because he dyed a Christian, he shall no more be call’d Sir
Hugh, but St. Hugh, and the Saint for ever of all the Shooemakers in England” (244). Their
decision is simultaneously one of religious devotion and of human affection as they are placing
him at the center of their community both as a friend and as a saint.
The shoemakers’ devotion to Hugh is solidified by their decision to name their tools after
him. The head shoemaker, Barnaby, is tasked to decide how to honor and bury Hugh’s body
which Hugh has bestowed upon them: “You know besides, h’as given his bones amongst us.
Now you must not thinke as if a Butcher had given us a dozen maribones to be pick’t....In
memory of his gift, all our working tooles, from this time for ever, shall by call’d St Hughs
bones” (244). This act carefully sidesteps explicit Catholic relic veneration—and in fact subtly
seems to denounce such a practice by comparing the distribution of relics as a butcher’s work—
but the significance of Hugh’s body as a holy memorial cannot be fully obscured: it is still laying
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onstage and, inspiring their decisions. The dedication becomes a spectacle in and of itself, as
Barnaby instructs the shoemakers to bring forth their tools one by one as a poem: “as we have
made these Lawes in remembrance of him; So it shall not be amisse to make it the sweeter,/ To
recknon up our tooles, and put them in meeter/ And instead of a Deirge, I thinke it fit time/ And
reason to reckon Sir Hughs bones in Rime” (245). Presumably these tools would be individually
shown as their names are called and being re-named in memory of Saint Hugh. Their love for
Hugh as both a saint and a member of their community inspires a new ceremony, neither wholly
Catholic nor Protestant, to sanctify themselves and the future of their guild.
A Shoemaker a Gentleman ends on a very happy note, but the end is not without a hint of
ambiguity. The last lines are spoken by the Roman emperor: “Set forward Princes, Fortunes
Wheele turnes round;/ We Kingdomes lose, you the same houre sit Corwnd/ And thus about the
World she spreads her wings,/ To ruine, or raise up the Throne of Kings” (260). England’s
continuation as a unified Christian nation is certainly not guaranteed; as such, the retelling of its
success is a powerful tool to renew and continue England’s spiritual character. A Shoemaker A
Gentleman celebrates England’s legacy as an accomplishment of many people, from princes to
artisans, who are brought together not only by geographic proximity but through affective
kinship. By returning this story to its roots as a saint’s legend, the play makes the argument that
this national character—joyful, hospitable, cooperative—provides the foundation for England’s
religious identity. The play’s theatricality is not dependent on Protestant or Catholic theology but
instead invites the audience to imbue their community celebrations with national and spiritual
significance.
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4.4 The Virgin Martyr and Super/Natural Conversion
While A Shoemaker A Gentleman incorporates hagiography into the larger romantic
holiday story, Philip Massinger and Thomas Dekker’s The Virgin Martyr is a single hagiography
in the form of a tragedy. The plot is as follows: The emperor of Rome comes to Cappadocia to
celebrate the top persecutor of Christians, Theophilus, and a young war hero, Antoninus. When
the emperor’s daughter chooses Antoninus as her husband, Antoninus scandalously refuses, as he
is in love with a young Christian woman, Dorothea. Theophilus sends his daughters, Christeta
and Calista, who are childhood friends of Dorothea, to re-convert her to paganism (as it is
beyond the pale that Antoninus would pursue a Christian). Dorothea ends up converting
Christeta and Calista to Christianity, and Theophilus kills his daughters in a rage. Antoninus’
father Sapritus seizes Dorothea and tells Antoninus to rape her to get his desire out of his system.
Antoninus refuses and is nearly incapacitated by lovesickness. Dorothea is tortured but
miraculously exhausts her torturers before they can damage her. Finally, Dorothea is condemned
to die, and right before her martyrdom, she arranges for an angel to send a sign of forgiveness to
Theophilus. Antoninus is converted and subsequently martyred. One year later, in the dead of
winter, while Theophilus reminisces about the Christians he’s killed, an angel arrives with a
basket of beautiful fruit and flowers from Dorothea. Theophilus is so moved that he converts to
Christianity and is quickly martyred, joining Dorothea, his daughters, and Antoninus in heaven.
In the final lines, the Roman Emperor vows to eradicate Christianity from the Empire once and
for all.
Although the titular virgin martyr of the play, Saint Dorothea, is briefly mentioned in
Foxe’s Actes and Monuments, Massinger and Dekker are far more reliant on older Catholic
hagiographies, including The Golden Legend, as its source material (Gasper 17). Massinger and
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Dekker even conflate the legends of two saints, Saint Dorothea and Saint Agnes, to capitalize on
all the theatrical moments that saints’ tales could offer (Gasper 18). Dorothea in The Virgin
Martyr is spiritually and physically pure, shielded from both sexual and physical violence by her
astounding faith in the Christian god. She is also a gifted evangelist, both through reasoned
argument and spectacular displays. The Virgin Martyr's commitment to the saint play genre is
unmatched in early modern England, leading critics to name it “quite possibly the last Catholic
saint’s play performed in England during this period” (Degenhardt 79). It went on to be a
successful production, with multiple performances and at least four published quartos (Champion
200). How did such Catholic-seeming dramaturgy avoid censure? Furthermore, what allowed
The Virgin Martyr to be so successful?
Jane Hwang Degenhardt reconciles this seeming contradiction between Catholic
theatricality and an officially Protestant audience by arguing for the play’s relevance to the
contemporary conflict between Christian England and the Muslim Ottoman Empire. Unlike A
Shoemaker A Gentleman, The Virgin Martyr is not tied geographically to England, and in fact is
set in “the heart of what was at the time of the play’s production the territory of the Ottoman
empire” (Degenhardt 76). According to Degenhardt, Dorothea’s holy virginity, while suspect
within the context of Protestant England, is necessary in fending off Islam, which was seen in
England as a rapaciously lustful religion. Because of this contemporary threat, Degenhardt
argues, The Virgin Martyr and other conversion plays in early modern England accept Catholic
theatricality as a potent weapon against their larger foes who are not only religiously othered but
racially and politically so. While Degenhardt’s reading provides important insight into many
other early modern plays, such as Massinger’s The Renegado, her analysis of The Virgin Martyr
overlooks one of the play’s more unusual elements: all of the major characters, Christian or
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pagan, are ethnically homogeneous, and in fact are social intimates if not blood family. Unlike
many other early modern English plays that discuss religious conversion, there are no social,
racial, or national components to the religious divide. The Virgin Martyr references Rome’s
broader attempts to persecute Christians, but the plot in and of itself revolves around three
families equal in status and upbringing. Given the English audience’s likely experience with
inter-familial religious difference, it would stand to reason that this prominent theme in The
Virgin Martyr would be more evocative than its ostensible setting in the Ottoman Empire.
Because of The Virgin Martyr’s emphasis on inter-familial conversion, the original
question of the play’s religious persuasion, Catholic or Protestant, becomes more crucial. Despite
its aesthetic connections to Catholicism and Catholic saint plays, it would seem odd that The
Virgin Martyr would be co-written by Thomas Dekker if it were wholly, even if covertly, aligned
to Catholicism; Dekker the year before had written the scathing anti-Catholic play The Whore of
Babylon (Champion 200). Some, such as Julia Gasper and Susannah Monta, read The Virgin
Martyr as pointedly Protestant, with the Roman Empire as standing in for Roman Catholicism.
However, for the most part, recent scholarship has veered toward a middle ground where militant
Catholics and militant Protestants (and everyone in between) could be entertained and affirmed.
The theatrical medium presents enough ambiguity to necessitate a personal interpretation of its
religious perspective: is The Virgin Martyr a theatrical representation of religious truth, or a
representation of untrustworthy religious theatricality? While these questions could be troubling,
particularly in a liturgical environment, the playhouse, accustomed to a plurality of tastes, could
provide just enough room for interpretation that all could leave satisfied, and “Dekker and
Massinger could claim for theater the power of mediation that participants in other cultural
venues could not or would not aspire” (T. Moretti 249). I also take this middling view, and my
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reading expands on why this theatrical middle-grounding was so useful: The Virgin Martyr takes
elements of both traditions in order to envision a religious practice that could reach all
Christians, reuniting the playhouse, at least for the duration of a performance, into a cohesive
Christian family.
Similarly, just as in A Shoemaker a Gentleman, the efficacious religious conversions in
The Virgin Martyr are theologically ambiguous. Holly Crawford Pickett acknowledges The
Virgin Martyr’s special interest in conversion, noting that the play contains “more individual
conversions and more serial converts than any other early modern English drama” (“Nostalgia”
437). Taking note of the variety of known repeat converts in early modern England, Pickett
argues that The Virgin Martyr downplays rational argument as a means of genuine conversion in
favor of nostalgic affect found through older religious theatricality; Dorothea is ultimately able
to use reason, but only as an “appeal to the soul” rather than to the mind or body (“Nostalgia”
450). Building off of Pickett’s claims, I argue that the key to the “soul” and its transformation in
The Virgin Martyr is in the way that both rational argument and theatrical spectacle appeal to a
longing for interpersonal harmony. The play’s focus on the family proposes a means to religious
truth from natural instincts of kindness and kinship. Furthermore, The Virgin Martyr uses the
Catholic concept of the communion of saints to present an opportunity for familial healing after
death. Dorothea’s spectacular moments, particularly her post-death miracle, are used to show the
foundation of her holiness as human kinship and kindness even to those who would persecute
her. The tragedy does not have such an unequivocal happy ending as A Shoemaker A Gentleman,
but it conveys the notion that natural affection can lead to the truth, allowing an opening for
families to reconnect. In a fictional world with a direct correlation between genuine conversion
and genuine affection, the saints and angels need only remind those who have been led astray as
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to what and who they really are. Spectacle and reasoned argument work together to achieve a
common state of familial love and reconciliation, which is revealed to be the true source of
Dorothea’s power of conversion.
One of the largest instances of creative license in Massinger and Dekker’s The Virgin
Martyr is the expansion of the role of Dorothea’s main persecutor, Theophilus, to the point of restructuring much of the narrative around him. In the original hagiography, Theophilus only
appears at the end: he mocks Dorothea during her execution, asking for a gift of fruit and flowers
from heaven, and when Dorothea honors his request and presents him with flowers and fruit a
year after her death, he converts. In The Virgin Martyr, Theophilus begins the play as well as
ends it; his success in threatening Christians to de-convert or killing them outright brings the
emperor to Cappadocia, setting the rest of the play’s events in motion. Theophilus’ conversion
and martyrdom that end the play mark the largest transformation of any character, and Lawrence
Champion argues that Massinger and Dekker assign “the transfer of anagnorisis” from the initial
protagonist—Dorothea—to him (207). By giving Theophilus this ultimate recognition and
reversal, The Virgin Martyr, as a tragedy, signals Theophilus as the true protagonist. Because
Theophilus acts as the narrative’s through line, the play asks multiple implicit and explicit
questions about the nature of authentic, internally motivated conversion. Theophilus still can
make such a radical change because he is shown to have powerful natural instincts toward love
and family, instincts that can be awakened by Dorothea’s holy friendship.
Theophilus introduces himself to the audience in the opening scene by regaling his court
with the story of his successful, long-reaching efforts against Christianity with his servant
Harpax (who will later be revealed to be a literal devil in disguise). 120 Theophilus praises
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Greek-speaking audience members might have been tipped off by the name “Harpax,” which means “robber.”
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Harpax’s ability to sniff out Christianity from great distances without considering the
supernatural implications of such an ability: “ [you] have discover’d/ Deeds that were done
thousand leagues distant from me/ When neither woods, nor caves, nor secret vaults,/ No, mor
the Power they serve, could keep these Christians/ Or from my reach or punishment” (6). Over
the course of the scene and the act, the audience learns that Theophilus’ methods of persuasion
are exercises in torture and genocide, and that Harpax, although ostensibly the servant, is leading
Theophilus to make the cruelest decisions. While Theophilus speaks of Harpax’s influence
favorably, he reveals a tension between his natural sentiment and his actions: “Thou that steel’st/
My bloody resolutions, thou that arm’st/ My eyes ‘gainst womanish tears and soft compassion,/
Instructing me, without a sigh, to look on/ Babes torn by violence from their mothers’ breasts/ To
feed the fire, and with them make one flame”(8). Although Theophilus is obedient to Harpax
enough to throw babies into a fire, it was a difficult decision for him; indeed, Theophilus’ first
instinct was to cry out of “compassion” for these women and children. This admission of
empathy provides a small hint to his later capability for redemption. Although Theophilus has
performed the actions of the archetypal Christian persecutor, his fundamental humanity cannot
help but fight against such actions.
Theophilus' internal tension is made clearer when the subjects of conversion move closer
to home for him; the audience learns that he is charged not only with de-converting far away
Christians but also his two daughters, Christeta and Calista. Theophilus tells the audience that his
daughters had converted to Christianity, then reconverted to paganism before the start of the
play. Theophilus takes credit for this re-conversion, saying that as he couldn’t bring himself to
execute them, he and Harpax brought them back through reason and rhetoric. Harpax explains,
“[I] discover’d their intents, taught you to use,/ With gentle words and mild persuasions,/ The
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power and authority of a father,/ Set off with cruel threats; and so reclaim’d them” (6). As the
conversation continues, however, the truth of Theophilus’ conversion is brought in stark relief:
apologetics did not work, nor even torture, but a last-ditch plea did. Theophilus confesses:
There was a strange contention in me,
Between the impartial office of a judge,
And pity of a father… For e’en then, when the flinty hangman’s whips
Were worn with stripes spent on their tender limbs,
I kneel’d, and wept, and begg’d them, though they would
Be cruel to themselves, they would take pity
On my gray hairs; now note a sudden change…
Those, whom torture,
Nor fear of death, could terrify, were o’ercome
By seeing of my sufferings; and so won,
Returning to the faith they were born in. (14)
Theophilus’ compassion, malleable enough to allow the burning of Christian babies, finds a rigid
point in love for his daughters, and as such, he is unable to use his usual means of eradicating
Christianity (i.e., execution). His last attempt at conversion is not that of a seasoned Roman
persecutor but of a feeble man with no further options for persuasion. It is only as their poor,
hysterical father that Theophilus can move Calista and Christeta back to the pagan religion, as
neither physical torture nor intellectual appeals are strong enough to sway their conviction. This
moment is the first instance of the play’s vested interest in conversion as a result of emotional
bonds, and it reveals Theophilus’ total incompetence at the role for which the Romans celebrate
him. He is not a master converter but merely a murderer and a desperate father.
Although Theophilus is incapable of sophisticated persuasion, the audience is told that
his daughters Calista and Christeta, once they rejoined paganism, have actually converted others
to paganism through reason: “They teach their teachers with their depth of judgment,/ And are
with arguments able to convert/ The enemies to our gods, and answer all/ They can object
against us" (7). When they are sent to convert Dorothea later in the play, Calista and Christeta
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seek to inspire pathos, just as their father did to them, but in a far more controlled and self-aware
way. The sisters use their previous close relationship to Dorothea in order to demonstrate their
good will and credibility: “If you remember/ How near in love our parents were, that we,/ Even
from the cradle, were brought up together,/ Our amity increasing with our years,/ We cannot
stand suspected” (54). 121 They tell Dorothea of their own experience, which was as much
emotionally painful as it was physically painful: “Our parents’ curses/ Instead of blessings;
scorn, neglect, contempt/ Fell thick upon us” (55). They harness what their father unconsciously
conveyed in their own conversion: that collective harmony is a powerful tool.
Although Calista and Christeta are much more rhetorically gifted than their father,
Dorothea is able to look past their sweet words and chides them for seeking comfort over
principle: “The baits and nets of hell…. your false pleasures/ A steep descent” (56). Still, while
Dorothea is not convinced by their appeal to social convention, her own rhetoric is also based on
familial bonds. While Christeta and Calista may be able to harness pathos, Dorothea is able to
connect pathos to logos. Dorothea asks the sisters if they would wish their father to be immoral:
“Desire your father an adulterer/ A ravisher, almost a parricide,/ A vile incestuous wretch?” (56).
Although Calista and Christeta are now practicing pagans, Dorothea recognizes a remaining
common ground so powerful that it goes without saying— Calista asserts, “That, piety/ And duty
answer for me” (56). Dorothea takes this observation and extends the logic to their pagan
religion, which requires worship of philandering Zeus and other immoral immortal beings: “Will
you, then…pay your devotions/ To things of less power than yourselves?” (57). To be a pagan,
Dorothea argues, is to go against a far more natural “piety” that celebrates goodness rather than
worship wrongdoers. Although Theophilus was able to persuade his daughters to return to

Karen Bamford makes the astute observation that this line connects Dorothea not only to the sisters but to
Theophilus—if their families were so close, Theophilus must have been a “father figure” for Dorothea (46).
121
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paganism by appealing to their relationship, Dorothea combines abstract theology with their
natural intuitions and sentiments, and as such she incites a compelling and sustainable
conversion. Dorothea’s argument does not require an adoption of a new form of thinking so
much as a firmer fidelity to what they know is true and what they know is good. Religious truth
is found in serious consideration of what Calista and Christeta truly hold dear: not creature
comforts, but human connection.
Of course, while Calista and Christeta may be able to embrace Christianity as the truth
both through logic and sentiment, they must once again contend with their father’s opposition.
They lament this situation with language that could have resonated with audience members who
found themselves at confessional odds with friends or family members: “Oh, that I had been
born/ Without a father!... Piety to him/ Hath ruined us for ever” (59). However, this time
Dorothea provides them comfort, presenting herself as a new source of emotional support. She
instructs them to resist their father’s arguments and places herself in the role of familial support
as their sister: “You shall feel yourselves inwardly armed/ ‘Gainst tortures, death, and hell:-- but,
take heed, sisters/ That, or through weakness, threats, or mild persuasions,/ Though of a father,
you fall not into/ A second and a worse apostasy” (59). Dorothea even goes as far to use
maternal language to refer to her newly re-forged, holy relationship with them: “May your true
repentance prove the child/ Of my true sorrow, never mother had/ A birth so happy!" (59). This
community is crucial to the sisters’ conversion, as isolation had previously caused their relapse.
For all the power that Dorothea will eventually wield in the play, her largest power thus far is
clarity of mind aligned with emotional awareness.
When Theophilus discovers that his daughters have re-converted to Christianity, and now
spurn the Roman gods, his response is initially one of disbelief and sadness not dissimilar to his
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earlier account: “Nature/ to you that have fallen once, bids me again/ To be a father" (63).
However, this second offense is enough for Harpax, who takes advantage of Theophilus’
emotional state to call for the daughters’ execution directly by their father’s hand: “Your honour
is engaged,/ The credit of your cause depends upon it:/...They merit death; but falling by your
hand,/ ‘Twill be recorded for a just revenge,/ And holy fury in you” (64). The power of Harpax’s
influence is fully revealed, transforming Theophilus’ grief into an animalistic rage and
completely overpowering any of his paternal love for cruelty and violence. While Harpax has not
yet been revealed to be a literal demon, this exchange solidifies his role as a suppressor of
Theophilus’ instincts toward the most tragic result possible— the brutal onstage murder of his
daughters. Calista and Christeta’s deaths are not described in the stage notes, only that
Theophilus “kills them” (65). The scene’s intended effect seems not to be a presentation of
spectacular martyrdom but rather an unceremonious murder by a father’s hand—more human
and tragic than holy and glorious. By contrast, Dorothea is promised by her servant, the angel
Angelo, that her own martyrdom will be more spectacular: “These martyrs but prepare your
glorious fate;/ You shall exceed them, and not imitate” (66). The death of Calista and Christeta is
an image of familial conflict taken to an extreme, a conflict that Dorothea’s story and spectacular
martyrdom will ultimately rectify.
Of the several conversions in The Virgin Martyr, only two occur in conjunction with
spectacle; however, these conversions are the ones that indicate Dorothea’s holy, reconciliatory
powers. Crucially, both spectacular moments are orchestrated not by Dorothea herself but by
Angelo, Dorothea’s young servant boy and angel in thinly veiled disguised. As in A Shoemaker,
The Virgin Martyr employs an angel to perform spectacle rather than the saint to avoid explicitly
Catholic theology. However, far from a mere stage effect, Angelo in The Virgin Martyr is a
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developed character who, for the first half appears only as a young boy devoted to his mistress
and clear mother figure. Unlike the distantly approving angel at Winifred’s well in Shoemaker,
Angelo has a deeply personal love for Dorothea, a love that she affectionately reciprocates.
Dorothea praises her servant just as Theophilus does his, but her praise is grounded in his
character rather than his deeds, revealing just how much she treasures him as a person: “Were
every servant in the world like thee,/ So full of goodness, angels would come down/ To dwell
with us” (32-3). Angelo’s supernatural origin is foreshadowed not in any supernatural ability like
Harpax but in his goodness of character. The audience is introduced to him when he lovingly
affirms his commitment to Dorothea: “When at your prayers you kneel before the altar/ Methinks
I’m singing with some quire in heaven,/ So blest I hold me in your company: Therefore, my most
loved mistress, do not bid/ Your boy, so serviceable, to get hence;/ For then you break his heart”
(33). When Dorothea asks to know more of Angelo’s parentage, he is evasive (after all, angels
have no human parents), but he does paint a picture of a potential future family in heaven where
Dorothea is welcome: “I did never/ Know who my mother was; but, by yon palace/ Fill’d with
bright heavenly courtiers...My father is in heaven…You and I both shall meet my father
there,/And he shall bid you welcome” (34). Angelo is speaking more generally of God the Father
as a general future for believing Christians, but his language is personally inviting to Dorothea,
his human family on earth. Angelo accompanies Dorothea throughout the entire play, and
visually, the two are one unit. All of Dorothea’s holy actions are first and foremost an extension
of that unit.
When Angelo finally does reveal himself to the audience, arriving “in the Angel’s habit”
(95) to support Dorothea during her martyrdom, his more medieval theatrical roots come into
play and open the door for problematic interpretations, “shift[ing] the genre of the play from the
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representational to the presentational” (Myhill 23). However, while Angelo’s costume and
actions initially seem in line with this older form of theatre, the play makes this image privilege
only to those who believe; in other words, this angelic spectacle does not invoke conversion in
the play but instead illuminates and fortifies the divine bonds that had already been formed. No
human in the scene except Dorothea acknowledge Angelo’s presence, implying his invisibility to
the Roman persecutors.122 Dorothea’s response is wonder, not merely in witnessing an angel, but
that he would look so humbly like her servant: “Thou glorious minister of the Power I
serve!/(For thou art more than mortal) is’t for me/ Poor sinner, thou art pleased awhile to leave/
Thy heavenly habitation, and…Though glorified, to take my servant’s habit?/ For, put off thy
divinity, so looked/ My lovely Angelo” (96). Dorothea's recognition is simultaneously a
recognition of a divine power through spectacle as well as a recognition of the true power of her
seemingly ordinary relationship. Angelo, for his part, is just as committed to de-mystifying his
new outside appearance in order to affirm his human-like love for Dorothea and her kindness:
Know I am the same
And still the servant to your piety
Your zealous prayers and pious deeds first won me
(But ’twas by His command to whom you sent them)
To guide your steps. I tried your charity
When in a beggar’s shape you took me up….
I never left you.
Nor will I now; for I am sent to carry
Your pure and innocent soul to joys eternal. (96-7)
The spectacle that Dorothea and the audience experience affirms the holiness of Dorothea’s
simple acts of charity and love. He tells Dorothea—and the audience—that whether seen or
unseen, the power of God is present and guiding the steps of the good.

Harpax also sees Angelo in this scene, foreshadowing his own dramatic costume change to a demon later in the
play. Harpax implies early on in the play that he and Angelo have had past confrontations: “I do so hate his sight, /
That, should I look on him, I must sink down” (39)
122
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Angelo, now fully revealed to Dorothea, tells her, “Ask anything from me, and rest
assured/ You shall obtain it” (97). Dorothea asks him to convert Antoninus, the man who is in
love with her, to Christianity; “Grant that the love of this young man to me, / In which he
languisheth to death, may be/ Changed to the love of Heaven” (97). This wish changes the play’s
depiction of conversion from an internal process of emotion and reason, as depicted by
Theophilus’ daughters, to an external miraculous transformation. And indeed, immediately after
this wish is made, Antoninus performs his miraculous resolve, declaring: “I feel a holy fire/ That
yields a comfortable heat within me;/ I am quite altered from the thing I was. / See! I can stand
and go alone; thus kneel/ To heavenly Dorothea” (98). However, Antoninus’ conversion had
already slowly been set in motion before this event through his devotion to Dorothea. When
attempting to woo her, Antoninus promises Dorothea that upon proposing marriage, “I ne’er will
screw your conscience from that Power, / On which you Christians lean” (44). By the time
Dorothea is sentenced to death, Antoninus’ love for her has already caused a rift in his pagan
beliefs: “the sight makes me doubtful/ In my belief; nor can I think our gods/ Are good, or to be
served, that take delight/ In offerings of this kind” (92). His conversion is by “sight,” but it is the
sight of injustice and human suffering. As such, while the divine spectacle of Angelo’s act
provides the audience with a visual cue that Antoninus has fully converted, he is led to this
moment through a genuine human connection. The audience is witness to an extraordinary image
of conversion that nonetheless finds its origin in a romantic plot that requires neither explicit
Catholic nor explicit Protestant rhetoric.
Angelo’s role in Antoninus’ conversion provides context for the play’s climax when
Theophilus is finally converted. One year after Dorothea’s death, in the middle of winter, Angelo
arrives to deliver Theophilus a basket of heavenly fruits and flowers, transforming Theophilus’
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sarcastic request for a gift into a gesture of divine forgiveness: “You entreated/ That, when she
came into that blessed garden/ Whither she knew she went, and where, now happy,/ She feeds
upon all joy, she would send to you/ Some of that garden fruit and flowers; which here,/ To have
her promise saved, are brought by me” (102). Angelo, once again appearing as a spectacular
angel, does not immediately register to Theophilus, who requires several lines before realizing
Angelo was supernatural: “Mine eyes, though dazzled, / And daunted at first sight, tell me it
wore/ A pair of glorious wings” (104). Theophilus does, however, immediately marvel at the
beauty of the fruits and flowers as well as the beauty of Angelo’s human form: “‘Tis a tempting
fruit, / And the most bright-cheeked child I ever viewed:/ Sweet-smelling, goodly fruit. What
flowers are these?... Pretty, sweet boy, say/ In what country shall a man find this garden?” (102).
As Theophilus is only partially receptive, he only partially sees the wonder of Angelo’s form.
The full vision of Angelo’s spectacle is an exclusive privilege to those receptive to belief, i.e.,
the audience.
This belief and that reception is tied to less spectacular but still affective personal ties.
Theophilus’ conversion, although taking place within this one scene, is a multi-step process. A
first, he is seemingly only interested in the spectacular fruit and flowers and does not care where
they came from “No! --vanished and not seen!-- Be thou a spirit/ Sent from that witch to mock
me, I am sure/ This is essential, and howe’er it grows,/ Will taste it” (103). However, after eating
the fruit, akin to Adam and Eve, Theophilus suddenly acquires the truth of his situation: that
Dorothea’s fruit and flowers are a gift of friendship, and that Harpax has led him astray. A large
portion of Theophilus’ revelation is a recognition of humanity and connection. Angelo and the
religion he represents move Theophilus precisely because of the recognizable humanity that he
does not see in his pagan idols: "Jupiter/ For all my sacrifices done to him, / Never once gave me
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smile-- How can stone smile? Or wooden image laugh?” (105). Furthermore, he now
understands his treatment of his daughters to be a work of evil and appreciates the great act of
forgiveness that Dorothea has performed: “I serve a better master: he now checks me/ For
murdering my two daughters, put on by thee./ By thy damn’d rhetoric did I hunt the life/ Of
Dorothea, the holy virgin-martyr./ She is not angry with the axe, nor me,/ But sends these
presents to me; and I’ll travel/ O’er worlds to find her, and from her white hand/ To beg a
forgiveness” (107). The “rhetoric” that Harpax had manipulated Theophilus with cannot compete
with Dorothea and Christianity’s affirmation of his own instincts toward familial love and pure
goodness. Through all the supernatural, spectacular elements, the lesson of utmost importance is
a recognition of good will in his former enemies and cruelty in his former friends.
The last scene in the play depicts Theophilus’ ascension to heaven after his martyrdom:
onstage he is greeted by Dorothea “in a white robe, a crown upon her head, led in by Angelo;
Antoninus, Calista and Christeta following, all in white, but lest glorious; Angelo holds out a
crown to Theophilus” (117). While Theophilus could have ascended onstage by himself, now a
saint in his own right, or merely be greeted by Dorothea, the central saint of the play, the final
image is that of a reunified family portrait. The Virgin Martyr does not merely depict a blissful
afterlife but also a scene of human reconciliation, where daughters, father and friends can be
forgiven and embraced. In this portrait of heaven, the site of the play’s climactic and resounding
victory, The Virgin Martyr elevates the social community above all else. The audience, who may
not agree on various theological points, can still collectively witness and enjoy these theatrical
images, recognizing that these images are made efficacious by a common belief and common
love.
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4.5 Conclusion: Seeing Together
The culture of playgoing allows for moments of homogeneity amidst great religious
fracture, as the goal of the playwright is for all to applaud. The Red Bull appeared to understand
this well and had a great talent for speaking to many at once, engaging with large emotional
conflicts as well as entertaining thrills. Early modern English drama contended with many tropes
of sainthood and martyrdom, acknowledging explicitly or implicitly the thorny world of
authentic and inauthentic conversion. The saint at her most theatrical was a danger to present to
early modern English audiences, but the rewards, as seen in A Shoemaker a Gentleman and The
Virgin Martyr, are quite high, as they reposition figures of admiration as emotional lifelines that
could renew Christians’ belief, not only in God but in a community. The tradition of saints’
stories gave Protestant England pause due to their emphasis on material spectacle through
powerful human individuals. However, the human element of sainthood—in which a human like
any other nonetheless chooses a path of holiness for others to follow—is not only still resonant,
but perhaps more affecting than ever. The communion of saints is ultimately a promise of
kinship that can transcend death and conflict. One need not think that these saints respond to
direct invocation in order to find comfort in their message of human connection fortified and
sustained through Christ forever. A Shoemaker a Gentleman and The Virgin Martyr provide their
audience with onstage human models who understand what it means to live in a religiously
unstable time, persevering and recognizing God’s gestures of good will and pass them on to
others. These Red Bull saint plays are interested in the points of connection rather than the points
of difference in order to convert their audience, if not to the same denomination, the same
sustained belief in Christianity. By producing and performing these plays in this public
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playhouse, the community is able to participate in a renewed site of communion through
theatricality.
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Conclusion
In my dissertation, I demonstrated how medieval and early modern European saint plays use
self-conscious theatricality in conjunction with saint theology as a means to the audience’s
collective conversion. Each chapter’s saint plays highlight a different aspect of saint theology
that is simultaneously used to illuminate Christian truths while also advocating for theatricality
as uniquely qualified to convey these truths. In all of the plays discussed, it is not merely through
the retelling of an extraordinary conversion that inspires the audience; rather, the plays are
experiences that use the narrative of an extraordinary conversion as a multisensory springboard
for audience reflection on how they see and understand Christianity and the world around them.
Even if the playgoers never become martyrs or legendary missionaries, they have been
challenged to become better Christians both individually and as a community.
In examining both medieval and early modern plays, I demonstrated the ways in which
the traditional idea of associating early modern professional drama as a secularization of
medieval theatricality is highly limiting, obscuring the ways in which early modern drama
fulfilled religious ends, as well as the ways that medieval drama self-consciously celebrated its
theatricality. With this dissertation I hope I help to further close the chasm between medieval and
early modern drama studies, not because the social, political, and religious changes between
these periods are irrelevant, but because the common religious work performed by these plays
has yet to be fully explored. By continuing to demarcate medieval drama as primarily religious
education and early modern drama as primarily secular entertainment, theatre historians obscure
the ways in which theatrical entertainment and religious devotion intersect. As we have seen in
the case of early modern Spain and England, the stakes of religious education and conversion are
in many ways higher than in the medieval period, making popular theatre an important medium
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to address and rectify this anxiety. Similarly, medieval drama shares many qualities with other
forms of religious expression such as sacramental rituals and sermons but also finds much of its
power in the ways that it differs from them. The medieval and early modern plays examined in
this dissertation each have their own narrative focus and relationship to the community in the
audience, but all are deeply invested in granting the community agency: agency to create, agency
to see, and agency to change.
I introduced my dissertation by pointing to the need for conversion studies to engage with
theatre and performance studies in order to elucidate the multifaceted, interdisciplinary elements
of conversion that have only recently been explored. Based on the discoveries I have made in
this dissertation propose that the study of theatrical performance can bring insight to conversion
studies in the following ways:
Collaborative conversion. In these theatrical performances, both performers and
audience members mediate the enactment of conversion through their understanding of the
theatrical medium—the agreed pretense. This agreement creates a partnership between both the
people who would be converted (the audience) and by those facilitating this conversion (the
performers). The written conversion narrative has long been a source to both understand and
complicate the process of conversion as an internal experience; the theatrical conversion
narrative, as a narrative made by collaboration, provides new insight into this study. As anyone
who has seen a performance elevated or deflated by a lively or dead audience can attest to,
although the intent may be for the playmakers to influence the audience, the live audience is an
active participant, influencing the experience and the outcome of the event. No matter the skill of
the playmaker, the work cannot be achieved without the presence of others to react. In the
context of religious conversion, theatrical performance can elucidate the ways in which
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conversion is simultaneously a conscious decision and act of an individual as well as an
integration into a community.
The materializing of metaphor. As early as Paul’s conversion on the way to Damascus,
conversion has been understood metaphorically as a change in sight. While all the arts affect the
senses of the recipient, theatrical performance is able to depict religious transformation through
varying sensorial means: for the duration of a theatrical performance, an audience may receive
visual, aural, tactile, or even olfactory cues, which work together to create the overall
experience. Furthermore, the theatrical depiction of conversion can take place over time at
varying temporal speeds; this allows for conversion to be depicted near-instantaneously or
gradually over an extended period of time, allowing for the nuances of the specific conversion
experience to show through. The theatrical medium’s sensory and temporal immersion invites an
audience to gain a more immediate and all-encompassing feeling of conversion, amplifying the
processes and experiences that written conversion narratives describe.
The opportunity for self-reflection. Because the depictions of conversion in plays are
mediated through agreed pretense, and because theatrical performance invites the audience to
experience this conversion through multisensory immersion, the audience experience is one of a
push and pull between internal feeling and external observation. This push and pull invites
moments of self-reflection within the conversion process itself: as audience members convert,
they also better understand conversion as a process. This has to potential to sidestep or even
assuage the external conflicts associated with conversion, particularly concerns about the
authenticity of others’ conversions. Theatrical performance of conversion can reframe the
question to focus not on the perceived outside threats, but on the potential for an individual
community to be inoculated through spiritual fortification.
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Multifaceted cultural experience. Theatrical performance exists within multiple cultural
contexts: it could function as a civic event, a social gathering, an entertainment commodity, a
work of art, or all of the above. As such, the theatrical enactment of conversion is uniquely able
to simultaneously explore multiple facets of conversion beyond the internal religious experience.
The more conscious the theatrical depiction of conversion is of its medium, the more the
audience can bring diverse aspects of their life—religious, communal, aesthetic—together for
one integrated experience, allowing for a rich presentation of conversion and its effect not only
on an individuals’ personal beliefs but on their broader world.
By acknowledging these unique advantages of the theatrical conversion narrative,
conversion studies scholars can further investigate the ways in which the internal religious
beliefs an individual or community can transform, as well as how this transformation is realized
through external action.
Whether medieval or early modern, and whether English, French, or Spanish, each of the
plays I discussed were performed within devout Christian cultures. As such, this study has
focused on the intersection between Christian theology on conversion and European theatrical
performances. While I do mean to suggest that theatricality could provide insight to conversion
at large, that is not to say that the ways in which it does so are not strongly influenced by
historical period and religious tradition(s). There is substantial work to be done in order to fully
understand the ways in which theatrical performance can shed light on religious change.
For example, the Mormon church in 2018 announced that its largest theatrical
productions such as the Hill Cumorah pageant, which draws tens of thousands of visitors every
year since 1937, would end. The statement does not outline explicit reasons for this change, but
the announcement makes a clear connection between the decision and the church’s goals for
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conversion: “The goal of every activity in the Church should be to increase faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ and to share His gospel message throughout the world. Local celebrations of culture
and history may be appropriate. Larger productions, such as pageants, are discouraged”
(“Updated statement”). One explanation could be the unrecouped cost of productions: pageant
attendance has dropped precipitously in the past twenty-five years, which former Hill Cumorah
pageant director Jerry Argetsinger partially attributes to a theatrical shift from “a professional
Eastern production to a theater-savvy audience of those not of our faith, non-scripture-reading,
non-church-attending young adults and families… to a destination pageant primarily for Western
Mormons and their families” (qtd in Stack). How have the aesthetic and production choices in
Mormon theatre contribute to or harm their mission and methods of evangelization? How can
Mormon theatre-makers highlight the goals and methods of conversion to reach its 21st-century
community? The last Hill Cumorah pageant is scheduled to occur in the summer of 2021, leaving
an open question mark for the next eighty-four years of Mormon theatre.
There is also more work to be done on the depiction of religious experience within highly
secular contexts. How might we understand the conversion work theatre can do when the
audience might believe in a plethora of religions, or no religion at all? One way might be to
examine the ways in which theatre as a collaboration between playwright, playmakers,
playgoers, and play industries compels its audience toward secular ideologies and political
action. Jacob Juntunen makes a compelling argument for such a theatrical collaboration for
conversion in the Public’s 1985 production of The Normal Heart by Larry Kramer:
The production, the information in the lobby, and the script all hailed spectators as people
who cared about the AIDS crisis and wanted to do something about it. Though this
emergent ideology had been expressed in the alternative, ‘gay’ theatre, when it was
presented by The Normal Heart in a mainstream theatre setting, it was amplified by the
national media. This amplification helped integrate the emergent ideology that AIDS was
a crisis in need of attention into the dominant ideology. (46)
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This inclusion of media—reviews, press, merchandise—outside of the theatrical performance
provides a potent opportunity for audiences to continue a play’s call to action, precisely because
these technologies further blur the boundary between theatre and reality. It is ultimately my
argument that theatrical performance—whether medieval, early modern, or contemporary—
derives its power to depict and enact conversion because good theatre creates an audience
community which, even if they are aligned for no other reason, can collectively work toward
internal clarity and communal harmony. Even if the ideology doesn’t fully align between
playmaker and audience, or between individual audience members, the struggle to make sense of
the world and one’s place in it is an endeavor that can be powerfully shared for a few hours,
potentially to change the audience forever.
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